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ALT alanine aminotransferase

APRI AST-to-platelet ratio index 

ART antiretroviral therapy 

ARV antiretroviral 

ASSIST Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test

AST aspartate aminotransferase 

BCRP breast cancer resistance protein 

CI confidence interval 

CrI credible interval 

DAA direct-acting antiviral (drug)

DDI drug–drug interaction

EASL European Association for the Study of the Liver 

EIA enzyme immunoassay 

eGFR estimated glomerular filtration rate

EMA European Medicines Agency

FBC full blood count 

FDA United States Food and Drug Administration

gGT gamma glutamyl transpeptidase 

gp glycoprotein 

GRADE Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation

Hb haemoglobin 

HBV hepatitis B virus 

HCC hepatocellular carcinoma 

HCV hepatitis C virus

INR international normalized ratio 

LMIC low- and middle-income countries

mhGAP WHO Mental Health Gap Action Programme

MSM men who have sex with men

NAT nucleic acid testing/test

NGO nongovernmental organization

NNRTI non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor 

NRTI nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor 

NS5B non-structural protein 5B (of HCV) 

NS3/NS4A non-structural protein 3/non-structural protein 4A 

OR odds ratio 

OST opioid substitution therapy 

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
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PICO Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes 

PWID people who inject drugs

RAV resistance-associated variant 

RCT randomized controlled trial 

RNA ribonucleic acid

RR relative risk

SAE severe adverse event

SVR sustained virological response

TB tuberculosis 

WHO World Health Organization
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Anti-HCV antibody Presence of antibodies to hepatitis C virus (HCV) indicating 
history of exposure to HCV

Chronic HCV Continued presence of HCV RNA in the blood six months or 
more after acquiring infection

Delayed virological re-
sponse

More than 2 log reduction in HCV RNA viral load but a 
detectable HCV RNA level at week 12 of treatment and an 
undetectable HCV RNA level at week 24 of treatment

Early virological response More than 2 log reduction in HCV RNA viral load at week 12 of 
treatment

Extended rapid virological 
response 

Undetectable HCV RNA at 4 weeks (rapid) and 12 weeks 
(extended) after the start of treatment

GRADE Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and 
Evaluation (GRADE) is an approach used to assess the quality of 
a body of evidence, and to develop and report recommendations

Negative predictive value The probability that when a person’s test result is negative, they 
truly do not have the infection/disease. Predictive values are 
influenced by the prevalence of the disease in the population

Non-response Detectable HCV RNA throughout treatment

Null response Less than 2 log reduction in HCV RNA level by week 12 of 
treatment

Partial response 2 log reduction in HCV RNA by week 12 of treatment but HCV 
RNA remains detectable at week 24 or end of treatment

Positive predictive value   The probability that when a person’s test result is positive, they 
truly have the infection/disease. Predictive values are influenced 
by the prevalence of the disease in the population

Rapid virological response Undetectable HCV RNA in the blood at 4 weeks of treatment

Relapse Undetectable HCV RNA in the blood at the end of treatment but 
detectable HCV RNA within 24 weeks of completing treatment

Sensitivity The ability of a test to correctly identify those with the infection/
disease (true positives/true positives + false negatives)

Specificity The ability of a test to correctly identify those without the 
infection/disease (true negatives/true negatives + false positives)

Sustained virological 
response (SVR)

Undetectable HCV RNA in the blood after the end of HCV 
treatment, either at 12 weeks (SVR12) or at 24 weeks (SVR24)

Viral breakthrough Undetectable HCV RNA in the blood during treatment followed 
by detectable HCV RNA during treatment, which is not caused 
by a new HCV infection

Viraemic HCV Presence of HCV RNA in the blood

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Globally, the morbidity and mortality attributable to hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection 
continues to increase. Approximately 700 000 persons die each year from HCV-
related complications, which include cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
and liver failure. HCV infection can be cured by antiviral treatment; however, due 
to the asymptomatic nature of the disease, many infected persons are unaware 
of their infection and, for those who are diagnosed, access to treatment remains 
poor in many settings. 

The field of HCV therapeutics continues to evolve rapidly and, since the World 
Health Organization (WHO) issued its first Guidelines for the screening, care and 
treatment of persons with hepatitis C infection in 2014, several new medicines 
have been approved by at least one stringent regulatory authority. These 
medicines, called direct-acting antivirals (DAAs), are transforming the treatment 
of HCV, enabling regimens that can be administered orally, are of shorter 
duration (as short as eight weeks), result in cure rates higher than 90%, and 
are associated with fewer serious adverse events than the previous interferon-
containing regimens. WHO is updating its hepatitis C treatment guidelines to 
provide recommendations for the use of these new medicines.

The objectives of these WHO guidelines are to provide updated evidence-
based recommendations for the treatment of persons with hepatitis C infection 
using, where possible, all DAA-only combinations. The guidelines also provide 
recommendations on the preferred regimens based on a patient’s HCV genotype 
and clinical history, and assess the appropriateness of continued use of 
certain medicines. This document also includes existing recommendations on 
screening for HCV infection and care of persons infected with HCV that were 
first issued in 2014. The key audience for these guidelines are policy-makers 
in low- and middle-income countries who formulate country-specific treatment 
guidelines and who plan infectious disease treatment programmes and services, 
in addition to those people responsible for delivering treatment. The guidelines 
are appropriate for all countries, including high-income countries.

The guidelines were produced in line with processes described in the WHO Handbook 
for guideline development, using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, 
Development and Evaluation (GRADE) method, which provides guidance and tools 
to define research questions, develop an analytical framework, conduct systematic 
reviews, assess the overall quality of the evidence, and determine the direction 
and strength of the recommendations. The process involved multiple steps that 
included the formation of a Guidelines Development Group, and the development 
of a series of questions across the screening, care and treatment framework, 
which were structured in the PICO format (Population, Intervention, Comparison, 
Outcomes). Systematic reviews of the best available evidence were conducted and 
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the findings were assessed for quality and presented in GRADE evidence profiles.  
For the recommendations on preferred treatment regimens, network meta-analyses 
were conducted to compare the efficacy and safety of antivirals for the treatment of 
HCV infection. Pooled proportions for sustained virological response (SVR), severe 
adverse events (SAEs), treatment discontinuation and mortality rates were calculated 
for each regimen by genotype and previous treatment experience. In addition, a 
budget impact analysis was undertaken to assess the cost per patient and overall 
cost to treat the defined populations in selected countries.

In developing the recommendations, the Guidelines Development Group considered 
the evidence as well as the characteristics of each regimen, such as pill burden, 
frequency of drug–drug interactions, and whether they required interferon or ribavirin. 
Based on these considerations, preferred and alternative regimens were selected for 
each genotype. Decision-makers will then be able to choose from these options based 
on the price and availability of the medicines and the endemic HCV genotypes in 
their countries. To support decision-making, clinical considerations such as treatment 
prioritization, drug–drug interactions, monitoring for treatment response and adverse 
reactions, treatment in pregnancy and in those with coinfection are also covered in the 
guidelines, in addition to treatment considerations for specific populations. 

Summary of recommendations

New recommendations (2016) 

Treatment with direct-acting antiviral agents: it is recommended that DAA 
regimens be used for the treatment of persons with hepatitis C infection 
rather than regimens with pegylated interferon and ribavirin.

(Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence)

Subgroup considerations: for patients with HCV genotype 3 infection with 
cirrhosis and patients with genotypes 5 and 6 infection with and without 
cirrhosis, an interferon-based regimen: sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon and 
ribavirin is still recommended as an alternative treatment option. 

Removal of recommendation for treatment with boceprevir or telaprevir: the 
use of boceprevir- or telaprevir-containing regimens is no longer recommend-
ed for the treatment of persons with hepatitis C infection. 

(Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence)

Preferred and alternative regimens for the treatment of persons with chronic 
hepatitis C virus infection:

Strength of recommendation and quality of evidence: 

Genotypes 1 and 4 regimens: strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence 

Genotypes 2 and 3 regimens: strong recommendation, low quality of evidence 

Genotypes 5 and 6 regimens: conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence
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* Treatment durations are adapted from 2015 AASLD and EASL guidelines.
a If genotype 1a-infected patient is positive for the Q80K variant, a simeprevir/sofosbuvir regimen should not be chosen.
b For genotype 1a-infected patients, treat with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir and ribavirin; for genotype 1b-infected 
patients, treat with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir.

* Treatment durations are adapted from the 2015 guidelines of the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) 
and European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL). 
a Treatment may be shortened to 8 weeks in treatment-naive persons without cirrhosis if their baseline HCV RNA level is below 6 
million (6.8 log) IU/mL. The duration of treatment should be shortened with caution.
b If platelet count <75 x 103/μL, then 24 weeks’ treatment with ribavirin should be given.

Persons without cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir

Ledipasvir/ 
sofosbuvir

Sofosbuvir/
ribavirin

Genotype 1 12 weeks 12 weeksa  

Genotype 2     12 weeks

Genotype 3 12 weeks   24 weeks

Genotype 4 12 weeks 12 weeks  

Genotype 5   12 weeks  

Genotype 6   12 weeks  

Persons with cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir/

ribavirin
Ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir

Ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir /

ribavirin
Sofosbuvir/

ribavirin

Genotype 1 24 weeks 12 weeks 24 weeks 12 weeksb

Genotype 2 16 weeks

Genotype 3 24 weeks

Genotype 4 24 weeks 12 weeks 24 weeks 12 weeksb

Genotype 5 24 weeks 12 weeksb

Genotype 6 24 weeks 12 weeksb

Summary of recommended preferred regimens with treatment durations*

Persons without cirrhosis

Simeprevir/ 
sofosbuvir

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir

Ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/

ritonavir/
dasabuvir

Ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/

ritonavir/
ribavirin

Sofosbuvir/
pegylated 
interferon/

ribavirin

Genotype 1 12 weeksa 12 weeksb

Genotype 2 12 weeks

Genotype 3

Genotype 4 12 weeks 12 weeks

Genotype 5 12 weeks

Genotype 6 12 weeks

Summary of recommended alternative regimens with treatment durations*
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* Treatment durations are adapted from 2015 AASLD and EASL guidelines.
a If genotype 1a-infected patient is positive for the Q80K variant, a simeprevir/sofosbuvir regimen should not be chosen.
b For genotype 1a-infected patients, treat with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir and ribavirin for 24 weeks; for genotype 
1b-infected patients, treat with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir and ribavirin for 12 weeks.

Persons with cirrhosis

Can be 
prescribed to 
persons with 
compensated or 
decompensated 
cirrhosis

These regimens should be prescribed only to persons with compensated cirrhosis 
because they can cause liver failure and death when prescribed to persons with 
decompensated cirrhosis. Therefore, they should be used only in settings where 
specialized care is available and where the degree of cirrhosis (compensated vs 
decompensated) can accurately be assessed.

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir

Simeprevir/ 
sofosbuvir

Simeprevir/ 
sofosbuvir/

ribavirin

Ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/

ritonavir/
dasabuvir

Ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/

ritonavir/
ribavirin

Sofosbuvir/
pegylated 
interferon/

ribavirin

Genotype 1 24 weeksa 12 weeksa 24 weeksb

Genotype 2 12 weeks

Genotype 3 12 weeks

Genotype 4 24 weeks 12 weeksa 24 weeks

Genotype 5 12 weeks

Genotype 6 12 weeks

Discussion of preferred and alternative regimens

The selection of preferred and alternative regimens remains somewhat 
complex; however, the recommended regimens in these guidelines are a 
step in the direction of recommending a single regimen for all genotypes and 
for all patients, regardless of the degree of cirrhosis and previous treatment 
experience. Furthermore, the selected preferred regimens provide clinicians 
with the opportunity of prescribing interferon- and ribavirin-free regimens for 
everyone (except patients who have genotype 2 infection or both cirrhosis 
and genotype 3 infection). This simplifies implementation by lessening 
the requirement for genotype testing (in countries where a single genotype 
predominates) as well as reducing the risk of treatment discontinuation due 
to adverse events. 

Despite these advances, implementation of these recommendations may not 
be immediate. In addition to the high prices, these medicines have not yet 
received regulatory approval in many countries. Clinicians in many countries 
are not aware of the availability of these medicines. These recommendations 
provide policy-makers with a framework for initiating the implementation of 
therapies, with the potential for wide-scale provision of treatment, on account 
of high efficacy and less need for medical testing and interventions before, 
during and after treatment.  
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Existing recommendations (from the 2014 guidelines document) 

Screening to identify persons with HCV infection: it is recommended that HCV 
serology testing be offered to individuals who are part of a population with high 
HCV prevalence or who have a history of HCV risk exposure/behaviour. 

(Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence)

When to confirm the diagnosis of chronic HCV infection: it is suggested that nucleic 
acid testing (NAT) for the detection of HCV ribonucleic acid (RNA) be performed 
directly following a positive HCV serological test to establish the diagnosis of 
chronic HCV infection, in addition to NAT for HCV RNA as part of the assessment 
for starting treatment for HCV infection. 

(Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence)

Screening for alcohol use and counselling to reduce moderate and high levels of 
alcohol intake: an alcohol intake assessment is recommended for all persons with 
HCV infection followed by the offer of a behavioural alcohol reduction intervention 
for persons with moderate-to-high alcohol intake.

(Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence)

Assessing degree of liver fibrosis and cirrhosis: in resource-limited settings, it is 
suggested that the aminotransferase/platelet ratio index (APRI) or FIB-4 tests be 
used for the assessment of hepatic fibrosis rather than other noninvasive tests that 
require more resources such as elastography or FibroTest.

(Conditional recommendation, low quality of evidence)

Assessing for HCV treatment: all adults and children with chronic HCV infection, 
including people who inject drugs, should be assessed for antiviral treatment. 

(Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence)

Treatment with pegylated interferon and ribavirin: pegylated interferon in 
combination with ribavirin is recommended for the treatment of chronic HCV 
infection rather than standard non-pegylated interferon with ribavirin. 

(Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence)
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1. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The objective of these guidelines is to provide evidence-based recommendations 
on screening for, and the care and treatment of, persons with chronic hepatitis 
C virus (HCV) infection. They are primarily intended to provide a framework 
for the development or strengthening of hepatitis C treatment programmes. 
This is an update to the guidelines document first issued by the World Health 
Organization (WHO) in April 2014 (1), which were the first WHO guidelines 
on hepatitis treatment. The document includes new recommendations for the 
treatment of HCV infection, as well as recommendations that are unchanged 
from the 2014 document regarding the diagnosis of persons with HCV 
infection, clinical management of HCV infection, including alcohol-reduction 
counselling and assessment of liver fibrosis. The 2014 guidelines included 
recommendations for treatment with pegylated interferon and ribavirin, 
boceprevir, simeprevir, sofosbuvir and telaprevir. Since April 2014, several 
new, oral direct-acting antiviral (DAA) medicines have been approved by at 
least one stringent regulatory authority. These include asunaprevir, daclatasvir, 
ledipasvir, and a combination of ombitasvir, paritaprevir and dasabuvir. These 
medicines, with the exception of asunaprevir, were added to the WHO Model 
list of essential medicines in 2015 (2). The guidelines are now updated to 
include new recommendations on the use of these DAAs. 

Advances in drug development are revolutionizing HCV treatment. Most 
importantly, the availability of several DAAs allows their use in combination, 
which obviates the need for interferon. It is important that persons managing 
hepatitis treatment programmes and clinicians have guidance on the 
appropriate use of these medicines. Thus, in addition to recommendations 
on screening and care, the objective of these guidelines is to provide 
recommendations on the use of the new medicines, specifically to recommend 
“preferred” combinations of medicines to be used, depending on the viral 
genotype and other clinical factors.

WHO guidance on the use of these medicines will help policy-makers decide 
whether to include them in national formularies. Furthermore, by accelerating 
the introduction of DAAs in countries, they will complement other WHO 
mechanisms to promote access to these medicines. These include the 
prequalification of generic formulations of DAAs and the provision of technical 
assistance to country health officials. 

1.1 Target audience

Although the recommendations from these guidelines apply to all countries, 
the key audience for these guidelines is policy-makers in ministries of 
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health working in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC), who formulate 
country-specific treatment guidelines, and plan infectious disease treatment 
programmes and services. The recommendations are intended to be used by 
government officials as the basis for developing national hepatitis policies, 
plans and treatment guidelines. For countries with existing national plans/
programmes, these guidelines can serve as a basis for updating national 
hepatitis treatment guidelines in order to decide which medicines to include 
in national formularies and which regimens to use. In addition, persons 
working in nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that organize hepatitis C 
treatment services can use the guidelines to inform the necessary elements 
of the treatment services. The guidelines are also intended to be helpful for 
clinicians who treat patients with HCV. 

1.2 Scope of the guidelines

Although most of the recommendations deal with treatment issues, 
recommendations related to screening and care are included to reinforce the 
importance of the continuum of care that is a key element of the clinical 
management HCV infection. Each of these topics is complex and includes 
many dimensions that could not be assessed by the Guidelines Development 
Group. In the screening section, there is no discussion on the selection of 
laboratory tests; in the care section, the Group only assessed one intervention 
(alcohol reduction counselling), and in the area of treatment, there are 
no recommendations regarding the management of complications of HCV, 
including cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).

1.3 Related guidelines

These guidelines are intended to complement existing guidance on the 
primary prevention of HCV and other bloodborne viruses transmissions by 
improving blood and injection safety, and health care for people who inject 
drugs (PWID) and other vulnerable groups, including those living with HIV. 
Additional guidance specifically relevant to the management of those infected 
with HCV can be found in the following documents: 

•	 Consolidated guidelines on the use of antiretroviral drugs for treating 
and preventing HIV infection. Geneva: WHO; 2016 (3)

•	 Guidelines for the prevention, care and treatment of persons with 
hepatitis B infection. Geneva: WHO; 2015 (4)

•	 Guidance on prevention of viral hepatitis B and C among people who 
inject drugs. Geneva: WHO; 2012 (5)
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Epidemiology

Reliable epidemiological data are essential for planning health programmes 
and facilitating the scaling up of hepatitis C treatment. It is important to know 
the number of persons infected with and dying from HCV-related liver disease, 
the prevalence of HCV-related morbidity, and the distribution of genotypes 
and fibrosis stages. This is because the selection of DAA treatments can 
depend upon the genotype, and the presence or absence of cirrhosis, while the 
urgency with which to initiate treatment depends largely on the degree of liver 
fibrosis. Unfortunately, estimates of these key epidemiological parameters are 
limited by the lack of data from some parts of the world. 

2.1.1 Burden of HCV infection and mortality

The number of deaths per year due to HCV-related diseases continues to 
increase. According to estimates from the Global Burden of Disease study, 
the number of deaths due to hepatitis C was 333 000 in 1990, 499 000 
in 2010 and 704 000 in 2013 (6, 7). The increase in number of deaths 
reflects the high incidence of hepatitis C during the mid-twentieth century, 
which is thought to have increased dramatically starting in the 1940s due to 
the expanded use of parenteral procedures and injection drug use (8). The 
incidence declined in the 1990s following the discovery of the HCV, resulting 
in the introduction of screening of blood for HCV, improvements in infection 
control and safer injection practices among PWID. Despite the declining 
incidence, a large number of persons who were infected 30–60 years ago 
are now dying from HCV-related cirrhosis and HCC, as these complications 
often take decades to develop. The increase in the number of deaths is 
projected to continue for several more decades unless treatment is scaled up 
considerably (9). Some countries are also experiencing a recent resurgence of 
HCV infection among young PWID and HIV-infected men who have sex with 
men (MSM) (10, 11). 

More recent analyses of the global prevalence of HCV indicate that there 
may be fewer persons living with HCV infection than previously estimated. 
In 2013, a systematic review concluded that there were 184 million persons 
with a history of HCV infection (presence of anti-HCV antibody) (12). Of 
those, an estimated 130–150 million may be chronically infected (HCV-
RNA positive). A more recent systematic review that excluded older studies 
estimated that 115 million persons are anti-HCV antibody positive and 80 
million have chronic infection (Table 2.1) (13). This lower estimate may be 
explained by a declining incidence as well as improved diagnostic serological 
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tests for HCV, resulting in fewer false-positive results. If correct, this lower 
burden of disease would mean that the overall number of persons needing 
HCV treatment would be lower than previously thought; nevertheless, the 
number of people needing treatment remains high. There are also improved 
estimations of the prevalence of HCV in Africa. A systematic review of studies 
from Africa showed a prevalence of HCV of 2.98%, with a higher prevalence 
observed in studies from west Africa and lower in studies from south-east 
Africa (14). The variability in estimates may be due in part to the lack of data 
from many countries, and the selection of populations for testing that are not 
representative of the general population. 

TABLE 2.1 Estimated prevalence of HCV infection by Global Burden of Disease regions (13) 

Regions Anti-HCV
prevalence (CI)a

Viraemic HCV
prevalence (CI)b

Viraemic 
rate

2013 population 
(millions)

Anti-HCV infected 
(millions)

Viraemic HCV 
infected (millions)

Asia Pacific,  
high income

1.1% 
(0.5–1.7%)

0.8% 
(0.4–1.2%) 74% 182 2.0  

(0.9–3.0)
1.5  

(0.6–2.2)

Asia, Central 5.4% 
(3.5–6.8%)

2.3% 
(1.5–3.0%) 43% 84 4.5  

(2.9–5.7)
1.9  

(1.3–2.5)

Asia, East 1.2% 
(0.4–1.8%)

0.7% 
(0.3–1.1%) 60% 1434 16.6 

(6.3–25.3)
10.0  

(3.9–15.1)

Asia, South 1.1% 
(0.7–1.5%)

0.9% 
(0.5–1.2%) 81% 1650 18.8  

(11.3–24.5)
15.2  

(8.9–19.8)

Asia, Southeast 1.0% 
(0.8–1.8%)

0.7% 
(0.5–1.1%) 63% 635 6.6  

(5.3–11.3)
4.2  

(3.4–7.2)

Australasia 1.4% 
(1.0–1.5%)

1.0% 
(0.8–1.1%) 75% 28 0.4  

(0.3–0.4)
0.3  

(0.2–0.3)

Caribbean 0.8% 
(0.2–1.3%)

0.6% 
(0.1–0.9%) 70% 39 0.3  

(0.1–0.5)
0.2  

(0.0–0.4)

Europe, Central 1.3% 
(1.1–1.6%)

1.0% 
(0.9–1.2%) 80% 119 1.5  

(1.3–1.9)
1.2  

(1.1–1.5)

Europe, Eastern 3.3% 
(1.6–4.5%)

2.3% 
(1.1–3.0%) 69% 207 6.8  

(3.4–9.3)
4.7  

(2.4–6.3)

Europe, Western 0.9% 
(0.7–1.5%)

0.6% 
(0.5–1.0%) 70% 425 3.7  

(3.0–6.3)
2.6  

(2.1–4.4)
Latin America, 
Andean

0.9% 
(0.4–1.3%)

0.6% 
(0.3–0.9%) 70% 57 0.5  

(0.2–0.7)
0.4  

(0.2–0.5)
Latin America, 
Central

1.0% 
(0.8–1.4%)

0.8% 
(0.6–1.1%) 75% 246 2.6  

(1.9–3.5)
1.9  

(1.4–2.6)
Latin America, 
Southern

1.2%  
(0.5%–2.1%)

0.9%  
(0.4%–1.6%) 79% 62 0.8  

(0.3–1.3)
0.6  

(0.2–1.0)
Latin America, 
Tropical

1.2% 
(0.9–1.2%)

1.0% 
(0.7–1.0%) 80% 207 2.5  

(1.9–2.6)
2.0  

(1.5–2.1)
North Africa/ 
Middle East

3.1% 
(2.5–3.9%)

2.1% 
(1.7–2.6%) 66% 469 14.6  

(11.9–18.2)
9.7  

(7.8–12.1)
North America, 
high income

1.0% 
(1.0–1.9%)

0.8% 
(0.7–1.4%) 76% 355 3.7  

(3.4–6.7)
2.8  

(2.6–5.0)

Oceania 0.1% 
(0.1–0.6%)

0.1% 
(0.1–0.4%) 69% 10 0.0  

(0.0–0.1)
0.0  

(0.0–0.0)
Sub-Saharan 
Africa, Central

4.2% 
(2.4–9.2%)

2.6% 
(1.5–5.5%) 61% 100 4.3  

(2.4–9.2)
2.6  

(1.5–5.5)
Sub-Saharan 
Africa, East

1.0% 
(0.6–3.1%)

0.6% 
(0.4–2.0%) 62% 385 3.9  

(2.4–12.1)
2.4  

(1.6–7.9)
Sub-Saharan 
Africa, Southern

1.3% 
(0.8–2.5%)

0.9% 
(0.6–1.7%) 69% 75 1.0  

(0.6–1.9)
0.7 

(0.4–1.3)
Sub-Saharan 
Africa, West

5.3% 
(2.9–9.1%)

4.1% 
(2.3–6.7%) 77% 367 19.3  

(10.5–33.3)
14.9  

(8.5–24.6)

Other 1.9% 
(1.0–3.4%)

1.3% 
(0.7–2.4%) 69% 27 0.5  

(0.3–0.9)
0.4 

(0.2–0.7)

Total 1.6% 
(1.3–2.1%)

1.1% 
(0.9–1.4%) 70% 7162 114.9 

(91.9–148.7)
80.2  

(64.4–102.9)
a Presence of antibody indicating exposure to HCV 
b Presence of RNA indicating chronic HCV infection
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Because of shared routes of transmission, certain groups, in particular 
PWID, have high rates of coinfection with HIV and HCV; however, there are 
no reliable estimates of the global prevalence of HIV/HCV coinfection. A 
frequently cited article states that 4 million persons are coinfected; however, 
this estimate is not based on a systematic review of data. Recent reviews of 
the literature indicate that the prevalence of coinfection may be lower than 
previously thought. One analysis indicates that 2.3 million persons may be 
coinfected globally, while an analysis from Africa estimated that 5.7% of 
persons with HIV were coinfected with HCV (14, 15). It is worth noting that 
the prevalence of coinfection is generally lower in settings where the primary 
route of HIV transmission is not through injection drug use. 

Groups at increased risk of infection with HCV are also at risk of infection 
with tuberculosis (TB) (16), as TB is endemic in many countries where 
blood products are not screened routinely. TB is also the most common 
AIDS-defining illness and the leading cause of HIV-associated mortality.

Understanding the proportion of individuals who have advanced fibrosis is 
important in planning for HCV treatment services. These are the individuals 
who should be prioritized for HCV treatment, as they are at higher risk 
of developing decompensated cirrhosis and HCC. Although there are no 
population-based estimates for this parameter, a reasonable assumption is 
that between 10% and 30% of persons with chronic HCV infection have 
stage F3 or F4 fibrosis.

2.1.2 Distribution of genotypes

The HCV is a small, positive-stranded RNA-enveloped virus. It has a highly 
variable genome, which has been classified into six distinct genotypic 
groups (17). Existing DAA treatments are significantly more effective on 
certain genotypes than others; thus, it is important to know a patient’s 
genotype prior to initiating treatment. In view of its expense and complexity, 
the requirement for genotyping represents a significant barrier to scaling 
up HCV treatment. The distribution of HCV genotypes and subgenotypes 
varies substantially in different parts of the world (Fig. 2.1). According to 
a recent review, genotype 1 is the most common, accounting for 46.2% of 
all HCV infections, followed by genotype 3 (30.1%) (18). The diversity of 
genotypes also varies; the highest diversity is observed in China and South-
East Asia, while in some countries, such as Egypt and Mongolia, almost all 
HCV infections are due to a single genotype (18). Genotyping may not be 
required in countries where the epidemiological profile shows the presence 
of only a single HCV genotype. In the near future, pan-genotypic DAA 
regimens could obviate the need for genotyping, which would help facilitate 
the expansion of HCV treatment. 

Certain groups are at higher risk of HCV infection, and estimates of the 
prevalence of HCV in these groups are shown in Table 2.2. The relative 
importance of risk factors for HCV infection varies substantially, depending 
on the geographical region and population studied. Greater access to HCV 
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testing and better surveillance are important steps to both increase the 
number of persons diagnosed with HCV and to improve understanding of 
the distribution of HCV infection in the general population and groups at 
increased risk.

TABLE 2.2 Populations at increased risk of HCV infection

Population Comment

Persons who inject drugs 
(PWID) (19) 

PWID have the highest risk of infection. Globally, the prevalence of 
anti-HCV antibody is 67% among PWID.

Recipients of infected blood 
products or invasive procedures 
in health-care facilities with 
inadequate infection control 
practices (20–30)

Risk of HCV infection varies depending upon the frequency of medical 
procedures (i.e. number of injections/person/year) and level of infection 
control practices. A high frequency of injections and a low level of infection 
control can result in a high prevalence of HCV in the general population 
(e.g. prevalence of chronic HCV infection confirmed by nucleic acid testing 
was 4.4% in Egypt in 2015) (31).

Children born to mothers 
infected with HCV (30, 32–35)

HCV transmission risk is estimated as 4–8% among mothers without 
HIV infection. Transmission risk is estimated as 10.8–25% among 
mothers with HIV infection.

People with sexual partners who 
are HCV infected (36–40)

There is low or no risk of sexual transmission of HCV among  
HIV-uninfected heterosexual couples and HIV-uninfected men who have 
sex with men (MSM). The risk of sexual transmission is strongly linked 
to pre-existing HIV infection.

People with HIV infection 
(40–48)

Persons with HIV infection, in particular MSM, are at increased risk of 
HCV infection through unprotected sex.

People who use intranasal drugs 
(49)

Non-injecting drug use (e.g. through sharing of inhalation equipment for 
cocaine) is associated with a higher risk of HCV infection.

People who have had tattoos or 
piercings (50)

Tattoo recipients have higher prevalence of HCV compared with persons 
without tattoos (odds ratio = 2.24, 95%CI 2.01, 2.50)

FIGURE 2.1 Global distribution of genotypes of HCV (18)

55.5 million
14 million
3.9 million
1.7 million
485,000

HCV genotype proportion

1 3 52 4 6
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2.1.3 Routes of transmission and prevention

Health-care-associated transmission

HCV infection is strongly associated with health inequity; in LMIC, infection 
with HCV is most commonly associated with unsafe injection practices and 
procedures such as renal dialysis and unscreened blood transfusions (28, 51). 
Over 16 billion injections are administered yearly around the world and 40% of 
these are considered to be unsafe (mainly in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia) (52). 
According to the latest WHO report on blood safety (2011), 39 countries do not 
routinely screen blood transfusions for bloodborne viruses (53). The most well-
documented example of health-care-associated transmission is the generalized 
epidemic of HCV infection resulting from unsafe injection practices in Egypt, 
where HCV RNA prevalence was 7.7% in some regions in 2015 (31). Persons 
who received untested blood products prior to the introduction of screening of 
blood for HCV in high-income countries were also at increased risk of infection. 
Universal access to safe blood transfusion requires the implementation of key 
strategies to ensure access to a safe and sufficient blood supply, including the 
implementation of 100% voluntary blood donation and 100% quality-assured 
testing of donated blood. WHO has developed guidelines on best practices in 
phlebotomy, and best practices for injections and related procedures (Table 2.3).

Transmission among people who inject drugs

In middle- and high-income countries, most HCV infections occur among people 
who use unsterile equipment to inject drugs and contaminated drug solutions. 
Of the estimated 16 million people in 148 countries who actively inject drugs, 
10 million have serological evidence of HCV infection (19). PWID infected with 
HCV are at increased risk of all-cause mortality, reflecting the combined role of 
injecting drug use, low socioeconomic status, poor access to health care and 
environmental factors (Tables 2.4 and 2.5) (19, 54).

TABLE 2.3 WHO guidance on prevention of HCV infection in health-care settings

• Hand hygiene: including surgical hand preparation, hand-washing and use of gloves 

• Safe handling and disposal of sharps and waste 

• Safe cleaning of equipment 

• Testing of donated blood 

• Improved access to safe blood 

• Training of health personnel 

Sources: WHO guidelines on hand hygiene in health care. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2009 (http://apps.who.int/iris/
bitstream/10665/44102/1/9789241597906_eng.pdf, accessed 10 March 2016).
Safe abortion: technical and policy guidance for health systems, second edition. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2012. (http://
apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/70914/1/9789241548434_eng.pdf, accessed 10 March 2016).
Universal access to safe blood transfusion. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2008 (http://www. who.int/bloodsafety/publications/
UniversalAccesstoSafeBT.pdf, accessed 10 March 2016).
Blood donor selection: guidelines on assessing donor suitability for blood donation. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2012 
(http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/76724/1/9789241548519_eng.pdf, accessed 10 March 2016).
WHO guidelines on drawing blood: best practices in phlebotomy. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2010 (http://www.who.int/
injection_safety/sign/drawing_blood_best/en/index.html, accessed 10 March 2016).
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TABLE 2.4 WHO/UNODC/UNAIDS comprehensive package of interventions  
for HIV prevention, treatment and care in PWID

1. Provision of sterile injection equipment including needles and syringes, and other drug-
use paraphernalia 

2. Opioid substitution therapy and other drug-dependence treatment 

3. HIV testing and counselling 

4. Antiretroviral therapy 

5. Prevention and treatment of sexually transmitted infections 

6. Condom programmes for people who inject drugs and their sexual partners 

7. Targeted information, education and communication for people who inject drugs  
and their sexual partners 

8. Prevention, vaccination, diagnosis and treatment of viral hepatitis 

9. Prevention, diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis. 

UNAIDS: Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS; UNODC: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
Source: WHO, UNODC, UNAIDS. Technical guide for countries to set targets for universal access to HIV prevention, treatment and 
care for injecting drug users. 2012 revision. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2012 (http://www.drugsandalcohol.ie/19190/1/
IDU-Technical_Guide_2012_ Revision.pdf accessed 30 January 2014).

TABLE 2.5 WHO recommendations for prevention of HCV infection among people who inject drugs*

• Offer people who inject drugs the rapid hepatitis B vaccination regimen. 

• Offer people who inject drugs incentives to increase uptake and complete the hepatitis B 
vaccination schedule. 

• Implement sterile needle and syringe programmes that also provide low dead-space  
syringes for distribution to people who inject drugs. 

• Offer peer interventions to people who inject drugs to reduce the incidence of viral 
hepatitis. 

• Offer opioid substitution therapy to treat opioid dependence, reduce HCV risk behaviour 
and transmission through injecting drug use, and increase adherence to HCV treatment. 

• Integrate the treatment of opioid dependence with medical services for hepatitis. 

* in addition to the interventions described in Table 2.4
Sources: Guidance on prevention of viral hepatitis B and C among people who inject drugs. Geneva: World Health Organization; 
2012 (http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/75357/1/9789241504041_ eng.pdf, accessed 10 March 2016).
WHO guidelines for the psychosocially assisted pharmacological treatment of opioid dependence. Geneva: World Health Organization; 
2009 (http://www.who.int/substance_abuse/publications/ opioid_dependence_guidelines.pdf, accessed 10 March 2016).

TABLE 2.6 WHO guidance on prevention of sexual transmission of HCV infection

• Promotion of correct and consistent condom use 

• Routine testing of sex workers in high-prevalence settings 

• Integrated action to eliminate discrimination and gender violence and to increase access 
to medical and social services for vulnerable persons 

Sources: Prevention and treatment of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections for sex workers in low- and middle-income 
countries: recommendations for a public health approach. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2012 (http://apps.who.int/iris/
bitstream/10665/77745/1/9789241504744_eng.pdf, accessed 11 March 2016).
Prevention and treatment of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections among men who have sex with men and transgender people. 
Geneva: World Health Organization, Department of HIV/AIDS; 2011 (http://www.who.int/hiv/pub/guidelines/msm_guidelines2011/en/, 
accessed 11 March 2016).
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Mother-to-child transmission

The risk of transmission of HCV from a mother to her child occurs in 4–8% of 
births to women with HCV infection, and in 10.8–25% of births to women with 
HIV and HCV coinfection (Table 2.2) (30, 32–35). There are no proven interven-
tions to reduce this risk of transmission. 

Sexual transmission

Sexual transmission of HCV occurs infrequently in heterosexual couples (55). It is 
more common in HIV-positive persons, particularly in MSM (56). In several recent 
outbreaks of HCV infection among MSM in Europe, Australia and the United States, 
transmission has been linked to sexual exposure as well as potentially to underre-
ported use of non-injecting recreational drugs (57, 58). HIV-infected heterosexual 
partners of HCV-infected people are also more likely to acquire HCV; this may be due 
to sexual transmission or other exposure to blood or due to unreported injection or 
non-injection drug use, such as sharing of straws for inhaling cocaine (57). Table 2.6 
provides guidance on preventing the sexual transmission of HCV infection.

Other

Other routes of transmission of HCV include intranasal drug use and other modes 
of bloodborne transmission, such as acquisition by health-care workers, cosmetic 
procedures (such as tattooing and body piercing), scarification and circumcision 
procedures (50, 59).

2.1.4 Coinfections

HIV and HCV coinfection

HIV and HCV have common routes of transmission, and it is estimated that, globally, 
2.3 million persons are coinfected with these two viruses (15). With the widespread 
use of antiretroviral therapy (ART), which reduces the risk of HIV-associated 
opportunistic infections, HCV-related liver disease has started to overtake AIDS-
defining illnesses as a leading cause of death in some high-income countries (60). 
HIV and HCV coinfection is discussed further in section 9.2.

HBV and HCV coinfection

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) and HCV coinfection is commonly found in HBV-endemic 
countries in Asia, sub-Saharan Africa and South America. Up to 25% of HCV-
infected persons may be coinfected with HBV in some areas (61–66). HBV and 
HCV coinfection is discussed further in section 9.6.

Tuberculosis and HCV coinfection

Groups at increased risk of infection with HCV are also at risk of infection with 
TB. TB is endemic in many countries where blood products are not screened 
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routinely. TB is the most common AIDS-defining illness and the leading cause 
of HIV-associated mortality. PWID are more at risk of developing TB, regardless 
of their HIV status. Among PWID who develop TB, two out of three will have 
anti-HCV antibodies. People who live with HIV and inject drugs have a two- to 
sixfold increased risk of developing TB compared with non-injectors. Prisoners, 
who have a high risk of acquiring HCV, are also at increased risk of coinfection 
with TB; incarceration is associated with a 23 times higher risk of TB than in the 
general population (67, 68). Appropriate care for persons being considered for HCV 
treatment would include screening for active TB, as the co-management of such 
persons needs sound clinical judgement and the provision of treatment that takes 
into consideration the side-effects and interactions of the drugs used to treat HIV, 
TB and viral hepatitis. TB and HCV coinfection is discussed further in section 9.7.

2.1.5 Natural history of HCV infection

HCV causes both acute and chronic hepatitis. Chronic infection with HCV is usu-
ally clinically silent, and is only very rarely associated with life-threatening dis-
ease. Spontaneous clearance of acute HCV infection occurs within six months of 
infection in 15–45% of infected individuals in the absence of treatment. Almost 
all the remaining 55–85% of persons will harbour HCV for the rest of their lives 
(if not treated) and are considered to have chronic HCV infection. Anti-HCV anti-
bodies develop as part of acute infection and persist throughout life. In persons 
who have anti-HCV antibodies, a nucleic acid test (NAT) for HCV RNA, which 
detects the presence of the virus, is needed to confirm the diagnosis of chronic 
HCV infection (69, 70).

Left untreated, chronic HCV infection can cause liver cirrhosis, liver failure and 
HCC (Fig. 2.2). Of those with chronic HCV infection, the risk of cirrhosis of the 
liver is 15–30% within 20 years (71–73). The risk of HCC in persons with cirrho-
sis is approximately 2–4% per year (74).

Cirrhosis can be classified as compensated or decompensated. Decompensated 
cirrhosis is defined as cirrhosis with one of the following symptoms: jaundice, 
ascites or encephalopaty (75). The Child–Pugh Score (76) is a system for assess-
ing the degree of liver disease, and classified patients as Class A, B, or C based 
on clinical and laboratory criteria. Those with Class C have the most severe liver 
disease (Table 2.7). Some HCV regimens are contraindicated among persons with 
Child-Pugh  Class B and C or decompensated cirrhosis. 

FIGURE 2.2 Natural history of HCV infection
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The risk of cirrhosis and HCC varies, depending upon certain patient 
characteristics or behaviours. For example, men, persons who consume excess 
alcohol, persons with HBV or HIV coinfection and immunosuppressed individuals 
are all at higher risk of developing cirrhosis or HCC (77). Disease associated with 
HCV infection is not confined to the liver. Extrahepatic manifestations of HCV 
include cryoglobulinaemia, glomerulonephritis, thyroiditis and Sjögren syndrome, 
insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes, and skin disorders such as porphyria cutanea 
tarda and lichen planus. Persons with chronic HCV infection are more likely to 
develop cognitive dysfunction, fatigue and depression (78). These outcomes may 
be associated with replication of the virus in the brain; however, the causal link 
between these manifestations and chronic HCV infection is not certain (79).

2.1.6 Natural history of HIV/HCV coinfection

Coinfection with HIV adversely affects the course of HCV infection, and coinfect-
ed persons, particularly those with advanced immunodeficiency (CD4 count <200 
cells/mm3), have significantly accelerated progression of liver disease to cirrhosis, 
decompensated liver cirrhosis and HCC than HCV-monoinfected persons (80–83). 
In high-income countries, HCV-associated liver disease has become a leading 
cause of death in people living with HIV in the era of combination ART (60, 84, 
85), accounting for around 47% of deaths in one series from the United States.

It remains unclear whether HCV infection accelerates HIV disease progression, as 
determined by AIDS-related events or death (86). Two large European cohorts have 
shown that after ART initiation, CD4 recovery was impaired in HIV/HCV-coinfect-
ed persons when compared to those infected with HIV alone. HIV/HCV-coinfected 
persons also demonstrated more rapid HIV disease progression compared to those 
who were HIV-infected alone, and had impaired recovery of CD4 cells. However, 
other studies have shown no such differences in response (86–90). Assessment of 
the impact of HCV infection on HIV disease progression may be confounded by the 
negative health consequences of injecting drug use, which is strongly linked to HCV 
infection (91, 92). In persons with HIV infection, HCC tends to occur at a younger 
age and within a shorter time period (93).

TABLE 2.7 Child–Turcotte–Pugh score (Child–Pugh score)

Points 1 2 3

Encephalopathy None Minimal (grade 1 or 2) Advanced (grade 3 or 4)

Ascites Absent Controlled Refractory

Total bilirubin 
(μmol/L) (mg/dL)

<34 (<2) 34–51 (2–3) >51 (>3)

Albumin (g/dL) >3.5 2.8–3.5 <2.8

Prothrombin time 
(seconds) or PT-INR

<4  or <1.7 4–6 or 1.7–2.3 >6 or >2.3

PT-INR; prothrombin time international normalized ratio
Child–Pugh Class A: 5–6 points
Child–Pugh Class B: 7–9 points
Child–Pugh Class C: 10–15 points
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2.2 Screening for HCV infection

Screening for HCV infection is done using HCV serological testing. If positive, a 
NAT for HCV RNA is needed to confirm chronic HCV infection. Several screening 
assays have been evaluated by WHO, and sensitivity, specificity, and positive and 
negative predictive values are available. It is important to consider the possibility 
of infection with other bloodborne viruses in persons infected with HCV, and to 
offer screening for HBV and HIV in addition to HCV. Screening for other infections, 
for example TB, is also indicated in some groups at risk, such as people living with 
HIV, prisoners and PWID. WHO guidance on testing for hepatitis B and hepatitis 
C will be released in 2016.

2.3 Care of patients with HCV infection 

The spectrum of disease in persons infected with HCV extends from mild fibrosis to 
cirrhosis and HCC. Compensated cirrhosis may progress over time to decompensated 
cirrhosis associated with ascites, oesophageal and gastric varices, and eventually to 
liver failure, renal failure and sepsis, all of which are life-threatening. HCC may also 
occur at a rate of 2–4% per year in persons with cirrhosis (74). The diagnosis of 
decompensated liver disease is based on both clinical examination and laboratory 
monitoring, and therefore a careful medical examination of patients must be made 
prior to commencing therapy. The stage of disease may be assessed by liver biopsy or 
by using a variety of non-invasive methods. These are discussed further in section 6.2.

Staging of HCV infection is important as it identifies patients with advanced 
disease, a group that requires enhanced monitoring and prioritization for treatment 
before the onset of decompensated cirrhosis. In many high-income countries, 
all persons with chronic HCV infection who do not have a contraindication for 
therapy are considered to be suitable for treatment (although many are not 
able to access treatment because of eligibility restrictions placed by third-
party payers to reduce costs). In LMIC, where access to treatment is limited, 
the stage of fibrosis may be used to prioritize treatment for patients with more  
advanced disease (e.g. patients with cirrhosis or those with ≥F2 fibrosis).  

Persons infected with HCV often have other comorbidities such as HBV, HIV, TB 
and substance use. Related WHO guidance is available for PWID and for those 
infected with HIV (see section 1.3). Excessive alcohol use is common in some 
populations infected with HCV and can accelerate disease progression. WHO 
guidance on alcohol reduction is discussed in detail in section 6.1.

2.4 Treatment of HCV infection

In the decades following the discovery of the HCV in 1989, treatment of persons 
with HCV infection became possible. The first treatment for HCV was based on  
interferon-alpha, which is a cytokine released by host cells in the presence of a 
pathogen. When administered by subcutaneous injection, it inhibited the replication of 
HCV and modulated the immune response against liver cells infected with HCV (94). 
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The addition of ribavirin, which is a nucleoside inhibitor with an unclear mechanism 
of action against HCV, increased cure rates. The addition of polyethylene glycol to the 
interferon, through a process known as pegylation, extends the half-life of interferon. 
However, pegylated interferon/ribavirin regimens were poorly tolerated, associated with 
severe adverse effects and resulted in cure rates of between 40% and 65%, depending 
on the patient’s genotype, presence of cirrhosis, HIV status and previous treatment 
experience. A dramatic improvement in HCV therapy followed the introduction of 
oral medicines that directly inhibited the replication cycle of HCV. These medicines, 
called DAAs, target three important regions within the HCV genome: NS3/4A 
protease, NS5A and NS5B RNA-dependent polymerase. These medicines have led 
to higher sustained virological responses (SVRs) than interferon-based regimens, are 
shorter in treatment duration, are orally administered and have fewer side-effects.  
Individual DAAs vary in therapeutic efficacy, genotypic efficacy, adverse events and 
drug–drug interactions (DDIs), and must be used in combination with at least one 
other DAA (95).

The first-generation DAAs that were marketed were the protease inhibitors 
boceprevir and telaprevir, which were co-administered with interferon and  
ribavirin. However, they were only effective in treating patients with genotype 
1 infection; moreover, they caused frequent and sometime severe side-effects, 
particularly among persons with more advanced disease (94). Second-generation 
DAAs have higher rates of SVR, are safer and can be used in combinations 
that obviate the need for interferon and ribavirin. Thus, these are referred to as 
“interferon-free” treatment regimens. The combination of two or three subclasses 
of these DAAs have demonstrated excellent efficacy in general, although cure rates 
among certain patient subgroups are lower (95). 

As of October 2015, eight separate DAAs (see Table 2.8) have been approved for 
the treatment of persons with HCV infection.

Asunaprevir 

Asunaprevir is a protease inhibitor and is used in conjunction with daclatasvir 
mainly in patients with genotype 1b infection. 

Daclatasvir

Daclatasvir is an NS5A inhibitor that has been evaluated as a daily regimen 
in combination with sofosbuvir with or without weight-adjusted dosing of 
ribavirin in patients infected with genotypes 1–4. Daclatasvir has demonstrated 
safety and efficacy when combined with sofosbuvir, including in patients with 

TABLE 2.8 Classes of DAAs licenced for the treatment of HCV (as of October 2015)

Protease (NS3/4A) 
inhibitors

NS5A  
inhibitors

Polymerase (NS5B) 
inhibitor, nucleos(t)ide 

analogue

Polymerase (NS5B) 
inhibitor, non-nucleoside 

analogue

Asunaprevir Daclatasvir Sofosbuvir Dasabuvir

Paritaprevir Ledipasvir

Simeprevir Ombitasvir
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decompensated liver disease, post-liver transplantation and HIV/HCV coinfection 
(96), and can be used without dose adjustments in people with renal insufficiency 
(97). While daclatasvir has very few DDIs and can be safely administered with 
opioid substitution therapy (OST), some dose adjustments are needed when it is 
prescribed to persons on ART for HIV. 

Ledipasvir

Ledipasvir is an NS5A inhibitor that is administered with sofosbuvir. It has 
demonstrated good efficacy when used in patients infected with genotypes 1, 4, 
5 and 6, and in the setting of decompensated liver disease. It has few DDIs but 
an important consideration is that ledipasvir requires low gastric pH for absorption 
and therefore should be carefully administered with acid suppression therapies, 
which may reduce absorption. Certain HIV antiretroviral (ARV) regimens should 
be used with caution, in particular, regimens containing tenofovir in combination 
with certain other ARVs. 

Paritaprevir (ritonavir boosted), ombitasvir and dasabuvir

Paritaprevir, a protease inhibitor boosted with ritonavir, and ombitasvir, an NS5A 
inhibitor, are effective for the treatment of persons infected with genotype 4 HCV 
(98). In patients infected with genotype 1, the addition of the NS5B inhibitor 
dasabuvir is required (99). Important considerations include monitoring for increases 
in liver enzymes (termed alanine aminotransferase [ALT] flares) in the first few weeks 
of treatment, the addition of ribavirin for those infected with genotype 1a and 4 
subtypes, differing treatment durations according to subtype and presence of cirrhosis, 
and relatively high pill burden with twice-daily dosing. Numerous DDIs need to be 
considered prior to treatment commencement. As ritonavir is also used to treat HIV 
infection, it is important that patients with HIV infection be identified and combination 
ART initiated to achieve HIV suppression before starting this regimen. Otherwise, HIV 
resistance to ritonavir may develop.  No dose adjustments are required in patients with 
renal impairment. In October 2015, the United States Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) issued a drug safety warning that treatment with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir 
is contraindicated in patients with underlying advanced liver disease (i.e. Child–Pugh 
Class B and C cirrhosis) because it can cause serious liver injury (100). 

Simeprevir

Simeprevir is a second-generation protease inhibitor that is effective in patients 
with genotypes 1 and 4 infection, except those with genotype 1a-associated 
Q80K polymorphisms (101). Simeprevir can be used with OST (methadone and 
buprenorphine) but has some important DDIs including with HIV medications, 
and is not recommended in patients with moderate or severe hepatic impairment 
(Child–Pugh Class B and C) because of substantial increases in simeprevir levels 
in these patients.

Sofosbuvir

Sofosbuvir is an HCV-specific nucleotide analogue inhibitor of NS5B and has 
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demonstrated pan-genotypic antiviral activity with a high barrier to resistance 
(102). It has been shown to be effective for infections with genotypes 1–6 in 
numerous settings in combination with other antivirals. Its use is limited to patients 
with an estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) >30 mL/min/1.73 m2 as safety 
has not been established in severe renal impairment or during haemodialysis. It 
has few DDIs and does not interact with OST or with many of the HIV medications, 
including ritonavir-boosted protease inhibitors.

DAAs approved, or that are likely to be approved, in 2016

Grazoprevir and elbasvir

Grazoprevir (MK-5172) is a protease inhibitor and elbasvir (MK-8742) is an NS5A 
inhibitor that was approved by FDA in January 2016. The regimen is effective 
against genotypes 1, 4 and 6.  At the time of the Guidelines Development Group 
meeting, initial available data suggested that this combination demonstrates 
efficacy in a variety of situations, including in those with HIV coinfection, and 
stages 4 and 5 chronic kidney disease (including patients undergoing dialysis). 
Recent data suggest that some populations may not benefit from the combination 
of grazoprevir and elbasvir. The presence of baseline NS5A resistance, which 
occurs in about 12% of patients, led to a marked decrease in SVR compared to 
those without baseline resistance in genotype 1a-infected patients (69% vs 96%, 
respectively) (103). This combination has not been considered in these guidelines 
as it had not received stringent regulatory approval at the time of the Guidelines 
Development Group meeting. 

GS-5816 (velpatasvir) and GS-9857

GS-5816 (velpatasvir) is an NS5A inhibitor and GS-9857 is a protease inhibitor. 
Clinical study data with velpatasvir and sofosbuvir ± GS-9857 are currently ongoing, 
with preliminary data suggesting that they will provide good efficacy and safety. 
Phase 3 data suggest a strong potential for a pan-genotype regimen when using co-
formulated fixed-dose sofosbuvir and velpatasvir (104–106). This combination has 
not been considered in these guidelines as it had not received stringent regulatory 
approval at the time of the Guidelines Development Group meeting. 

2.5 Access to and price of direct-acting antivirals

The introduction of DAA therapy has resulted in an increase in the number of 
persons treated; however, almost of all of this increase has occurred in high-income 
countries. The sales of the most widely used DAA, sofosbuvir, have increased from 
US$ 140 million in the fourth quarter of 2014 to US$ 1.3 billion in the second 
quarter of 2015. Ninety-six per cent of all sales (from launch up until the end of 
the second quarter of 2015) occurred in the United States and Europe (107).

When DAA therapy was introduced in the United States in 2013, the wholesale 
acquisition drug price to treat one person was US$ 84 000. Prices in the United 
States have since come down as a result of negotiated discounts, but still exceed 
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US$ 50 000 per patient. The high prices have led third-party payers to implement 
strict treatment eligibility criteria. 

A number of countries have obtained access to DAA therapy at much lower 
prices due to direct negotiations with the manufacturers and by the introduction 
of generic medicines. An encouraging development is the licensing agreements 
signed between originator and generic manufacturers, which have resulted in 
much lower prices. For example, generic formulations of sofosbuvir are coming 
to the market at a price below US$ 900/patient for 12 weeks of treatment, with 
anecdotal reports of even lower prices (e.g. US$ 500/patient for 12 weeks) in 
India (108). The availability of generic medicines from different manufacturers 
would permit different DAAs to be combined. However, this is made difficult 
because some of the manufacturers have not yet negotiated licensing agreements. 

A different dynamic presents itself in upper–middle-income countries. As these 
countries are viewed as having market potential, they are mostly excluded from the 
license agreements and have to explore other options to procure these treatments at 
affordable prices. The approach to date has been based on tiered pricing, whereby 
government representatives negotiate a sales price directly with the manufacturers. 
An example is Brazil, where the price for 12 weeks of sofosbuvir is approximately 
US$ 6900 (109). Although tiered pricing results in lower prices as compared with 
high-income countries, the negotiated prices are higher than those seen where 
generics are available (110) and may be unaffordable in view of the high disease 
burden in some of these countries. Other options include compulsory licensing as 
well as the use of other flexibilities available under the World Trade Organization 
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (111).

In addition to the high prices of the medicines, several other barriers limit the 
expansion of HCV therapy in many countries. These are summarized in Table 2.9. 

A number of technical, logistical and financial challenges must be overcome for the expansion 
of HCV treatment services. 

HCV testing: most persons with HCV infection remain undiagnosed and few have access to HCV 
testing. Increased investments in HCV testing services are needed. National testing policies are also 
needed to target approaches based on the best assessment of the prevalence of HCV infection so 
that testing services reach high-prevalence groups in the general population and in key populations.

Laboratory capacity: the current diagnosis and clinical management of HCV infection requires 
sophisticated laboratory capacity to diagnose the presence of chronic infection, the viral genotype, 
and assess the degree of liver fibrosis. In many low-income countries, there are few laboratories 
that can perform these tests. DAA therapy provides an opportunity to simplify the laboratory 
requirements, as combinations of these medicines will, in the future, be effective against all 
genotypes, thus obviating the need for genotyping. DAAs are also much safer, thus reducing the 
complexity of monitoring for adverse events. 

Health systems: currently, HCV therapy is provided in specialized centres by hepatologists or 
other subspecialists. For HCV therapy to be expanded, it will need to be administered by general 
practitioners and other health-care workers in primary-care clinics. To do this, clinics will need 
to be equipped suitably, and many more health-care workers will need training in the clinical 
management of HCV infection. 

TABLE 2.9 Health systems barriers to HCV treatment access (1)
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3. GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The overarching objective of WHO is to achieve the highest possible level of health 
for all people. These guidelines have been developed with this principle in mind 
and that of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (112). 
People infected with HCV are commonly subject to discrimination and stigma, and 
it is thus essential that these guidelines and policies derived from them incorporate 
basic human rights, including the right to confidentiality and informed decision-
making when considering whether to be screened and treated for HCV infection.

3.1 Human rights

The protection of human rights for all persons infected with HCV is a central 
precept of these guidelines. People with HCV infection frequently come from 
vulnerable groups because of low socioeconomic status, poor access to appropriate 
health care, or because they belong to groups that are marginalized or stigmatized 
such as PWID or prisoners. Thus, screening for HCV must not be used as a 
means to discriminate against those testing positive, for example, by denying 
them employment or education. The promotion of human rights and equity in 
access to testing and treatment are guiding principles central to these guidelines.

3.2 Access to health care

Target 3.8 of the Sustainable Development Goals is to achieve universal health 
coverage, including financial risk protection, access to quality essential health-
care services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable essential 
medicines and vaccines for all (113). Access to health care is a basic human 
right and applies equally to men, women and children, regardless of gender, 
race, sexual preference, socioeconomic status or behavioural practices, 
including drug use. Policy-makers should ensure that antidiscrimination laws 
protect vulnerable groups and confidentiality principles, as outlined in the 
Declaration of Geneva, 2006 (114).

3.3 Service provision

Providing quality screening, care and treatment for persons with HCV infection 
requires involvement of appropriately trained individuals as well as facilities 
suitable for the regular monitoring of patients, especially those on therapy. 
Facility requirements for providing treatment for HCV infection will depend on 
the setting, but will always require access to appropriate laboratory facilities 
for monitoring the toxicity and efficacy of treatment, and adequate supplies 
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of medication (including refrigeration facilities for pegylated interferon). 
Operating testing services under quality management systems is essential for 
the provision of quality testing results. The protection of confidentiality and a 
non-coercive approach are fundamental principles of good clinical practice. 
Acceptability of services is a vital component of health care, and service 
delivery should ideally involve patient-representative organizations and peer-
support groups.

3.4 Integrated health care

Persons infected with HCV often require additional health care. Rates of 
depression in HCV-infected populations are high, opioid dependency is 
common in PWID, and persons coinfected with HIV require additional 
treatment. Prisoners or people with a history of incarceration such as PWID 
have high rates of HCV infection and may be at risk of infection with TB 
in many settings, in particular, multidrug-resistant TB. Screening for 
comorbidity is therefore an important consideration in patients who will be 
screened and potentially treated for HCV infection. Integration of health-care 
services requires adaptation to the services available in individual countries. 
Consultation with and involvement of community organizations (including 
drug-user organizations) is central to the principle of integrated health care.

3.5 Public health approach

In accordance with WHO guidance on HIV since 2002 (115), these guidelines 
are based on a public health approach to scaling up the use of antiviral 
treatment for HCV infection. The public health approach seeks to ensure the 
widest possible access to high-quality services at the population level, based 
on simplified and standardized approaches, and to strike a balance between 
implementing the best-proven standard of care and what is feasible on a large 
scale in resource-limited settings.
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4.1 Updating the existing guidelines 

WHO issued the first Guidelines for the screening, care and treatment of persons 
with hepatitis C infection in 2014 (1). Since then, several new medicines, 
called DAAs, have been introduced for the treatment of HCV infection. Of 
these, daclatasvir, ledipasvir, and a combination of ombitasvir, paritaprevir 
and dasabuvir were added to the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines in 
2015 (2). Following this, WHO has undertaken a new guideline development 
process in order to provide updated evidence-based recommendations for 
the treatment of persons with HCV infection using, where possible, all-oral 
combinations of DAAs. These new recommendations put forward preferred 
regimens based on a patient’s HCV genotype and clinical history, and assess 
the appropriateness of continued use of the existing medicines. In addition 
to these new recommendations, this current guideline also brings forward 
recommendations on screening and care from the 2014 guidelines, and those 
treatment recommendations from the 2014 guideline that remain applicable. 
This section provides details specifically for the development of the new 2016 
recommendations. Information pertaining to the development of the prior 
(2014) recommendations can be found in the 2014 guideline (1).

4.2 WHO guideline development process 

These WHO guidelines were produced following the recommendations for 
standard guidelines, as described in the WHO Handbook for guidelines 
development (116). The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, 
Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) framework was followed for this 
process (117). A WHO Steering Committee was constituted, which included 
individuals with relevant expertise from different WHO departments. This 
Committee oversaw the entire guidelines development process. A Guidelines 
Development Group was constituted to ensure representation from various 
stakeholder groups, including members of organizations that represent persons 
living with HCV infection, advocacy groups, researchers and clinicians. Group 
membership also sought to achieve geographical representation and gender 
balance. A guidelines development proposal was submitted to the WHO 
Guidelines Review Committee and approved in April 2015. The Steering 
Committee proposed potential topics for developing recommendations 
and formulated these in the PICO format (PICO: Population, Intervention, 
Comparison, Outcomes). Patient-important outcomes were also identified for 
each PICO question. These were discussed and agreed upon by the Guidelines 
Development Group during several web-enabled conference calls (web 
Appendix 1, 2016). Outcomes were ranked by the Group members based 

4. METHODS
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on their importance to the patient population. Members of the Guidelines 
Development Group held a meeting in June 2015.

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses were undertaken to assess the comparative 
safety and efficacy of treatment regimens. The quality of the evidence was 
assessed and either rated down or up based on the following criteria: rated 
down based on (i) risk of bias (using the Cochrane Risk of Bias assessment 
tool); (ii) inconsistency or heterogeneity; (iii) indirectness (addressing a different 
population than the one under consideration or estimates based on only indirect 
comparisons); or (iv) imprecision. Conversely, the quality of the evidence was 
rated up if the effect size was large, defined as at least a 10% difference in 
SVR rate between regimens. We did not rate down for publication bias because 
unpublished data were obtained directly from the manufacturers of antiviral 
drugs. Based on the rating of the available evidence, the quality of evidence 
was categorized as high, moderate, low or very low (Table 4.1).

4.3 Formulation of recommendations

At the June 2015 meeting of the Guidelines Development Group, for each of 
the PICO questions, the results of the systematic reviews and network meta-
analyses were presented, and the evidence profiles and decision-making tables 
were reviewed to ensure that there was understanding of and agreement on 
the scoring criteria. Recommendations were then formulated based on the 
overall quality of the evidence, in addition to the balance between benefits 
and harms, values and preferences, and resource implications. Members of 
the Guidelines Development Group assessed these through discussions. 
The strength of recommendations was rated as either strong (the panel 
was confident that the benefits of the intervention outweighed the risks) or 
conditional (the panel considered that the benefits of the intervention probably 
outweighed the risks). The principal factors that determine the direction and 
strength of a recommendation are the confidence in the estimates of effect of 
the evaluated evidence, values and preferences related to the outcomes of the 
intervention, the balance of benefits and harms, and resource implications. 
Recommendations were then formulated and the wording finalized by the 
entire group. After all of the comments and questions from members of the 
Guidelines Development Group were addressed, to document consensus, the 
Chair asked Group members whether they agreed with the recommendation. If 

TABLE 4.1 GRADE categories of quality of evidence (118)

• High: we are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the 
effect.

• Moderate: we are moderately confident in the effect estimate: the true effect is likely 
to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially 
different.

• Low: our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: the true effect may be substantially 
different from the estimate of the effect.

• Very low: we have very little confidence in the effect estimate: the true effect is likely to 
be substantially different from the estimate of the effect.
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there was no disagreement then the recommendation was considered final. All 
Group members agreed with all the recommendations. Implementation needs 
were subsequently evaluated, and areas and topics requiring further research 
identified. At the meetings, declarations of interest were reported according to 
WHO standard requirements (web Appendix 6, 2016).

After the Guidelines Development Group meeting in June 2015, new evidence 
became available which affected the recommendations. This included new 
data related to the treatment of persons with genotypes 2 and 3 infection, 
which were presented at the annual meeting of the American Association for 
the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) in November 2015 and a Drug Warning 
issued by FDA in October 2015 about the use of ombitasvir/paritaprevir/
dasabuvir among persons with cirrhosis. These data were incorporated into 
an updated meta-analysis, and reviewed during two web-enabled meetings 
that were held in November and December 2015. During these meetings, an 
additional alternative regimen was proposed for genotype 2 infection and a 
change was proposed in the recommended regimen for genotype 3 infection. 
Members of the Guidelines Development Group were asked to submit an email 
indicating their agreement with the wording of the two new recommendations 
to confirm consensus. All Group members agreed with the recommendations. 
The results of those discussions are summarized in the decision-making tables 
(web Appendix 5, 2016).

A draft of the guidelines document was prepared and circulated to members of the 
Guidelines Development Group and WHO Steering Committee. Suggested changes 
were incorporated into a second draft. If the comments were not clear, reviewers were 
contacted and asked to provide clarification. The second draft was circulated to the 
external peer reviewers and the draft document revised to address their comments. 
Suggested changes made by peer reviewers to the wording of the recommendations 
or suggested modifications to the scope of the document were not considered. 

4.4 Roles

The Guidelines Development Group – formulated the PICO questions, 
reviewed the evidence profiles and decision-making tables, formulated and 
agreed upon the wording of the recommendations, and reviewed drafts of the 
guidelines document.

The peer reviewers – reviewed the draft guidelines document, and provided 
comments and suggested editorial changes.

The guideline methodologist – ensured that the GRADE framework was 
appropriately applied throughout the guidelines development process. 
This included the formulation of the PICO questions, ensuring the 
comprehensiveness and quality of the systematic reviews, and preparation 
of evidence profiles and decision-making tables. The methodologist also 
provided guidance to the Guidelines Development Group in formulating the 
wording and strength of the recommendations. 
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4.5 Declarations of interest

In accordance with WHO policy, all potential members of the Guidelines 
Development Group were required to complete and submit a WHO Declaration 
of Interest form and brief biography. The biographies were posted for comment 
on the WHO website. The Steering Committee reviewed and assessed the 
declarations submitted by each member and agreed on an approach to 
assess potential conflicts of interest. This approach was discussed with a 
staff member of the WHO Compliance and Risk Management and Ethics 
Department. Individuals from civil society organizations whose organizations 
received most of their funding from private (primarily pharmaceutical) 
companies and individuals who had received honoraria that exceeded 
US$ 5000/year from pharmaceutical companies (the WHO threshold for 
categorizing financial interests as “significant”) were classified as having 
conflicts of interest. Their participation in the Guidelines Development 
Group was classified as “restricted”.  This meant that these Group members 
contributed to the development of PICO questions and provided technical 
expertise in reviewing the evidence summaries but did not participate in the 
formulation of recommendations. Group members whose participation was 
“restricted” were Charles Gore, Francesco Negro and Jürgen Rockstroh (web 
Appendix 6, 2016). 

4.6 Evidence that informed the recommendations

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses were undertaken to address the 
research questions and patient-important outcomes. Criteria for inclusion 
and exclusion of literature (e.g. study design, sample size, duration of follow 
up) for the reviews were based on the evidence needed and available to 
answer the research questions. Existing national and international guidelines 
were also evaluated and, where necessary, comprehensive reviews and 
technical reports obtained. For the 2014 guidelines, systematic reviews 
were externally commissioned through the Burnet Institute, Australia and 
Glasgow Caledonian University/Health Protection Scotland. For the new 
2016 recommendations, systematic reviews were commissioned through 
Global Evaluative Sciences, Vancouver, Canada. Reviews were conducted 
to identify clinical trials that evaluated the medicines of interest. The 
manufacturers of the DAAs of interest (AbbVie, BMS, Gilead and Janssen) 
were contacted and asked to provide any additional data from clinical trials. 
Search strategies and summaries of evidence are available in web Appendix 
2, 2016. 

To complement the evidence from clinical trials, principal investigators 
of observational cohort studies that followed individuals receiving DAA 
treatment were asked to contribute their most recent data on rates of 
SVR, serious adverse events (SAEs), and treatment discontinuation due 
to adverse events. Published and unpublished data from the HCV-TARGET 
(119), HEPAVIH (120, 121) and HEPATHER (122) studies were reviewed 
(web Appendix 7, 2016).
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4.6.1 Network meta-analysis

A particular challenge in evaluating clinical trial results for DAAs is that 
many of the trials were conducted as single-arm studies without a comparator 
arm. This means that there were only limited data that allowed the direct 
evaluation of the safety and efficacy of one regimen compared with another. 
This prevented the direct comparison of outcomes using a pair-wise meta-
analysis (web Appendix 2, 2016).

To address this limitation, a network meta-analysis was conducted, which is a 
statistical approach that combines direct and indirect evidence to optimize the 
use of available evidence and to permit comparisons of interventions that have 
not been compared directly (123). This approach involves creating a network 
of results by treatment regimen and provides an estimate of effect sizes for all 
possible pair-wise comparisons, whether or not they have been compared head-to-
head in a randomized controlled trial (RCT). Network meta-analysis is a recognized 
approach for guideline development; guidance on how to assess evidence from 
network meta-analyses has recently been issued by the GRADE Working Group 
and was followed during the development of these guidelines (124).

The analysis had three components. The first was a systematic review of 
publications reporting on the outcomes of clinical trials of DAAs as described 
above, as well as clinical trial data provided by manufacturers. In the second part, 
key outcome variables (i.e. SVR, SAEs, treatment discontinuation and mortality 
rates) from these clinical trials were entered into a network meta-analysis model; 
for each treatment regimen, these results were stratified by genotype and 
previous treatment experience. Third, to address the lack of comparator arms 
in most studies, a synthetic or simulated comparator arm was created (125). To 
do this, the average outcome values of the pegylated interferon/ribavirin arms in 
comparative trials were used to simulate a virtual pegylated interferon/ribavirin 
control arm. Thus, application of the network meta-analysis methodology was 
possible within datasets containing no comparative arms, thereby increasing the 
available data pool that could be studied. As antiviral regimens for HCV can 
differ in treatment length, use of ribavirin, etc., different regimens using the 
same medicines were grouped into one regimen. As cirrhosis affects treatment 
outcomes, separate analyses were conducted, one adjusting for the proportion 
of patients with cirrhosis in the individual studies and the other a non-adjusted 
analysis. Both analyses produced similar results, thus only the unadjusted 
analysis was used throughout. 

Only the regimens of interest were included in the analysis. This was defined 
as medicines that had received regulatory approval from FDA or the European 
Medicines Agency (EMA). Asunaprevir was also included, as it has received 
regulatory approval in a number of countries. Because genotypes 1 and 4 are 
expected to have comparable treatment outcomes, these genotypes were 
combined (Table 4.2 and 4.3). Genotypes 2 and 3 were analysed separately, as 
were genotypes 5 and 6. For genotypes 2, 3, 5 and 6, the evidence was limited 
and therefore the network meta-analysis approach was not possible. For these 
genotypes, the direct, pooled outcomes of individual studies were assessed. 
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Combined 
regimens

No. of 
patients 
(no. of 
arms)

Pooled  
proportions  
of SVR, %  

(95% confidence  
interval)

Individual regimens
No. of 

patients 
(no. of 
arms)

Pooled proportions  
of SVR, %  

(95% confidence interval)

Pegylated- 
interferon/ 
ribavirin (PR)

1564 
(16)

46.86  
(41.87, 51.86) PR 1–48 1564 

(16) 46.86 (41.87, 51.86)

Telaprevir 
(TVR) + PR 641 (7) 76.47  

(70.21, 82.74)

TVR + PR 1–12, PR 13–48 117 (2) 65.30 (50.21, 80.39)

TVR + PR 1–12, PR 13–24 or 
PR 13–48** 524 (5) 78.71 (74.28, 83.13)

Boceprevir 
(BOC) + PR 901 (4) 66.43  

(61.81, 71.05)

PR 1–4, BOC + PR 5–48 533 (3) 63.32 (58.39, 68.24)

PR 1–4, BOC + PR 5–28 or  
BOC + PR 5–36, PR 37–48 368 (1) 68.08 (61.73, 74.42)

Simeprevir 
(SMV) + PR 686 (5) 80.51  

(77.54, 83.47)

SMV + PR 1–12, PR 13–24* 633 (4) 80.61 (77.53, 83.69)

SMV + PR 1–12, PR 13–48 53 (1) 79.25 (68.33, 90.16)

SMV + sofos-
buvir (SOF) 40 (4) 97.32  

(90.35, 100.00)

SMV + SOF 1–12 7 (1) 85.71 (59.79, 100.00)

SMV + SOF 1–24 8 (1) 100.00 (85.03, 100.00)

SMV + SOF + R 1–12 12 (1) 91.67 (76.03, 100.00)

SMV + SOF + R 1–24 13 (1) 100 (90.28, 100.00)

SOF + PR 464 (3) 90.18  
(87.48, 92.89)

SOF + PR 1–12 344 (2) 89.55 (86.31, 92.78)

SOF + PR 1–24 120 (1) 91.67 (86.72, 96.61)

SOF + R 390 (9) 77.26  
(67.98, 86.54) SOF + R 1–24 390 (9) 77.26 (67.98, 86.54)

Ledipasvir 
(LDV) + SOF

1028 
(8)

97.65  
(96.03, 99.26)

SOF + LDV 1–8 221 (2) 94.06 (91.04, 97.08)

SOF + LDV 1–12 563 (5) 98.56 (96.91, 100.00)

SOF + LDV 1–24 212 (1) 97.70 (95.70, 99.69)

Daclatasvir 
(DCV) + SOF 195 (5) 98.35  

(96.14, 100.00)

DCV + SOF 1–12 125 (2) 98.40 (94.91, 100.00)

DCV + SOF 1–24 14 (1) 100.00 (90.92, 100.00)

DCV + SOF + R 1–12 41 (1) 95.12 (88.53, 100.00)

DCV + SOF + R 1–24 15 (1) 100.00 (91.47, 100.00)

DCV + asun-
aprevir (ASV) 
***

265 (2) 83.07  
(75.99, 90.15) DCV + ASV 1–24 265 (2) 83.07 (75.99, 90.15)

Ombitasvir 
(OMB) + 
paritaprevir/ri-
tonavir (PAR)/r 
± dasabuvir 
(DSV)

1399 
(8)

96.99  
(95.19, 98.78)

OMB + PAR/r + DSV 1–12 414 (2) 94.86 (86.25, 100.00)

OMB + PAR/r + DSV + R 1–12 869 (4) 97.20 (94.75, 99.65)

OMB + PAR/r + DSV + R 1–24 74 (1) 94.59 (89.44, 99.75)

OMB + PAR/r + R 1–12 42 (1) 100.00 (96.80, 100.00)

OMB + PAR/r + R 1–24** -- --

TABLE 4.2 Summary of studies for treatment-naive genotypes 1 and 4 included in the network 
meta-analysis

Summary of studies included in the network meta-analysis

*No trial assessed this exact regimen in this population. These data represent SMV + PR 1–12, PR 13–24 or PR 13–48.
**No trial assessed this exact regimen in this population. 
***Although this regimen is not EMA or FDA approved, it was included because it is of interest in some settings.
ASV: asunaprevir; BOC: boceprevir; DCV: daclatasvir; DSV: dasabuvir; LDV: ledipasvir; OMB: ombitasvir; PAR/r: paritaprevir/ritonavir; 
PR: pegylated interferon/ribavirin; R: ribavirin; SMV: simeprevir; SOF: sofosbuvir; TVR: telaprevir
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Combined 
regimens

No. of 
patients 
(no. of 
arms)

Pooled  
proportions  
of SVR, %  

(95% confidence  
interval)

Individual regimens
No. of 

patients 
(no. of 
arms)

Pooled proportions  
of SVR, %  

(95% confidence interval)

Pegylated- 
interferon/ 
ribavirin (PR)

592 (6) 21.70  
(15.19, 28.20) PR 1–48 592 (6) 21.70 (15.19, 28.20)

Telaprevir 
(TVR) + PR 650 (2) 59.37  

(49.97, 68.78)

TVR + PR 1–12, PR 13–48 650 (2) 59.37 (49.97, 68.78)

TVR + PR 1–12, PR 13–24 or 
PR 13–48** -- --

Boceprevir 
(BOC) + PR 457 (3) 63.13  

(58.49, 67.77)

PR 1–4, BOC + PR 5–48 295 (2) 65.44 (60.02, 70.87)

PR 1–4, BOC + PR 5–36 or  
BOC + PR 5–36, PR 37–48 162 (1) 58.64 (51.06, 66.23)

PR 1–4, BOC + PR 5–36, PR 
37–48** -- --

Simeprevir 
(SMV) + PR 830 (5) 64.93  

(52.21, 77.66)

SMV + PR 1–12, PR 13–24* 332 (2) 68.71 (46.90, 90.52)

SMV + PR 1–12, PR 13–48 492 (3) 61.53 (50.95, 72.12)

SMV + sofos-
buvir (SOF) 127 (8) 93.96  

(89.65, 98.27)

SMV + SOF 1–12 21 (2) 95.66 (89.38, 100.00)

SMV + SOF 1–24 23 (2) 83.97 (72.82, 95.11)

SMV + SOF + R 1–12 42 (2) 95.58 (94.82, 100.00)

SMV + SOF + R 1–24 41 (2) 83.97 (72.82, 95.11)

SOF + PR -- --
SOF + PR 1–12** -- --

SOF + PR 1–24** -- --

SOF + R 49 (2) 75.46  
(53.94, 96.98) SOF + R 1–24 49 (2) 75.46 (53.94, 96.98)

Ledipasvir 
(LDV) + SOF 412 (6) 97.88  

(95.64, 100.00)

SOF + LDV 1–12 226 (4) 95.57 (89.61, 100.00)

SOF + LDV 1–24 186 (2) 98.74 (97.14, 100.00)

Daclatasvir 
(DCV) + SOF 87 (3) 98.10  

(94.82, 100.00)

DCV + SOF 1–12 46 (1) 97.83 (93.61, 100.00)

DCV + SOF 1–24 21 (1) 100 (93.77, 100.00)

DCV + SOF + R 1–12** -- --

DCV + SOF + R 1–24 20 (1) 95.00 (85.45, 100.00)

DCV + asuna-
previr (ASV) 233 (2) 62.85  

(15.23, 100.00) DCV + ASV 1–24 233 (2) 62.85 (15.23, 100.00)

Ombitasvir 
(OMB) + 
paritaprevir/ri-
tonavir (PAR)/r 
± dasabuvir 
(DSV)

745 (6) 97.26  
(94.98, 99.54)

OMB + PAR/r + DAS 1–12 91 (1) 100.00 (98.50, 100.00)

OMB + PAR/r + DAS + R 1–12 507 (3) 95.02 (91.85, 98.20)

OMB + PAR/r + DAS + R 1–24 98 (1) 96.94 (93.53, 100.00)

OMB + PAR/r + R 1–12 49 (1) 100.00 (97.24, 100.00)

OMB + PAR/r + R 1–24** -- --

TABLE 4.3 Summary of studies for treatment-experienced genotypes 1 and 4 included in the 
network meta-analysis

*No trial assessed this exact regimen in this population. These data represent SMV + PR 1–12, PR 13–24 or PR 13–48.
**No trial assessed this exact regimen in this population. 
***Although this regimen is not EMA or FDA approved, it was included because it is of interest in some settings.
ASV: asunaprevir; BOC: boceprevir; DCV: daclatasvir; DSV: dasabuvir; LDV: ledipasvir; OMB: ombitasvir; PAR/r: paritaprevir/ritonavir; 
PR: pegylated interferon/ribavirin; R: ribavirin; SMV: simeprevir; SOF: sofosbuvir; TVR: telaprevir
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Studies that were not analysed by network meta-analysis

Treatment-naive genotypes 2 and 3

As genotypes 2 and 3 have variable responses to different DAAs, we attempted to 
analyse separately the outcomes for these genotypes; however, many clinical studies 
reported combined outcomes for these two genotypes. In the event that results 
were not available for each genotype separately, data on the combined genotypes 
were used to assess rates of treatment discontinuation due to adverse events and 
SAEs. Furthermore, if data were not available for treatment-naive and treatment-
experienced patients separately, the combined data were used. Because of the 
scarcity of and heterogeneity in the data, it was not possible to construct a network 
meta-analysis model to conduct indirect comparisons between treatments and data 
were summarized as pooled proportions. 

Genotype 2
Ten study arms provided data on SVR, four study arms on treatment discontinuation 
due to adverse events and SAEs, and two study arms provided data on mortality. 
DAA regimens that were evaluated included daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ± ribavirin, and 
sofosbuvir/ribavirin. 

Genotype 3
Nine study arms providing data on SVR among patients with genotype 3 were 
included. Of these, seven study arms provided data on treatment discontinuation 
due to adverse events, and four on SAEs and mortality. DAA regimens that were 
evaluated included daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ± ribavirin, sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/
ribavirin and sofosbuvir/ribavirin.

Treatment-experienced genotypes 2 and 3

Similar to studies in treatment-naive patients, outcomes for genotypes 2 and 3 were 
relatively few in number and were reported together in many cases. Where possible, 
they were analysed separately.

Genotype 2
Seven study arms provided data on SVR using the regimens of interest. Four study 
arms provided data on treatment discontinuation due to adverse events and three on 
SAEs, and two study arms on mortality. DAA regimens that were evaluated included 
daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ± ribavirin and sofosbuvir/ribavirin.

Genotype 3
Twelve study arms provided data on SVR, and three study arms provided data on 
treatment discontinuation due to adverse events, SAEs and mortality. DAA regimens 
that were evaluated included daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ± ribavirin, sofosbuvir/pegylated 
interferon/ribavirin, and sofosbuvir/ribavirin.

Treatment-naive and -experienced genotypes 5 and 6

Four study arms with a total of 77 treatment-naive and treatment-experienced 
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patients with genotypes 5 and 6 infections were evaluated for sofosbuvir/pegylated 
interferon/ribavirin and ledipasvir/sofosbuvir.

4.6.2 Budget impact analysis

We conducted a budget impact analysis to assess the cost per patient and overall cost 
to treat a defined population in Brazil, Mongolia and Ukraine (web Appendix 3, 2016). 
These countries were selected as they represented a range of epidemic and health 
system responses of middle-income countries. We were not able to include an African 
country due to lack of data on HCV epidemiology and health costs. For each country, 
proportions were estimated of the total number of persons with HCV infection and 
the proportion who had been diagnosed. Treatment costs were estimated taking into 
consideration different genotypes, prior treatment experience and presence of cirrhosis. 
Two different treatment regimens were compared – treating all patients with pegylated 
interferon/ribavirin versus treating with DAAs using combinations of daclatasvir, 
ledipasvir, ribavirin and sofosbuvir, depending on the genotype distribution in the 
countries. Costs were estimated for drug treatment as well as laboratory monitoring. 
Drug prices used were from an informal survey of key individuals in the selected 
countries (109). This information was used by the Guidelines Development Group to 
compare the cost of implementing the recommended DAA regimens as compared with 
interferon-based regimens that remain the standard of care in many countries. 

4.6.3 Values and preferences

To provide information on values and preferences, we assessed what characteristics 
of a treatment regimen were rated as important from a patient’s perspective (web 
Appendix 4, 2016). To do this, we identified studies that dealt with this topic by 
searching MEDLINE using terms for hepatitis C virus infection, antiviral therapy, and 
patient preferences or patient values. We also reviewed reference lists of relevant 
articles to identify additional studies. Four studies were identified that assessed 
patient preferences related to HCV treatment. From these studies, the most important 
patient-relevant outcome was overall efficacy (likelihood of cure) followed by risk of 
adverse events. Other factors related to the regimens that were considered important 
from a patient’s perspective included frequency of dosing, need for injections and, 
to a lesser extent, duration of therapy. 

This information was used by the Guidelines Development Group to formulate 
the recommendations and to identify the preferred and alternative regimens. This 
delineation between preferred and alternative regimens was made based on efficacy 
and safety, as well as on the regimen-specific characteristics that were related to 
patient-relevant outcomes and preferences. To assist in this determination, Group 
members rated the acceptability of the different HCV treatment regimens. Regimens 
that included pegylated interferon were rated as having “low acceptability”, and 
regimens that included ribavirin were rated as having “moderate acceptability”. 
Other factors that resulted in a “moderate” rating included the need for multiple 
daily dosing, frequency of DDIs and laboratory monitoring. Regimens not requiring 
pegylated interferon or ribavirin and that had once-daily dosing and few DDIs were 
classified as having “high acceptability”. Only regimens with high and moderate 
acceptability were selected as preferred regimens. 
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5.1 Screening to identify persons with HCV infection

Existing recommendation from 2014

It is recommended that HCV serology testing be offered to individuals who are part of a 
population with high HCV seroprevalence or who have a history of HCV risk exposure/
behaviour.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence

Note: Information on WHO prequalified serological diagnostic tests for hepatitis C infection 
are regularly updated at: http://www.who.int/diagnostics_laboratory/evaluations/PQ_list/en

5.1.1 Background

In many countries, people have very limited access to HCV testing and thus remain 
undiagnosed until they present at a health centre with symptoms of cirrhosis or HCC 
(126). Testing at this time is referred to as “symptomatic testing”. At this point, 
HCV-induced liver damage is often advanced and therapy may be contraindicated. 
Therefore, it is critical to identify approaches that will lead to a diagnosis of chronic 
HCV infection earlier in the course of disease. The 2014 Guidelines Development 
Group considered the value of risk group-based and prevalence-based approaches. 
These approaches, where testing is based on whether a person belongs to a group 
that practises behaviours that place them at risk of HCV infection or belongs to 
a population of known high HCV prevalence, are recommended in many high-
income countries (127, 128). The difficulty in considering these approaches is 
that the relative importance of risk factors and history of behaviours linked to HCV 
infection vary substantially, depending on the geographical setting and population 
studied (Table 5.1). In 2016, WHO will issue testing guidelines that will provide 
more comprehensive recommendations on testing for hepatitis B and C, including 
testing strategies (i.e. whom to test).

5.1.2 Evidence

A systematic review was conducted to examine the effectiveness of interventions 
to promote HCV testing before persons develop symptoms of liver damage due to 
HCV infection. Outcomes assessed included the number of HCV tests carried out, 
the number of seropositive cases detected, the number of referrals to a specialist, 
the number commencing treatment for HCV, disease progression, SVR, quality of 
life and all-cause mortality (web Appendix 3, 2014).

Sixteen studies were reviewed; five RCTs, four non-RCTs, three before/after studies 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS ON SCREENING
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and four time-series analyses. Of these, 12 studies reported on practitioner-
based targeted HCV testing interventions. The interventions that were evaluated 
included awareness-raising of practitioners through in-service training sessions or 
mailed information, provision of additional clinic staff, routine offer of testing to 
all patients, or placing reminders in medical records. Four studies reported on 
media-/information-based targeted HCV testing interventions, such as invitations 
to information sessions for care providers, leaflets or posters on HCV testing for use 
in service settings, and TV/radio awareness-raising campaigns.

Practitioner-based targeted HCV testing approaches were more effective than 
media-/information-based targeted ones in increasing the number of people being 
tested, detecting anti-HCV antibody-positive cases, and the number of attendances 
and referrals to specialist care. This evidence was rated as being of moderate 
quality because of inconsistency and imprecision of the relative risks (RRs).

A targeted approach to testing increased HCV testing uptake compared to 
no targeted intervention (RR 2.9, 95% confidence interval [CI] 2.0, 4.2). A 
practitioner-based approach to targeted testing increased both the number 
of people tested for HCV and the number who tested seropositive for HCV (RR 
3.5, 95% CI 2.5, 4.8; and RR 2.3, 95% CI 1.5, 3.6, respectively). A media-/
information-based approach to targeted testing was, however, less effective than 
practitioner-based measures in increasing the number of people tested for HCV 
and the number who tested seropositive (RR 1.5, 95% CI 0.7, 3.0; and RR 1.3, 
95% CI 1.0, 1.6, respectively). Targeted testing versus no targeted testing was 
associated with increased referrals to a specialist (RR 3.0; 95% CI 1.8, 5.1) and 
increased attendance at specialist appointments (RR 3.7; 95% CI 1.9, 7.0).

Although testing interventions were associated with an increase in the uptake of HCV 
treatment, this did not result in an increased likelihood of SVR or reduced mortality. 
This is possibly due to the short period of follow up in most studies. Although there 
was no direct evidence showing that targeted testing resulted in reduced mortality, it 
was felt that this was likely to occur based on an increased referral and treatment rate, 
and that longer-term studies would be likely to show this effect.

TABLE 5.1 Populations with a high HCV prevalence or who have a history of HCV risk 
exposure/behaviour

• Persons who have received medical or dental interventions in health-care settings where 
infection control practices are substandard

• Persons who have received blood transfusions prior to the time when serological testing 
of blood donors for HCV was initiated or in countries where serological testing of blood 
donations for HCV is not routinely performed 

• People who inject drugs (PWID) 

• Persons who have had tattoos, body piercing or scarification procedures done where  
infection control practices are substandard 

• Children born to mothers infected with HCV 

• Persons with HIV infection 

• Persons who use/have used intranasal drugs 

• Prisoners and previously incarcerated persons
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5.1.3 Rationale for the recommendation

The summary of evidence demonstrated that practitioner-based and media-
based interventions are effective in increasing the uptake of testing, identifying 
HCV-infected persons and referring them to care. However, the approaches 
to achieve these results were different in the studies that were evaluated. 
Therefore, the 2014 Guidelines Development Group could not recommend 
a specific intervention to increase the uptake of HCV testing. Instead, the 
Group recommended a more general approach of focusing testing efforts on 
persons who belong to populations with a known high prevalence of HCV or 
who have a history of behaviours that place them at risk for HCV infection 
(Table 5.1). In some countries where unsafe injection practices and invasive 
medical procedures are common, much of the general population would be 
considered to be “of known high prevalence”. The identification of approaches 
to implement this recommendation will vary, based on the composition of the 
high-prevalence groups in a country, as well as the availability of resources, and 
clinical and outreach testing services.

Balance of benefits and harms

Targeted testing of persons belonging to risk groups and those with high HCV 
prevalence is likely to increase the number of HCV-infected people identified, 
referred to a specialist and provided access to treatment, resulting in a higher 
likelihood of treatment success. An additional benefit is that knowing one’s 
HCV infection status provides the opportunity to reduce transmission to others 
by avoiding behaviours such as sharing of injection equipment that place others 
at risk of HCV infection. Potential undesirable outcomes were not assessed in 
the studies that were reviewed, but the 2014 Guidelines Development Group 
recognized that persons with HCV infection can face stigma, discrimination and 
potential loss of employment and health benefits. Thus, it is vital that testing 
is voluntary and that confidentiality be maintained as part of the approaches 
to enhance testing. Members of the 2014 Guidelines Development Group also 
expressed concern that persons with HCV infection identified through enhanced 
screening efforts in LMIC might not have access to care and treatment. Despite 
these concerns, the 2014 Guidelines Development Group felt that persons 
have the right to know their HCV status, and an increase in the number of 
persons who are aware of their diagnosis could lead to an increased demand 
for treatment. The 2014 Guidelines Development Group concluded that the 
desirable outcomes outweighed the undesirable outcomes. WHO is currently 
developing separate screening and testing guidelines for hepatitis B and C, 
which will address many of these issues in greater detail.

Values and preferences

In populations where HCV infection is higher in groups that are marginalized (e.g. 
PWID), targeted HCV testing that is linked to prevention and treatment services 
could lead to reductions in health disparities. Assuming that screening efforts 
were conducted taking into consideration the elements of lack of coercion, 
confidentiality, cultural sensitivity, and linkage to health services, the 2014 
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Guidelines Development Group felt that screening would be acceptable to the 
affected groups.

Resource considerations

Moving away from symptomatic testing as the primary strategy for diagnosis of 
infected persons to a model that targets screening of specific high-risk or high-
prevalence populations will require additional resources, including medical training, 
staffing and equipment for phlebotomy, counselling and serological screening. 
Furthermore, a positive HCV serology test result needs additional testing to confirm 
the presence of chronic infection (see section 5.2). Monitoring of laboratory and 
clinical facilities are additionally required to ensure high standards of practice. 
Targeted testing has different costs associated with different settings – if HCV 
is prevalent in the general population, a substantial screening effort would be 
indicated and would result in significant costs. Members of the 2014 Guidelines 
Development Group emphasized the importance of assuring access to treatment 
following screening. The 2014 Guidelines Development Group agreed that the 
infrastructure for both screening and treatment is necessary for screening to have an 
impact on key outcomes, including quality of life and mortality; therefore, resources 
put into screening need to be matched with increased resources for treatment.

5.1.4 Implementation

The implementation of this recommendation will require an assessment of the 
epidemiology of HCV in a specific country or region seeking to expand testing. 
This is difficult, as many countries have no or very little data on the prevalence 
of HCV infection. Two approaches are taken in high-income countries to expand 
HCV testing. The first is to specify the risk groups for testing, while a second 
approach recommended in the United States is to define demographic groups 
using age criteria (127, 128). Risk group identification is challenging because 
many individuals do not wish to acknowledge behaviours that are stigmatized, 
such as drug use.

In either case, successful implementation would require developing a national 
HCV testing policy with suggestions for implementation. Considerable resources 
are needed to purchase test kits, train health-care workers and laboratory staff, 
and implement quality assurance programmes. Another challenge is to ensure that 
patients who are diagnosed are referred for appropriate care. This would include 
evaluation for therapy, provision of lifestyle advice to reduce progression of liver 
disease (for example, by reducing alcohol intake), as well as measures taken to 
prevent transmission.

5.1.5 Considerations in persons with HIV/HCV coinfection

In the United States and western Europe, it is recommended that all persons 
with HIV infection be screened for HCV at the time of enrolment into HIV care, 
and that those who are not infected with HCV but practise behaviours that place 
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them at risk for HCV infection, such as injection drug use, be retested annually. 
Rates of HCV infection in persons with HIV infection are higher than in the general 
population, but vary widely by country.

5.1.6 Research questions

There is a lack of direct evidence that HCV testing interventions positively affect 
treatment outcomes and HCV-related morbidity and mortality. Further research 
in this area focusing on the longer-term outcomes of testing interventions for 
HCV would be useful, particularly in low-income settings. Operational research 
is needed to evaluate different approaches to increase the reach and uptake 
of screening services, particularly among marginalized populations and in low-
income settings.

5.2 When to confirm a diagnosis of chronic HCV infection

Existing recommendation from 2014

It is suggested that nucleic acid testing for the detection of HCV RNA be performed directly following a 
positive HCV serological test to establish the diagnosis of chronic HCV infection, in addition to nucleic 
acid testing for HCV RNA as part of the assessment for starting treatment for HCV infection.

Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence

5.2.1 Background

Approximately 15–45% of persons who are infected with HCV will spontaneously 
clear the infection (69, 70, 129, 130). These persons are HCV seropositive but are 
no longer infected with HCV. A NAT for HCV RNA, which detects the presence of 
the virus, is needed to distinguish persons with chronic HCV infection from those 
who have cleared the infection. It is therefore the standard of care to carry out a 
NAT for HCV RNA for persons who are found to be anti-HCV antibody positive. A 
NAT for HCV RNA is also important prior to commencing and during treatment to 
assess the response to treatment (131, 132). The 2014 Guidelines Development 
Group felt it important to assess whether, in addition to a NAT for HCV RNA prior 
to initiation of treatment, there is a benefit to confirming the presence of chronic 
HCV infection directly following a positive HCV serological test result. In 2016, 
WHO will issue testing guidelines that will provide additional information on this 
question, including the value of HCV core antigen testing as an alternative to NAT.

5.2.2 Evidence

A systematic review was conducted to compare whether there was a benefit to 
performing a NAT for HCV RNA directly following a positive serological test result 
(called “immediate testing”) as compared with testing carried out at the time 
of assessment for antiviral therapy (called “delayed testing”) (web Appendix 3, 
2014). Outcomes assessed included the number of cases of HCV transmission, 
the number achieving SVR, the number of cases of decompensated liver disease 
and HCC, mortality and quality of life.
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Eight articles were obtained for full-text appraisal (133–140). No study matched 
the complete inclusion criteria as all of them lacked a comparison arm and 
were primarily designed to address other research questions; thus, the quality of 
evidence was graded as very low. As the aims were different, these studies did not 
directly report on the outcomes of interest specified in the PICO question.

Therefore, no studies were included for qualitative or quantitative assessment, and 
in the absence of any directly relevant studies, neither narrative synthesis nor meta-
analysis could be performed. To address this data gap, a broadened search was 
conducted of systematic reviews, comment papers and other types of studies to 
capture relevant studies relating to the timing of NAT, including comparisons of 
NAT at any time versus no NAT. This also yielded no citations of primary studies or 
systematic reviews.

Articles were then analysed for indirect evidence related to the question. There was 
indirect evidence showing that NAT for HCV RNA is underutilized in populations in 
which it is indicated (136, 138, 139, 141). Rongey et al. found that NAT for HCV 
RNA among a cohort of anti-HCV-positive United States veterans was more likely 
to be carried out in patients with abnormal transaminases, in those with non-HCV 
hepatitis, and those with decompensated liver disease, while those aged over 65 
years and PWID were significantly less likely to be tested for HCV RNA (136).

5.2.3 Rationale for the recommendation

Balance of benefits and harms

In the absence of direct or indirect evidence from the systematic reviews, members of 
the 2014 Guidelines Development Group discussed the implications of not conducting 
an immediate NAT for HCV RNA. These included labelling persons as being infected 
with HCV when, in fact, they had spontaneously cleared the infection. Such individuals 
could unnecessarily face stigma and discrimination, including difficulties with 
employment and procuring health services. Knowing whether someone has chronic 
HCV infection allows health staff to provide prevention messages to protect the infected 
individual (e.g. alcohol reduction counselling) as well as the health of their family or 
contacts (e.g. PWID networks) by informing them of methods to reduce the risk of 
transmission of HCV. Knowing someone’s HCV status provides an opportunity to link 
him or her with appropriate care.

A potential harm of knowing one’s HCV infection status is the psychological stress related 
to having a life-threatening infection, particularly if HCV treatment is not available. Despite 
this, the expert opinion of the 2014 Guidelines Development Group was that the benefits 
of immediate testing versus delayed testing outweighed the potential harms.

Values and preferences

Immediate testing was considered likely to be acceptable to key stakeholders. 
Patients with resolved HCV infection following spontaneous clearance would be 
reassured and those who learn of their infection can take steps to protect their 
health and that of others.
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Resource considerations

The resources required for NAT for HCV RNA were, however, considered to be 
substantial. The cost of the test is high, ranging from US$ 30 to US$ 200 
per test. Furthermore, the laboratory equipment is expensive and requires 
technicians with specialized training. As the infrastructure for immediate NAT 
is also needed for HCV viral load testing (quantitative HCV RNA) to commence 
and monitor treatment for HCV, the incremental cost of implementing this 
recommendation would be associated with additional reagent cost and 
technician time, and the cost of repeat testing before initiation of treatment. 
Therefore, although an increase in cost associated with earlier testing was 
considered to be likely, the 2014 Guidelines Development Group considered 
that the incremental cost was smaller than the net benefit, and immediate 
NAT was considered to be feasible in countries where pre-treatment NAT is 
already being performed.

5.2.4 Implementation

The 2014 Guidelines Development Group emphasized that HCV testing should 
be voluntary, the results of the test should be confidential and that referral 
for treatment should be considered in all persons with detectable HCV RNA. 
Laboratories should operate within a quality-assurance framework, which is 
essential for accurate testing results. The possibility of reinfection with HCV after 
spontaneous clearance or successful treatment was considered, and persons with 
undetectable HCV RNA but who are still at active risk (e.g. current PWID) should 
be advised to get retested.

5.2.5 Considerations among persons with HIV/HCV coinfection

Persons who are infected with both HIV and HCV can have false-negative HCV 
serological test results. This may occur in up to 6% of persons with HIV who 
undergo testing using a second-generation anti-HCV enzyme immunoassay 
(EIA) (142, 143), but may occur more often among persons with advanced 
immunosuppression due to HIV and during early HCV infection (144, 145). As 
the range of CD4 counts in persons with a false-negative anti-HCV antibody test 
was so different in the various studies, it was not possible to suggest a specific 
CD4 cut-off level below which all those with a negative anti-HCV antibody test 
should have HCV RNA testing performed. The influence of HIV status on the 
detection of anti-HCV antibody is reviewed in the forthcoming hepatitis B and 
C testing guideline.

5.2.6 Research questions

Further research into the optimal timing of NAT for HCV RNA is warranted to 
compare the effect of immediate testing with delayed testing on patient outcomes, 
including HCV transmission, morbidity, mortality and quality of life. Research 
evaluation is needed of novel laboratory techniques that would allow confirmation 
of HCV infection without the need for expensive laboratory equipment or trained 
personnel.
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6.1 Screening for alcohol use and counselling to reduce 
moderate and high levels of alcohol intake

Existing recommendation from 2014

An alcohol intake assessment is recommended for all persons with HCV infection followed by 
the offer of a behavioural alcohol reduction intervention for persons with moderate-to-high 
alcohol intake.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence

Note: The WHO Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST) (146) screening questionnaire can 

be used to quantify the level of alcohol intake as low, moderate or high, based on the responses to eight screening questions 

that assess the frequency of use and presence of alcohol-associated problems.

 

6.1.1 Background

In many persons with chronic HCV infection, decades can pass between the 
time they acquire infection and when they develop fibrosis and cirrhosis. During 
that time, there are health conditions and behaviours that can accelerate the 
progression of liver damage, including alcohol consumption and obesity. The 
2014 Guidelines Development Group assessed various interventions that slow 
the rate of liver damage among persons with HCV infection and decided to 
evaluate interventions to reduce alcohol intake because alcohol consumption 
is common, has been shown to accelerate the progression of liver disease 
among people with HCV infection (147) and it was felt that persons with 
HCV infection would be amenable to such measures. Reducing the use of 
cannabis in persons with HCV infection was discussed by the 2014 Guidelines 
Development Group but was not considered as part of a systematic review 
process due to a paucity of data and conflicting reports on any association 
with progression of liver disease (148).

A heavy intake of alcohol, of between 210 and 560 g/week (a glass of wine or 
can of beer contains 10–14 g alcohol), doubles the risk of cirrhosis, and even 
moderate alcohol consumption can be detrimental (149). The purpose of the 
systematic review was to investigate the effectiveness of behavioural interventions 
to reduce alcohol intake among people with HCV infection, in terms of HCV 
infection treatment outcomes, progression of liver disease and quality of life.

Alcohol use in persons with HCV varies considerably in different geographical 
regions and in different risk groups. Many countries have no published prevalence 
rates of alcohol use in persons with HCV infection. Some countries, such as Egypt 
and Saudi Arabia, report extremely low or negligible alcohol use in persons with 
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HCV infection (149, 150). Considerably higher alcohol use is found in other 
countries, especially among PWID and prisoners. In China, the majority of PWID 
in one region was found to use alcohol regularly prior to starting injecting drug 
use (151). In one study from Russia, 26–30% of PWID drank moderate-to-heavy 
amounts of alcohol (152). In Brazil, HCV-infected youth offenders had high rates 
of alcohol use (153) and in a study among Nigerian prisoners, 59% with HCV 
infection also drank alcohol (154). Alcohol intake has also been found to be high 
in other groups of persons with HCV infection; 37% of male and 9% of female 
commercial plasma donors infected with HCV in Guan, China were found to drink 
>40 g of alcohol per day (155). In view of these figures, the 2014 Guidelines 
Development Group considered that even in countries where alcohol intake is low 
among the general population, alcohol reduction advice might have an impact.

6.1.2 Evidence

A systematic review was conducted of studies examining a brief behavioural 
alcohol reduction intervention versus no behavioural intervention for persons 
with HCV infection. The outcomes considered were reduction or cessation of 
alcohol intake, SVR, liver fibrosis, decompensated liver cirrhosis, HCC, quality 
of life and mortality (web Appendix 3, 2014).

Five trials were identified that met the PICO criteria for assessment; two RCTs 
(156, 157) and three cohort studies (158–160). These studies evaluated 
different interventions and used different measures of alcohol intake. The 
interventions that were evaluated included four sessions of motivational 
enhancement therapy, six two-hour group counselling sessions, 24-week 
integrated alcohol reduction and health-promotion counselling, and two 
studies with a single “brief” counselling session. These studies provided some 
evidence that alcohol reduction interventions can reduce alcohol consumption 
among people with moderate-to-high alcohol intake living with chronic HCV 
infection. However, the evidence was graded as being of moderate quality 
because of considerable heterogeneity in the intervention and comparison 
groups, and measures of alcohol intake across these studies.

There are more studies evaluating brief alcohol reduction counselling among 
HCV-uninfected persons. A Cochrane review conducted by Kaner et al. (161) 
found that among 5860 hazardous or dependent drinkers followed in 22 
studies, screening for HCV followed by a brief intervention (compared with no 
intervention) significantly reduced mean weekly alcohol consumption of 313 
g per week by 38 g per week. Klimas et al. (162) investigated the efficacy 
of psychosocial interventions for drinkers who concurrently used illicit drugs. 
Among 594 participants across four studies, alcohol-focused interventions 
resulted in significant reductions in alcohol consumption at 3 months (RR 
0.32) and 9 months (RR 0.16) compared to treatment as usual. The quality 
of the evidence overall was considered to be moderate as there was variability 
in the type of interventions. Although these studies were conducted among 
persons without HCV infection, the 2014 Guidelines Development Group 
felt that the benefits demonstrated in these studies would apply to persons 
with HCV infection. One limitation is that most of the studies included in 
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these reviews were from North America and Europe; thus, it is uncertain how 
generalizable they are to other parts of the world.

6.1.3 Rationale for the recommendation

In summary, the 2014 Guidelines Development Group concluded that there 
was evidence of moderate quality that alcohol reduction interventions would 
reduce alcohol consumption among persons with chronic HCV infection who 
consume moderate-to-large amounts of alcohol. Although there are no data 
on whether longer-term important outcomes, including treatment response, 
morbidity, mortality and quality of life, are affected by alcohol reduction 
interventions, the opinion of the Group was that these outcomes are likely 
to be improved. The 2014 Guidelines Development Group also felt that this 
intervention would be acceptable to key stakeholders.

Balance of benefits and harms

The evidence in favour of an alcohol reduction intervention was considered 
to be of moderate quality and the likelihood of undesirable effects minimal. 
However, the relevance of this advice is likely to be context specific and 
countries with low alcohol use may not wish to commit as much time and 
resources to carrying out alcohol reduction interventions as other countries.

Values and preferences

An intervention delivered in the context of a liver health assessment was felt to 
be acceptable to persons with HCV infection, assuming that confidentiality was 
maintained. Regarding equity, members of the 2014 Guidelines Development 
Group felt that alcohol use should not preclude treatment for HCV.

Resource considerations

The principal costs of implementing a brief alcohol reduction intervention 
were considered to be related to the training of clinicians and counsellors, 
and the additional time required to deliver counselling. Nevertheless, a brief 
5–10 minute alcohol reduction intervention was considered to be unlikely to 
substantially increase costs and would be likely to be feasible to implement 
in most health-care settings.

6.1.4 Implementation

An important challenge to implementing a brief alcohol reduction intervention 
is deciding on which approach to consider. The 2014 Guidelines Development 
Group proposed that the WHO ASSIST (146)  would be an appropriate 
framework to design alcohol screening and reduction interventions because 
it is evidence based, proposes a standardized approach, and is aimed at the 
primary health-care level. The ASSIST package includes tools for carrying 
out an assessment of the level of intake of alcohol and other substances, and 
instructions on implementing a brief counselling intervention.
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The elements of the ASSIST approach are outlined in Table 6.1 and include 
the administration of a questionnaire regarding the use of alcohol and other 
substances, classification of the level of consumption and, if needed, alcohol-
reduction counselling or referral.

This approach is more fully described in the WHO Mental Health Gap Action 
Programme (mhGAP) guidelines for mental health, neurological and substance 
use disorders in non-specialized settings in LMIC (163).

6.1.5 Research questions

Additional research is required to fully assess the impact of a brief behavioural 
intervention such as the ASSIST intervention on other outcomes, including 
morbidity, mortality and quality of life, particularly in different geographical 
settings. Measuring alcohol consumption is complex and different instruments 
are used across studies, making comparisons and synthesis of the evidence 
difficult. Future research should consider using validated and standardized 
tools for measuring alcohol consumption where possible. Operational research 
is needed to evaluate approaches that integrate alcohol screening and 
counselling in different geographical settings.

The ASSIST package has been developed in response to the public health burden as-
sociated with psychoactive substance use worldwide. It is designed for use in primary 
health-care settings to assess levels of dependence and to detect harmful substance 
use in non-dependent persons. The ASSIST approach is designed to be cross-culturally 
effective.

The elements of the ASSIST package are described in three manuals:

1. The ASSIST screening test: a manual for use in primary care 

2. The ASSIST-linked brief intervention for hazardous and harmful substance 
use: a manual for use in primary care 

3. Self-help strategies for cutting down or stopping substance use: a guide. 

The elements of the ASSIST approach are:

• a screening questionnaire that takes 5–10 minutes and can be administered 
in primary health-care settings; 

• determination of the “risk score” based on the questionnaire, which allows 
the patient to be categorized according to risk. The categories determine the 
intervention type are as follows: 

- lower risk means no treatment is needed; 
- moderate risk calls for a brief intervention; 
- high risk leads to referral to a specialist for assessment and treatment. 

The brief intervention manual assists health-care workers in conducting a simple brief 
intervention for patients at risk. 

The self-help guide is a resource for the patient to use to help change substance-use be-
haviour. 

TABLE 6.1 ASSIST – The Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test (146)
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6.2 Assessing the degree of liver fibrosis and cirrhosis

Existing recommendation from 2014 

In resource-limited settings, it is suggested that aminotransferase/platelet ratio index (APRI) 
or FIB-4 be used for the assessment of hepatic fibrosis rather than other non-invasive tests 
that require more resources such as elastography or FibroTest.

Conditional recommendation, low quality of evidence

Note: This recommendation was formulated assuming that liver biopsy was not a feasible option. FibroScan®, which is 
more accurate than APRI and FIB-4, may be preferable in settings where the equipment is available and the cost of the 
test is not a barrier to testing.

 

6.2.1 Background

Assessing the degree of liver fibrosis is an important step in the clinical 
management of persons with HCV infection. Although HCV treatment should 
be considered for all persons with HCV infection, as indicated in section 10.1, 
persons with cirrhosis should be prioritized for treatment because they are at 
increased risk of HCC and death due to liver failure. Furthermore, the selection 
of treatment regimens can depend on the presence or absence of cirrhosis. 
Thus, the 2014 Guidelines Development Group felt it important to identify 
low-cost, effective methods of assessing the degree of fibrosis, which would be 
widely available in LMIC. 

Liver biopsy is considered the gold standard method for fibrosis assessment, 
but it is not widely used in low-income countries because of its high cost, 
invasiveness, patient discomfort, risk of complications, as well as the need 
for expert histological interpretation. Several liver biopsy-scoring systems 
have been developed, of which the METAVIR system is most widely used 
(Table 6.2).

A variety of non-invasive fibrosis tests based on blood indices and imaging 
modalities are now available, which may be more suitable for LMIC (Table 
6.3). These include serum tests such as the aminotransferase/platelet ratio 
index (APRI), FIB-4 scores, which measure indirect markers of fibrosis such 
as ALT, aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and platelet count (Fig. 6.1); tests 
that should be available at all clinics treating patients with HCV infection. 
Other serum tests such as FibroTest measure direct markers of fibrosis such 
as haptoglobin. These tests are patented, must be performed in laboratories 
that meet certain quality standards, and are thus more expensive and less 
readily available. Not all of these tests can assess all stages of fibrosis as 

TABLE 6.2 METAVIR liver biopsy scoring system (164)

METAVIR stage F0 F1 F2 F3 F4

Definition No fibrosis Portal fibrosis 
without septa

Portal fibrosis 
with septa

Numerous 
septa without 

cirrhosis
Cirrhosis
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well as cirrhosis. For example, FIB-4 was evaluated only for the diagnosis 
of significant fibrosis (METAVIR stage ≥F2), while APRI was validated for 
the diagnosis of both significant fibrosis and cirrhosis. More recently, new 
techniques have been developed that are based on ultrasound technology 
and assess the degree of fibrosis and cirrhosis by measuring liver stiffness. 
Of these, transient elastography, which is performed with FibroScan® 
(Echosens, Paris) has been the most widely evaluated. Characteristics 
that limit the use of transient elastography include the high cost of the 
equipment, the need for regular recalibration, trained operators and the lack 
of validated cut-off values for specific fibrosis stages.

Test Components Requirements Cost

APRI AST, platelets Simple serum and
haematology tests +

FIB-4 Age, AST, ALT, platelets Simple serum and
haematology tests +

FibroTest gGT, haptoglobin, bilirubin,
A1 apolipoprotein, α2-macroglobulin

Specialized tests. Testing at 
designated laboratories ++

FibroScan® Transient elastography Dedicated equipment +++

TABLE 6.3 Selected non-invasive tests to assess liver fibrosis (75, 164–169)
 

ALT: alanine aminotransferase; APRI: aminotransferase/platelet ratio index; AST: aspartate aminotransferase;

gGT: gamma glutamyl transpeptidase

APRI = [(AST (IU/L)/AST_ULN (IU/L))×100]/ platelet count (109/L)
FIB-4= age (yr) x AST (IU/L)/platelet count (109/L) x [ALT (IU/L)1/2]

FIGURE 6.1 APRI and FIB-4 formulas

6.2.2 Evidence

The PICO question for this recommendation was based on two assumptions. 
First, that liver biopsy would not be available for the reasons listed above, 
and second, that all sites would have access to the laboratory tests needed 
to calculate APRI and FIB-4 indices. Thus, the results of the systematic 
reviews were analysed to assess the benefit of more complex and expensive 
tests (e.g. FibroTest or FibroScan®) compared with APRI and FIB-4 (web 
Appendix 3, 2014). A systematic review was conducted to evaluate the 
diagnostic accuracy of non-invasive fibrosis assessment tests in adult patients 
with chronic HCV infection. The systematic review included full papers and 
abstracts, without language restrictions, which (i) evaluated non-invasive tests 
for the staging of liver fibrosis using liver biopsy as the reference standard, (ii) 
reported on the data necessary to calculate the true-positive, false-positive, 
true-negative and false-negative diagnostic results of the non-invasive tests 
based on a defined index test cut-off point, and (iii) had a maximum of six 
months of elapsed time between the liver biopsy and the index test. For data 
synthesis and analysis, the histological scores used in individual studies were 

ALT: alanine aminotransferase; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; IU: international unit; ULN: upper limit of normal
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transformed to the METAVIR staging system. Significant fibrosis (METAVIR 
stage ≥F2) and cirrhosis (F4) were assessed as outcome variables. Overall, 
the quality of evidence was found to be low, primarily because of potential 
bias due to the absence of predetermined index test cut-offs for diagnosing 
specific fibrosis stages, and low or unreported quality of liver biopsy samples. 
Summary sensitivity and specificity results and relevant confidence intervals 
are available in web Appendix 3, 2014.

Non-invasive tests provide a numerical value, while histological staging of liver 
biopsies yields descriptive, semi-quantitative categories. For the non-invasive 
tests, thresholds exist that correlate with specific histological stages and, in 
the cases of APRI and FIB-4, these cut-offs have been validated. APRI and 
FIB-4 have two cut-off values for diagnosing specific fibrosis stages, as the 
use of a single cut-off would result in suboptimal sensitivity and specificity: 
a high cut-off with high specificity (i.e. fewer false-positive results) and a 
low cut-off with high sensitivity (i.e. fewer false-negative results). A staging 
strategy that uses a combination of these two values uses the low cut-off 
to rule out the presence of a particular stage of fibrosis and the high cut-
off to confirm that the patient has fibrosis that is greater than or equal to 
a particular stage (e.g. ≥F2). However, a number of patients will fall in the 
indeterminate range of test results (i.e. their score will be between the low 
and the high cut-off) and such patients will need either alternative testing or 
future retesting. Transient elastography uses a single cut-off; however, there 
are no uniformly established and validated cut-offs for specific fibrosis stages. 
Therefore, reported sensitivities and specificities of FibroScan® are probably 
overestimated. The established high and low cut-off values of the APRI and 
FIB-4 tests along with a range of the most commonly reported cut-offs of 
FibroScan® for diagnosing ≥F2 stage fibrosis and cirrhosis are presented 
in Table 6.4. The summary sensitivity and specificity of these tests and 
FibroScan® for the detection of significant fibrosis (≥F2 stage) and cirrhosis 
(F4 stage) are listed in Table 6.5.

Having established the sensitivity and specificity of the non-invasive tests 
compared with liver biopsy as the reference test (Table 6.5), the 2014 
Guidelines Development Group considered the comparative performance of 
the non-invasive tests. For this analysis, APRI and FibroScan® were selected 
to illustrate clinical trade-offs, as these tests can assess both F2 and F4 cut-
offs (i.e. F0–1 vs F2–4; and F0–3 vs F4).

APRI 
(low cut-off)

APRI  
(high cut-off)

FIB-4 
(low cut-off)

FIB-4  
(high cut-off)

Transient 
elastography
(FibroScan®)

Significant fibrosis
(METAVIR ≥F2) 0.5 1.5 1.45 3.25 7–8.5 kPa

Cirrhosis
(METAVIR F4) 1.0 2.0 - - 11–14 kPa

APRI: aminotransferase/platelet ratio index; kPa: kilopascal

TABLE 6.4 Low and high cut-off values for the detection of significant fibrosis and cirrhosis
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APRI 
(low cut-off)

APRI 
(high cut-off)

FIB-4  
(low cut-off)

FIB-4  
(high cut-off)

Transient
elastography

Significant 
fibrosis
(METAVIR ≥F2)

Sensitivity
(95% CI)

82
(77–86)

39
(32–47)

89
(79–95)

59
(43–73)

79
(74–84)

Specificity
(95% CI)

57
(49–65)

92
(89–94)

42
(25–61)

74
(56–87)

83
(77–88)

Cirrhosis
(METAVIR F4)

Sensitivity
95% CI)

77
(73–81)

48
(41–56) – – 89

(84–92)

Specificity
(95% CI)

78
(74–81)

94
(91–95) – – 91

(89–93)

APRI: aminotransferase/platelet ratio index

TABLE 6.5 Summary of sensitivity and specificity of APRI, FIB-4 and FibroScan® for the  
detection of advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis (all values are percentages)

A strategy that uses a combination of the high and low cut-off values was assessed. 
Using this strategy, patients with values above the APRI high cut-off value would be 
prioritized for treatment as they have a high probability (94%) of having F4 cirrhosis. 
For patients with an APRI score below the low cut-off value, treatment could be 
deferred as they have a very low probability (18%) of having advanced fibrosis (F2 
fibrosis or higher) and could thus be reassured and reassessed periodically. Those 
patients with APRI values between the low and high cut-off values could either be 
retested every one or two years or, if resources are available, could be treated.

A number of caveats were considered. First, the APRI scoring system may be less 
reliable in persons with HIV due to the possibility of thrombocytopenia associated 
with HIV infection rather than cirrhosis. However, HIV-related thrombocytopenia 
would result in a higher APRI score, and thus earlier treatment. Although this was 
not assessed in the current analysis, a meta-analysis showed that the diagnostic 
accuracy of APRI did not significantly differ between HCV-monoinfected and HCV/
HIV-coinfected patients (170). Theoretically, the FIB-4 test could also be affected 
by thrombocytopenia but this scoring system was first evaluated in patients with 
HIV and was found to perform well (171). Transient elastography values may be 
artificially increased by a number of factors, including acute liver inflammation, 
liver congestion (e.g. cardiac failure), a recent meal, amyloidosis and cholestasis. 
Moreover, the lack of validated cut-offs for the diagnosis of specific stages of 
fibrosis could hinder the interpretation of the test results.

6.2.3 Rationale for the recommendation

The use of non-invasive monitoring was considered by the 2014 Guidelines 
Development Group to be preferable to invasive testing, particularly in LMIC, 
as liver biopsy is an expensive and invasive procedure associated with patient 
discomfort, a small risk of serious bleeding and requires specialist histological 
examination for accurate staging. On the basis of the results of the systematic 
review discussed above, the Group considered that APRI, FIB-4 and transient 
elastography were the most useful tests for assessing the stage of liver disease. 
The advantage of APRI as compared with FIB-4 is that it is validated for the 
diagnosis of F4 fibrosis, and would thus be useful for identifying persons at 
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greatest risk of morbidity who, therefore, could be prioritized for treatment. It was 
also recommended that persons who tested negative for significant fibrosis and/or 
cirrhosis could be retested periodically, and could thus be treated if their APRI or 
FIB-4 indices increased.

Balance of benefits and harms

The principal undesirable outcomes of this recommendation would be due to 
treatment decisions based on either a false-positive or false-negative APRI or FIB-4 
test result. A false-positive test result would lead to a patient being potentially treated 
earlier than necessary, which would expose him or her to the risk of harm from drug-
related side-effects and would also increase resource use. A false-negative result 
would mean that a person who needs treatment would not receive it, resulting in 
the possibility that the person would develop cirrhosis or HCC that could potentially 
have been prevented by treatment for HCV. Despite this, the potential increase 
in treatment availability resulting from increased access to low-cost, non-invasive 
monitoring and reduced risk of adverse events from liver biopsy was felt to outweigh 
the potential harms of false-positive and false-negative case identification.

Values and preferences 

APRI and FIB-4 tests require only phlebotomy; thus, the 2014 Guidelines 
Development Group felt that these tests would be acceptable to patients. Similarly, 
transient elastography is non-invasive and thus would probably be acceptable.

Resource considerations

The lower cost of the serum-based non-invasive tests was the most important 
factor that drove the recommendation. The blood tests that are needed to 
calculate APRI and FIB-4 scores are inexpensive and would be available at health 
facilities providing treatment for HCV infection, as they are also needed to monitor 
patients before and after the commencement of treatment. In contrast, the cost of 
acquiring, running and maintaining a transient elastography machine such as the 
FibroScan® is very high. The cost of a fixed machine is US$ 100 000 and for a 
portable one it is US$ 30 000. The cost of yearly maintenance is US$ 4700. For 
these reasons, the use of transient elastography was considered to be not feasible 
in most LMIC.

6.2.4 Implementation considerations

The calculation of the APRI score should be easy to implement as it relies on tests 
that are available in most clinics. Evaluation of the results is more challenging 
because of the need to assess two cut-off values. However, the above-mentioned 
strategy provides an approach that should be feasible and will allow clinicians to 
decide who should be treated. As persons with advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis 
(METAVIR F3 and F4 stages) are at the highest risk of dying from complications 
of HCV infection, they need to be prioritized for treatment. If resources allow, 
treatment of persons with less advanced stages of cirrhosis could be considered.
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7.1 Assessment for HCV treatment

Existing recommendation from 2014 

All adults and children with chronic HCV infection, including people who inject drugs, should be 
assessed for antiviral treatment.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence

 

7.1.1 Background

Over the past two decades, the success of treatment for HCV infection as 
measured by SVR has steadily increased. Early treatments with standard 
interferon resulted in SVR rates of 30–60%, depending on the genotype. The 
introduction of pegylated interferon increased SVR rates to 40–70%, and the 
more recent introduction of DAAs increased the SVR rate for genotype 1 from 
40% to more than 90%. Despite these advances, very few persons in LMIC 
have been treated for HCV infection. The reasons for this are many and include 
the high cost of treatment, requirement for expensive laboratory equipment and 
tests to evaluate eligibility for and response to treatment, and lack of health-care 
workers trained in administering treatment for HCV infection. Regimens based 
on pegylated interferon and ribavirin also result in high rates of adverse events, 
which can be debilitating and even life threatening. Thus, the 2014 Guidelines 
Development Group felt it important to evaluate the relevant evidence of the 
benefits and harms of treatment versus no treatment of HCV infection.

7.1.2 Evidence

A systematic review was conducted to investigate the utility of treatment versus 
no treatment for HCV infection in adults and children. The outcome measures 
were rates of SVR, decompensated liver disease, HCC, liver-related and all-
cause mortality, treatment-related adverse events leading to discontinuation, 
and quality of life (web Appendix 3, 2014).

Fourteen systematic reviews were included in the final synthesis. Six reviews 
reported data comparing interferon to placebo (172–177), and six combined 
and compared different types of interferon (standard interferon or pegylated 
interferon) to placebo (178–183). No studies were available comparing placebo 
to treatment regimens that included DAAs, as the standard of care at the time 
of institution of DAA-based therapy was treatment with pegylated interferon and 
ribavirin. One review evaluated ribavirin monotherapy against placebo (184). All 
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reviews of interferon, pegylated interferon or ribavirin versus placebo were RCTs 
that used appropriate meta-analytical methods with no significant indirectness 
or imprecision, and thus contained high-quality evidence according to the 
GRADE criteria.

The systematic reviews of effectiveness of different interferon types (interferon 
or pegylated interferon), in combination with ribavirin compared with placebo 
showed a clear benefit of treatment versus placebo in achieving SVR. The 
effects of pegylated interferon/ribavirin on HCC, liver-related morbidity and 
all-cause mortality were inconsistent or statistically non-significant. One study 
comparing ribavirin with placebo showed no significant beneficial effect of 
ribavirin in achieving SVR, reducing all-cause mortality or improving the quality 
of life (184). 

The systematic reviews showed that the most common adverse events were 
flu-like syndromes, depression due to interferon and anaemia due to ribavirin. 
The frequency of discontinuation of treatment approached 20% in one study 
of patients being evaluated for liver transplantation compared with 0% among 
placebo recipients (179).

One systematic review, including four RCTs and 31 non-randomized studies 
on the virological outcomes and adverse effects of treatment among children, 
showed that treatment success rates with interferon-based regimens are similar 
in children and adults (174). The overall SVR rate for pegylated interferon 
and ribavirin was 30–100%, which is comparable to SVR rates seen in adults. 
Adverse effects were primarily flu-like symptoms and neutropenia. Data were 
insufficient to assess the applicability of stopping therapy at week 12 if there 
was less than a 2 log reduction in HCV RNA, or the efficacy of shortening 
treatment duration to 24 weeks in children with genotypes 2 and 3 infection.

In studies conducted among persons with HIV coinfection, there were 110 more 
cases of treatment discontinuation and 830 more cases of flu-like symptoms 
per 1000 persons treated than among persons receiving placebo. Studies 
showing the benefit of therapy among persons with HIV/HCV coinfection are 
described in section 9.2.

PWID are excluded from most clinical trials; thus, data on the benefits of 
treatment among them come from observational studies. A systematic review 
of treatment outcomes among PWID (both former and current users), of whom 
approximately half were concurrently injecting drugs, demonstrated an SVR 
of 56% (37% for genotypes 1 and 4, and 67% for genotypes 2 and 3), a 
treatment discontinuation rate of 22% and a high level of drug adherence. 
These outcomes were similar to those observed among non-drug users (185). 
In addition, economic modelling data evaluating the cost–effectiveness of 
treating HCV infection among PWID was considered by the 2014 Guidelines 
Development Group. In this group, treatment was considered to be cost–effective 
in a variety of settings. Additional benefits of treating PWID are that treatment 
for HCV infection may prevent transmission and reduce the prevalence of HCV 
infection in this population (186, 187).
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7.1.3 Rationale for the recommendation

Balance of benefits and harms

Interferon-based therapy, whether using standard or pegylated interferon, 
increases the likelihood of SVR. Although the studies assessed were not 
able to show a survival or quality-of-life benefit from achieving SVR, other 
studies with longer periods of follow up have shown this link (188). There is 
evidence, primarily from observational studies, for the efficacy of treatment 
for HCV infection among PWID, including those who continue to inject drugs 
during treatment. Treatment for HCV infection is also effective among persons 
coinfected with HIV.

The risk of adverse events from interferon-based therapy for HCV infection is 
high, with many persons discontinuing therapy due to adverse reactions. The 
most significant risks are depression, increased risk of severe infection and 
anaemia. In addition, a flu-like syndrome occurs frequently among persons 
receiving interferon-based therapy. Additional harms that were considered were 
the financial burden placed on patients who are required to pay for the expensive 
and lengthy treatment. Despite this, in view of the substantial morbidity and 
mortality from untreated HCV infection, the 2014 Guidelines Development 
Group concluded that the benefits of treatment clearly outweighed the potential 
harms. The Group considered that the risk of harms would be reduced with the 
introduction of the new DAAs, which have shorter durations of therapy and more 
favourable safety profiles.

Values and preferences

Many persons who are eligible for HCV treatment are reluctant to be treated 
because of the fear of adverse events due to the medications, particularly 
pegylated interferon. This reluctance is likely to lessen with the introduction of 
medicines that are safer and easier to administer.

Resource considerations

The cost of treatment for HCV infection is high. A treatment regimen of 
pegylated interferon plus ribavirin costs between US$ 2000 and US$ 28 000 
per person (189). This wide range in prices reflects the success in some countries 
of negotiating with the manufacturers for price reductions. Treatment for HCV 
requires the clinical and laboratory infrastructure for follow up and monitoring on 
therapy; therefore, the feasibility of providing treatment is challenging. Several 
middle-income countries have successfully expanded treatment for HCV. Egypt 
provides the most impressive example where more than 300 000 persons living 
with HCV have been treated as of March 2016. Treatment is also delivered in 
several other LMIC such as Brazil, China, India and Pakistan. An economic 
analysis based on data from Egypt indicated that treating patients with more 
advanced disease (METAVIR F3–F4) was considered more effective than treating 
patients with less advanced fibrosis (190). Economic evaluations indicate that 
HCV treatment for PWID is cost–effective and may be more so in some scenarios 
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than treating those with no ongoing risk of infection, because transmission of 
HCV infection may be averted. These model projections also show that scaling up 
treatment for HCV could be critical to reducing the prevalence of HCV infection 
among PWID (186, 187, 191, 192). More detail is discussed in section 9.1.

7.1.4 Research questions

Operational research is needed to assess different models of care. This could include 
evaluation of task shifting and integration of HCV treatment services with other 
clinical services, such as those in TB or HIV clinics. Also, it would be important to 
evaluate ways of providing treatment services to groups that are marginalized such 
as PWID and who find standard clinical services difficult to access.

7.2 Treatment with direct-acting antiviral agents

New recommendation

It is recommended that DAA regimens be used for the treatment of persons with hepatitis C infec-
tion rather than regimens with pegylated interferon/ribavirin.

Subgroup considerations: for patients with HCV genotype 3 infection with cirrhosis, and pa-
tients with genotypes 5 and 6 infection with and without cirrhosis, an interferon-based regimen 
– sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin – is still recommended as an alternative treatment 
option (see Rationale for the recommendation).

Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence

7.2.1 Background

Since the issuance of the first WHO guidelines for the treatment of persons with 
HCV infection in April 2014, several new medicines have received regulatory 
approval, and evidence from clinical studies and observational cohorts 
demonstrate the safety and efficacy of regimens using these new medicines. 
These treatment regimens (some of which include pegylated interferon and/
or ribavirin) have a short treatment duration (usually 12 weeks), are easy to 
administer (as few as one pill/day), are very effective (SVR rates of ≥90%), 
and well tolerated with few adverse events. They have the potential to be the 
basis for a large expansion in the number of persons treated. The Guidelines 
Development Group felt that it was important to assess whether there was 
sufficient evidence to recommend the new DAA medicines in preference to 
treatments based on pegylated interferon. 

7.2.2 Evidence 

The systematic review (web Appendix 2, 2016) identified 204 studies that evaluated 
the safety and efficacy of various DAA-based regimens and an independent search 
found two additional studies. Studies conducted among patients infected with 
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genotype 1 or 4 were entered into a network meta-analysis to generate indirect, 
pooled estimates of SVR, treatment discontinuation and SAE and mortality rates. 
Because of the lack of data on genotypes 2, 3, 5 and 6, a network meta-analysis 
was not possible, and direct, pooled estimates of SVR, treatment discontinuation 
and SAE and mortality rates were calculated. In the network meta-analysis, the 
outcomes among patients treated with DAAs were compared with outcomes 
among patients treated with pegylated interferon/ribavirin.

The approach taken to grading the evidence was a modification of the standard 
GRADE approach, in that the evidence from the studies was considered as 
high quality even though these were not RCTs. This was because the studies 
were conducted following strict study protocols (i.e. with defined inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, pre-defined outcomes and very low loss-to-follow-up rates). 
Also, despite the lack of a control arm in most of the studies, the efficacy 
and safety of the comparator treatment (interferon and ribavirin) are well 
established from many earlier trials. The strength of evidence was then lowered 
because of indirectness (use of network meta-analysis) and risk of bias (single-
arm studies). Because of the large effect size, the quality of the evidence was 
raised such that the final assessment was for moderate-quality evidence. 

In treatment-naive patients with genotype 1 or 4 infection treated with 
pegylated interferon/ribavirin, the pooled SVR rate was 46.9% (95% credible 
interval [CrI]: 41.9–51.9%). For patients treated with regimens that combined 
pegylated interferon/ribavirin with a DAA, the pooled SVR rates were between 
66.4% and 90.2%. In patients treated with a single DAA/ribavirin, the pooled 
SVR rate was 77.3%, and for DAA regimens, the pooled SVR rates were all 
higher than 96%, with the exception of asunaprevir/daclatasvir (SVR rate 
83.1%) (Fig. 7.1). Similar results were observed in treatment-experienced 
patients, where interferon-based therapies achieved SVR rates of 21.7–64.9%, 
while DAA therapies had SVR rates of between 94% and 98.1%, with the 
exception of asunaprevir/daclatasvir (SVR rate 62.9%) (Fig. 7.2). 

Treatment discontinuation due to adverse events occurred in 2.1–13.6% of 
treatment-naive patients with genotype 1 or 4 infection treated with regimens 
containing pegylated interferon, and between 0.1% and 1.5% of patients 
treated with all-DAA regimens, with the exception of asunaprevir/daclatasvir 
(5.2%) (Figs 7.3). SAEs occurred in 2.6–10.9% of patients treated with 
interferon-based regimens as compared with 0.9–2.2% of patients treated with 
DAA regimens, with the exception of asunaprevir/daclatasvir (8.3%) (Fig. 7.5). 
Similar results were observed in treatment-experienced patients with genotype 
1 or 4 infection (Fig. 7.4 and 7.6).

Fewer studies were conducted among patients with genotypes 2, 3, 5 and 6 
infections, but the available data showed similar results as among those infected 
with genotypes 1 and 4, with higher SVR rates and lower discontinuation and 
SAE rates among patients treated with DAA regimens.  

Data from observational studies were used to provide information where data 
from clinical studies were limited (web Appendix 7, 2016). A total of 440 
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FIGURE 7.2 Pooled proportions of sustained virological response rates in treatment-
experienced hepatitis C genotypes 1 and 4 populations

Regimen No. patients Proportion (95% CI)

PR 592 21.70 (15.19, 28.20)

TVR + PR 650 59.37 (49.97, 68.78)

BOC + PR 457 63.13 (58.49, 67.77)

SMV + PR 830 64.93 (52.21, 77.66)

SOF + R 49 75.46 (53.94, 96.98)

LDV + SOF 412 97.88 (95.64, 100.00)

DCV + SOF 87 98.10 (94.82, 100.00)

SMV + SOF 127 93.96 (89.65, 98.27)

DCV + ASV 233 62.85 (15.23, 100.00)

OMB + PAR/r 745 97.26 (94.98, 99.54)
0 25 50 75 100

% Sustained virological response

FIGURE 7.3 Pooled proportions of rates of discontinuation due to adverse events in treatment-
naive hepatitis C genotypes 1 and 4 populations

Regimen No. patients Proportion (95% CI)

PR 1566 7.42 (4.17, 10.68)

TVR + PR 641 9.34 (7.09, 11.59)

BOC + PR 901 13.64 (9.74, 17.53)

SMV + PR 704 2.09 (0.49, 3.68)

SOF + PR 504 6.84 (0.00, 14.66)

SOF + R 411 1.12 (0.00, 2.40)

LDV + SOF 1122 0.15 (0.00, 0.52)

DCV + SOF 212 0.05 (0.00, 1.21)

SMV + SOF 87 1.47 (0.00, 4.90)

DCV + ASV 265 5.20 (2.53, 7.88)

OMB + PAR/r 1619 0.42 (0.00, 0.87)
0 5 10 15 20 25

% Discontinuations due to adverse events

PR: pegylated interferon/ribavirin
TVR + PR: telaprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin
BOC + PR: boceprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin
SMV + PR: simeprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin
SOF + PR: sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin
SOF + R: sofosbuvir/ribavirin 

LDV + SOF: ledipasvir/sofosbuvir 
DCV + SOF: daclatasvir/sofosbuvir
SMV + SOF: simeprevir/sofosbuvir
ASV + DCV: asunaprevir/daclatasvir
OMB + PAR/r: ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir ± dasabuvir ± ribavirin

FIGURE 7.1 Pooled proportions of sustained virological response rates in treatment-naive    
hepatitis C genotypes 1 and 4 populations

Regimen No. patients Proportion (95% CI)

PR 1564 46.86 (41.87, 51.86)

TVR + PR 641 76.47 (70.21, 82.74)

BOC + PR 901 66.43 (61.81, 71.05)

SMV + PR 686 80.51 (77.54, 83.47)

SOF + PR 464 90.18 (87.48, 92.89)

SOF + R 390 77.26 (67.98, 86.54)

LDV + SOF 1028 97.65 (96.03, 99.26)

DCV + SOF 195 98.35 (96.14, 100.00)

SMV + SOF 40 97.32 (90.35, 100.00)

DCV + ASV 265 83.07 (75.99, 90.15)

OMB + PAR/r 1399 96.99 (95.19, 98.78)
25 50 75 100

% Sustained virological response
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FIGURE 7.5 Pooled proportions of rates of serious adverse events in treatment-naive hepatitis 
C genotypes 1 and 4 populations

PR: pegylated interferon/ribavirin
TVR + PR: telaprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin
BOC + PR: boceprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin
SMV + PR: simeprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin
SOF + PR: sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin
SOF + R: sofosbuvir/ribavirin 

LDV + SOF: ledipasvir/sofosbuvir 
DCV + SOF: daclatasvir/sofosbuvir
SMV + SOF: simeprevir/sofosbuvir
ASV + DCV: asunaprevir/daclatasvir
OMB + PAR/r: ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir ± dasabuvir ± ribavirin

FIGURE 7.4 Pooled proportions of rates of discontinuation due to adverse events in treatment-
experienced hepatitis C genotypes 1 and 4 populations

Regimen No. patients Proportion (95% CI)

PR 592 3.25 (0.75, 5.76)

TVR + PR 650 8.26 (0.00, 22.70)

BOC + PR 457 12.09  (7.03, 17.15)

SMV + PR 811 0.58 (0.00, 1.58)

SOF + R 69 4.21 (0.00, 8.95)

LDV + SOF 495 0.00 (0.00, 0.56)

DCV + SOF 93 0.00 (0.00, 2.25)

SMV + SOF 167 1.45 (0.00, 3.94)

DCV + ASV 233 4.66 (1.89, 7.43)

OMB + PAR/r 912 1.04 (0.30, 1.77)
0 5 10 15 20 25

% Discontinuations due to adverse events

FIGURE 7.6 Pooled proportions of rates of serious adverse events in treatment-experienced 
hepatitis C genotypes 1 and 4 populations

Regimen No. patients Proportion (95% CI)

PR 592 6.95 (4.91, 8.99)

TVR + PR 650 10.23 (6.53, 13.93)

BOC + PR 457 12.18  (9.19, 15.18)

SMV + PR 918 4.65 (2.28, 7.02)

SOF + R 69 12.68 (4.85, 20.51)

LDV + SOF 495 2.92 (0.26, 5.57)

DCV + SOF 93 3.22 (0.00, 7.25)

SMV + SOF 167 0.77 (0.00, 3.20)

DCV + ASV 233 5.45 (2.47, 8.43)

OMB + PAR/r 912 2.68 (1.10, 4.26)
0 5 10 15 20 25

% Serious adverse events

Regimen No. patients Proportion (95% CI)

PR 1540 7.67 (6.34, 8.99)

TVR + PR 641 7.11 (3.73, 10.50)

BOC + PR 901 10.89 (7.43, 14.35)

SMV + PR 811 4.85 (3.38, 6.33)

SOF + PR 504 2.62 (0.11, 5.13)

SOF + R 268 3.19 (0.38, 6.00)

LDV + SOF 1122 2.24 (0.76, 3.71)

DCV + SOF 183 0.92 (0.00, 2.49)

SMV + SOF 87 2.24 (0.00. 6.56)

DCV + ASV 265 8.33 (1.02, 15.65)

OMB + PAR/r 1619 2.18 (1.01, 3.35)
0 5 10 15 20 25

% Serious adverse events
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patients with genotype 2 infection were treated with sofosbuvir/ribavirin. In 
these patients, SVR was achieved in 70–92% of treatment-naive patients and 
70–93.5% of treatment-experienced persons. These results are in alignment 
with those from the clinical studies described above. 

In these observational cohorts, 82 persons with genotype 3 infection were treated 
with sofosbuvir/daclatasvir for 12 or 24 weeks. When stratified by prior treatment 
experience, presence of cirrhosis and use of ribavirin, the overall numbers in each 
group were small (less than 38 per group). However, all persons without cirrhosis 
who were treatment naive and treated with daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ± ribavirin 
achieved SVR. In those who did not have cirrhosis and were treatment experienced, 
addition of ribavirin improved SVR rates from 89% to 100%. Among those with 
both prior treatment experience and cirrhosis, the addition of ribavirin increased 
SVR rates from 73.7% to 89.5%. These outcomes are better than those with 
pegylated interferon and ribavirin. Few results were available for patients with 
genotype 3 infection taking sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin. This treatment 
resulted in SVR rates of 100% in treatment-naive persons without cirrhosis, 82% 
in treatment-naive persons with cirrhosis, 85% in treatment-experienced persons 
without cirrhosis, and 77% in treatment-experienced persons with cirrhosis. 

Data were available for a total of 77 persons infected with genotypes 5 or 6 who 
were treated with either sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin, or ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir. The SVR rates were 100% with sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/
ribavirin and ≥95% with ledipasvir/sofosbuvir.

7.2.3 Rationale for the recommendation

Balance of benefits and harms

The Guidelines Development Group concluded that there was moderate-quality 
evidence that DAA regimens are superior to regimens that include pegylated 
interferon. In addition to the strength of the evidence, this recommendation 
was considered “strong” because the potential benefits of higher SVR rates 
and lower rates of SAEs and treatment discontinuation outweighed the 
potential harms. From a values and preferences perspective, DAA regimens 
are likely to be preferred by patients for these reasons, and because of their 
ease of administration and shorter duration of treatment. Furthermore, with the 
declining prices of medicines, DAA therapy is less expensive than interferon-
based therapy in many countries. Finally, administering DAA therapy is easier 
than interferon-based therapy, which favours its implementation. 

The Guidelines Development Group acknowledges that there remains a limited 
role for pegylated interferon and ribavirin in certain specific scenarios where 
currently data are limited in supporting DAA-only therapies. Specifically, these 
apply to persons infected with genotype 3 with compensated liver cirrhosis 
where, based on clinical study results, sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin 
confer the highest chance of SVR. Likewise, the lack of data on the use of DAAs 
among patients with genotypes 5 and 6 infection, sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/
ribavirin is recommended as an alternative regimen for these genotypes. 
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Values and preferences

As mentioned earlier, for patients, the likelihoods of a cure and lack of adverse 
events are the most important considerations related to treatment regimens, 
though patients also value factors such as not requiring injections and shorter 
courses of treatment. Thus, DAA therapy is likely to be acceptable to patients 
as it leads to higher cure rates, is shorter in duration, easier to administer, and 
leads to fewer adverse events. 

Resource considerations

The resources required to administer HCV therapy can be broadly divided into 
health system costs (e.g. laboratory and personnel) and the price of medicines. 
Treating patients with DAAs requires fewer health system costs as compared 
with interferon-based treatment because the treatment durations are shorter, 
and laboratory tests required and adverse events are fewer. 

As for drug prices, these are variable and dynamic. The prices of DAAs are 
extremely high in high-income countries. Despite this, cost–effectiveness 
studies done in high-income countries indicate that the cost–effectiveness 
of DAA therapy is generally below the willingness-to-pay threshold of these 
countries.  Few cost–effectiveness studies have been conducted in LMIC. 
Patients in low-income countries can benefit from low-cost generic formulations 
where licensing agreements have been signed with companies that manufacture 
generic medicines. Other countries negotiate tiered prices directly with the 
manufacturers. Because of these price arrangements, the price of DAA therapy 
is actually lower than interferon-based therapy in countries such as Mongolia 
and Ukraine (Table 7.1). Although the price of DAA therapy is higher in Brazil, 
when viewed from the perspective of price per SVR, the difference between 
interferon-based and DAA-based therapy is small (Tables 7.2). 

Even with favourable prices of medicines, the budget impact of treating all 
patients already diagnosed with chronic HCV infection will be considerable. 
Table 7.3 presents the budget impact for Brazil, Mongolia and Ukraine. In Brazil, 
the overall cost would exceed US$ 3 billion. In Ukraine, the corresponding 
figure is nearly US$ 1.2 billion, and US$ 101 million in Mongolia.

7.2.4 Implementation

The experience of using DAAs in the United States, western Europe and Egypt 
demonstrates the feasibility of widening access to HCV treatment with the use 
of DAAs. In other related examples, notably HIV, wide-scale access to therapies 
in all income settings has been demonstrated to be feasible. Because of less 
intensive monitoring requirements, indirect on-treatment costs related to 
laboratory monitoring will be lower when compared to those with pegylated 
interferon and ribavirin. 

As DAA therapy is easier to administer and requires less patient monitoring, 
lower-level health cadres (e.g. primary-care doctors or nurses) could administer it.  
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This would lead to the availability of treatment in more settings, including those 
for populations such as PWID and migrants, who are at high risk of infection but 
who have difficulty in accessing treatment services. 

7.2.5 Research questions 

1. More data are required in specific subpopulations, including those 
with severe renal impairment (i.e. eGFR <30 mL/min/1.73 m2 and on 
haemodialysis), persons under the age of 18 years, pregnant women, and 
those coinfected with HBV.

2. More data are needed to identify predictive factors to select persons who 
could be treated for shorter durations of therapy. 

3. To date, there are limited data on cost–effectiveness evaluation in LMIC 
using DAAs. These data may prove beneficial in aiding policy-makers with 
decision-making on resource allocation for DAAs.

TABLE 7.1 Cost of drug per four weeks of HCV medication in Brazil, Mongolia and Ukraine 
(2015 US$) 

Drug Ribavirin 
($)

Pegylated 
interferon ($)

Sofosbuvir 
($)

Ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir ($)

Daclatasvir 
($)

Country

Brazil 26.63 455.18a 2 300.00 3149.00 849.00

Mongolia 26.63 455.18a 300.00 400.00 512.00

Ukraine 21.19 118.00a 300.00 812.00 512.00
Source: Budget impact analysis (web Appendix 3, 2016)
a Note: pegylated interferon-based regimens generally have a duration of 48 weeks as compared with 12 or 24 weeks for  DAA regimens.

TABLE 7.2 Estimated cost per patient (CPP) and cost per SVR (CPSVR) of selected DAA 
regimens in Brazil, Mongolia, Ukraine (2015 US$) 

Pegylated interferon/ribavirin All DAAs

CPP ($) CPSVR ($) CPP ($) CPSVR ($)

Brazil 5 368 10 733 10 831 11 312

Mongolia 7 036 15 316 1 709 1 739

Ukraine 3 173 6 150 2 953 3 097

Source: Budget impact analysis (web Appendix 3, 2016)

TABLE 7.3 Estimated total cost of treating all persons diagnosed with chronic HCV infection in 
Brazil, Mongolia, Ukraine (2015 US$) with DAA regimens 

No. of 
persons with 
chronic HCV 

infection

No.  
of persons 
diagnosed

No. 
achieving 

SVR
Drug cost  

(US$)
Other cost 

(US$)
Total cost  

(US$)
Brazil 2 036 570 314 934 299 734 3 324 524 944 65 984 876 3 390 509 821
Mongolia 198 764 59 629 58 249 81 417 808 19 897 906 101 315 714
Ukraine 1 024 858 410 783 387 365 972 405 729 227 160 446 1 199 566 175

Source: Number of persons with chronic HCV infection based on reference (13) and diagnosed based on reference (9).
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4. Emerging evidence suggests that NS5A resistance may result in lower SVR 
rates; however, the clinical importance of resistance is not known. 

5. More studies are needed to help guide treatment decisions following 
treatment failure, and what second- or third-line strategies should be 
advocated.

6. Regional registries in LMIC would help provide currently missing data for 
“real-world” outcomes in these settings. 

7. Algorithms with simplified approaches to screening, treatment and 
monitoring for chronic HCV infection should be evaluated for use in 
primary-care settings.

8. Research is required on the development of a vaccine for primary prevention 
of HCV infection.

9. More studies are needed on the co-management of chronic HCV infection 
and active TB.  

7.3 Removal of recommendation for treatment with 
telaprevir or boceprevir

New recommendation 

The use of boceprevir- or telaprevir-containing regimens is no longer recommended for the treat-
ment of persons with hepatitis C infection.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence

7.3.1 Background

Telaprevir and boceprevir are first-generation protease inhibitors, which when 
administered with pegylated interferon/ribavirin to persons infected with HCV 
genotype 1, result in higher SVR rates as compared with pegylated interferon and 
ribavirin alone. As a result, they were included in the WHO 2014 HCV guidelines 
for consideration of treatment for genotype 1 HCV infection. However, these 
regimens result in high rates of SAEs, including adverse events related to interferon 
and ribavirin, as well as those related to telaprevir and boceprevir. Compared with 
the newer DAAs, the treatment effectiveness of telaprevir- or boceprevir-containing 
regimens is lower and adverse effects are more frequent. In particular, patients with 
advanced disease, such as those with a platelet count <100 000/mm3 and albumin 
<35 g/L at baseline (envisaged to be a significant proportion of patients treated 
in the initial phases in many countries) are more likely to die or to have severe 
infection or decompensation (193). While these medicines may still be marketed 
in certain countries, the manufacturers have decided to withdraw them from most 
high-income countries. Furthermore, these medicines are no longer recommended 
by either the 2015 guidelines by EASL or AASLD (194, 195).
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7.3.2 Evidence 

The systematic review identified seven study arms that evaluated telaprevir and 
four study arms that evaluated boceprevir in genotype 1 or 4 HCV infection. From 
the network meta-analysis, the SVR rates were lower for treatment-naive (76.5%; 
95% CrI 70.2, 82.7%) and treatment-experienced (59.4%; 95% CrI 50.0%, 
68.8%) patients treated with telaprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin compared 
with patients treated with regimens of DAA combinations, all of which produced 
SVR rates >90% for both treatment-naive and -experienced patients (Fig. 7.1 
and 7.2). The results were similar for boceprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin. 
The risk differences in SVRs between boceprevir- and telaprevir-containing 
regimens and newer DAA regimens were all statistically significant. Higher rates of 
discontinuation (range 8.3–13.6%) and SAEs (range 7.1–12.2%) were observed 
among treatment-naive and -experienced patients treated with telaprevir- and 
boceprevir-containing regimens than among patients treated with all-DAA regimens 
(range 0.0–6.8% for discontinuation and range 0.9–12.7% for SAEs) (Fig. 7.3 to 
7.6). The factors affecting the quality of the evidence were indirectness and risk 
of bias; thus, the evidence was considered to be of moderate quality. 

7.3.3 Rationale for the recommendation

Balance of benefits and harms

The balance of benefits and harms favoured treatment with newer DAA regimens 
over treatment with boceprevir or telaprevir because of higher rates of SVR, and 
lower rates of adverse events and treatment discontinuation. The regimen durations 
with boceprevir and telaprevir are also longer and require the co-administration 
of interferon; therefore, they are unlikely to be preferred by patients. Using newer 
DAAs that do not require interferon rather than continuing to use telaprevir and 
boceprevir should be associated with significant benefits and no harms. 

Values and preferences

Boceprevir- and telaprevir-based regimens are associated with higher rates of 
adverse events and lower efficacy than the newer DAA therapies. The regimens 
are longer in treatment duration, require weekly injections, and more intensive 
laboratory monitoring. They are therefore unlikely to be acceptable to patients 
in the presence of better options (i.e. newer DAAs).

Resource considerations

DAAs require a shorter duration of therapy, have fewer monitoring requirements 
and are less likely to incur costs of managing side-effects when compared with 
treatment with boceprevir- or telaprevir-based regimens. Because of the shorter 
treatment duration and in countries where the price of newer DAAs has been 
reduced, 8–12 weeks of treatment with newer DAAs should be less expensive than 
treatment with boceprevir- or telaprevir-based regimens. In the long run, treatment 
with newer DAAs with appropriately negotiated pricing is envisaged to require fewer 
resources than treatment with boceprevir- or telaprevir-based regimens.
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7.3.4 Implementation 

As discussed in section 7.2, avoiding the use of pegylated interferon/ribavirin 
and not having to manage frequent SAEs related to both interferon, and 
boceprevir and telaprevir will facilitate the implementation of HCV treatment. 
To ensure that these medicines are no longer prescribed, national medicines 
agencies should consider removing telaprevir and boceprevir from national 
formularies and treatment guidelines/protocols.

7.4 Preferred and alternative regimens for the treatment 
of persons with chronic hepatitis C virus infection

New recommendation

For persons with HCV genotype 1 infection without and with cirrhosis, treatment with ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir with/without ribavirin or daclatasvir/sofosbuvir with/without ribavirin is recommended. 

Alternative recommended treatment regimens for persons with genotype 1 infection without and 
with cirrhosis is simeprevir/sofosbuvir with/without ribavirin or ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/
dasabuvir with/without ribavirin.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence

New recommendation 

For persons with HCV genotype 2 infection without and with cirrhosis, treatment with sofosbuvir/
ribavirin is recommended.

The alternative recommended regimen is daclatasvir/sofosbuvir.

Strong recommendation, low quality of evidence

New recommendation 

For persons with HCV genotype 3 infection without cirrhosis, treatment with daclatasvir/sofosbuvir 
or sofosbuvir/ribavirin is recommended.

For persons with HCV genotype 3 infection with cirrhosis, treatment with daclatasvir/sofosbuvir/
ribavirin is recommended.

The alternative suggested regimen for persons with HCV genotype 3 infection with cirrhosis is 
sofosbuvir with pegylated interferon/ribavirin.

Strong recommendation, low quality of evidence

New recommendation 

For persons with HCV genotype 4 infection without and with cirrhosis, treatment with ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir with/without ribavirin or daclatasvir/sofosbuvir with/without ribavirin is recommended. 

Alternative recommended treatment regimens for genotype 4 infection without and with cirrhosis 
is simeprevir/sofosbuvir with/without ribavirin or ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir with ribavirin. 

Strong recommendation; moderate quality of evidence
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Regimens with daclatasvir, ledipasvir and sofosbuvir can be prescribed to patients without 
cirrhosis as well as those with compensated and decompensated cirrhosis.

Regimens with paritaprevir, simeprevir and pegylated interferon can be prescribed to per-
sons without cirrhosis or with compensated cirrhosis but not to persons with decompen-
sated cirrhosis because they can cause liver failure and death in these persons. Therefore, 
if prescribed to persons with cirrhosis, they should be used only in settings where special-
ized care is available and where the degree of cirrhosis (compensated vs decompensated) 
can accurately be assessed.

Table 7.4 provides a summary of the recommended preferred and alternative 
regimens for treatment of HCV infection with each genotype. Tables 7.5 and 
7.6 give the recommended preferred and alternative treatment durations in 
persons with and without cirrhosis, respectively. There was insufficient evi-
dence to be able to formulate recommendations regarding specific treatment 
durations. Rather, a summary of existing treatment-duration recommenda-
tions from the 2015 AASLD and EASL guidelines is presented in Tables 7.5 
and 7.6. Where the recommendations differed between these two guidelines, 
the regimen with fewer options (e.g. “ribavirin 12 weeks” rather than “ribavi-
rin 12 or 24 weeks”) was selected. 

TABLE 7.4 Recommended preferred and alternative regimens with quality of evidence  
and strength of recommendation

Preferred Alternative
Strength of 

recommend-
dation

Quality of 
evidence

Genotype 1  
without cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir 
or ledipasvir/sofosbuvir

Simeprevir/sofosbuvir or 
ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/
dasabuvir ± ribavirin

Strong Moderate
Genotype 1  
with cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ± 
ribavirin or ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir ± ribavirin

Simeprevir/sofosbuvir ± ribavirin 
or ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/ 
dasabuvir ± ribavirin

Genotype 2 with and 
without cirrhosis Sofosbuvir/ribavirin Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir Strong Low

Genotype 3 
without cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir 
or sofosbuvir/ribavirin

Strong Low
Genotype 3 
with cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir/
ribavirin

Sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/
ribavirin

Genotype 4  
without cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir 
or ledipasvir/sofosbuvir

Simeprevir/sofosbuvir or 
ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir 
/ribavirin

Strong Moderate
Genotype 4  
with cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ±  
ribavirin or ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir ± ribavirin 

Simeprevir/sofosbuvir ± ribavirin 
or ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir 
/ribavirin

Genotype 5 or 6 with 
and without cirrhosis Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir Sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/

ribavirin Conditional Very low

New recommendation 

For persons with HCV genotype 5 or 6 infection without and with cirrhosis, treatment with ledip-
asvir/sofosbuvir is recommended.

The alternative recommended regimen is sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin.

Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence 
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* Treatment durations are adapted from 2015 AASLD and EASL guidelines.
a If genotype 1a-infected patient is positive for the Q80K variant, a simeprevir/sofosbuvir regimen should not be chosen.
b For genotype 1a-infected patients, treat with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir and ribavirin; for genotype 1b-infected 
patients, treat with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir.

* Treatment durations are adapted from the 2015 guidelines of the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) 
and European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL). 
a Treatment may be shortened to 8 weeks in treatment-naive persons without cirrhosis if their baseline HCV RNA level is below 6 
million (6.8 log) IU/mL. The duration of treatment should be shortened with caution.
b If platelet count <75 x 103/μL, then 24 weeks’ treatment with ribavirin should be given.

Persons without cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir

Ledipasvir/ 
sofosbuvir

Sofosbuvir/
ribavirin

Genotype 1 12 weeks 12 weeksa  

Genotype 2     12 weeks

Genotype 3 12 weeks   24 weeks

Genotype 4 12 weeks 12 weeks  

Genotype 5   12 weeks  

Genotype 6   12 weeks  

Persons with cirrhosis

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir/

ribavirin
Ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir

Ledipasvir/
sofosbuvir /

ribavirin
Sofosbuvir/

ribavirin

Genotype 1 24 weeks 12 weeks 24 weeks 12 weeksb

Genotype 2 16 weeks

Genotype 3 24 weeks

Genotype 4 24 weeks 12 weeks 24 weeks 12 weeksb

Genotype 5 24 weeks 12 weeksb

Genotype 6 24 weeks 12 weeksb

TABLE 7.5 Summary of recommended preferred regimens with treatment durations*

Persons without cirrhosis

Simeprevir/ 
sofosbuvir

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir

Ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/

ritonavir/
dasabuvir

Ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/

ritonavir/
ribavirin

Sofosbuvir/
pegylated 
interferon/

ribavirin

Genotype 1 12 weeksa 12 weeksb

Genotype 2 12 weeks

Genotype 3

Genotype 4 12 weeks 12 weeks

Genotype 5 12 weeks

Genotype 6 12 weeks

TABLE 7. 6 Summary of recommended alternative regimens with treatment durations*
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7.4.1 Background

Since the first WHO hepatitis C treatment guidelines were issued in 2014, 
several new DAA regimens have gained regulatory approval. These regimens 
have been studied in different combinations and among different patient 
groups (i.e. by genotype, treatment experience, presence/absence of cirrhosis 
and coinfection). As a result, different treatment regimens are indicated 
for different patient groups. This profusion of regimens results in confusion 
among health-care workers as to which treatment should be prescribed for 
which patient. With the move toward all-DAA-based therapy, the Guidelines 
Development Group felt it important that guidance be provided as to which 
regimens were preferred for the various genotypes and patient groups. 

7.4.2 Evidence 

Genotypes 1 and 4

Numerous studies evaluated the efficacy of DAA regimens among treatment-
naive and -experienced patients with genotypes 1 and 4 infection (Fig. 
7.1 to 7.6; web Appendix 2, 2016). Of these, daclatasvir/sofosbuvir, 
ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir ± dasabuvir, ledipasvir/sofosbuvir, and 
simeprevir/sofosbuvir all resulted in SVR rates of >96% in treatment-naive 
patients with genotype 1 infection. An SVR rate of 46.9% was obtained 
for pegylated interferon/ribavirin, 77.3% for sofosbuvir/ribavirin, 80.5% 
for simeprevir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin, and 83.1% for asunaprevir/
daclatasvir. The results were similar among treatment-experienced patients, 
where the CrIs for the DAA regimens were overlapping, and thus were 

* Treatment durations are adapted from the 2015 AASLD and EASL guidelines.
a If genotype 1a-infected patient is positive for the Q80K variant, a simeprevir/sofosbuvir regimen should not be chosen.
b For genotype 1a-infected patients, treat with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir and ribavirin for 24 weeks; for genotype 
1b-infected patients, treat with ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir and ribavirin for 12 weeks.

Persons with cirrhosis

Can be 
prescribed to 
persons with 
compensated or 
decompensated 
cirrhosis

These regimens should be prescribed only to persons with compensated cirrhosis 
because they can cause liver failure and death when prescribed to persons with 
decompensated cirrhosis. Therefore, they should be used only in settings where 
specialized care is available and where the degree of cirrhosis (compensated vs 
decompensated) can accurately be assessed.

Daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir

Simeprevir/ 
sofosbuvir

Simeprevir/ 
sofosbuvir/

ribavirin

Ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/

ritonavir/
dasabuvir

Ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/

ritonavir/
ribavirin

Sofosbuvir/
pegylated 
interferon/

ribavirin

Genotype 1 24 weeksa 12 weeksa 24 weeksb

Genotype 2 12 weeks

Genotype 3 12 weeks

Genotype 4 24 weeks 12 weeksa 24 weeks

Genotype 5 12 weeks

Genotype 6 12 weeks
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statistically indistinguishable. Results were also similar for rates of treatment 
discontinuation and SAEs, where all the DAA regimens had comparable 
outcomes to each other.

The Guidelines Development Group recommended specific preferred regimens 
among those that performed similarly, based on their safety and efficacy, 
acceptability to patients, complexity of regimens, need for subgenotyping, 
and likely important DDIs. Based on these criteria, daclatasvir/sofosbuvir and 
ledipasvir/sofosbuvir are considered preferred regimens. 

For persons without cirrhosis, simeprevir/sofosbuvir and ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/ritonavir ± dasabuvir were listed as alternative choices because 
of the need for Q80K testing prior to simeprevir therapy and, for ombitasvir/
paritaprevir/ritonavir, the need for twice-daily dosing and frequency of DDIs. 
Also, ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir ± dasabuvir could lead to HIV ARV 
resistance if prescribed to persons with undiagnosed HIV infection who would 
unwittingly be prescribed single-drug HIV treatment (i.e. ritonavir). 

The protease inhibitors simeprevir and paritaprevir as well as pegylated 
interferon pose an additional concern. When prescribed to patients with 
decompensated cirrhosis, they can precipitate liver failure and death. For this 
reason, according to the FDA, these medicines can be used among persons 
with compensated cirrhosis (Child–Pugh Class A) but are contraindicated 
for individuals with decompensated cirrhosis (Child–Pugh Class B and C). 
Therefore, they should be used only in settings where specialized care is 
available and where the degree of cirrhosis (compensated vs decompensated) 
can be accurately assessed.

Genotype 2

In the systematic review, 17 study arms evaluated treatment outcomes 
among treatment-naive and -experienced patients with genotype 2 infection. 
DAA regimens that were evaluated included sofosbuvir/ribavirin, and 
daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ± ribavirin. Because of the scarcity of data, a network 
meta-analysis model was not possible; thus, comparisons are based on 
direct pooled SVR rates (web Appendix 2, 2016). The pooled SVR rate for 
treatment-naive patients treated with sofosbuvir/ribavirin was 94.5% (95% 
CI 91.9%, 96.6%) and with pegylated interferon/ribavirin it was 78.3% 
(95% CI 68.6%, 86.7%). The pooled SVR rate for treatment-experienced 
patients treated with sofosbuvir/ribavirin for 12 weeks was 91.0% (95% 
CI 85.7%, 95.1%) and 24 weeks was 88.0% (95% CI 74.7%, 96.8%). 
A total of 21 patients were in the three daclatasvir/sofosbuvir study arms 
(19 treatment-naive and 2 treatment-experienced), all of whom achieved 
SVR (196, 197). One additional study provided data on daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir/ribavirin among five patients who were either treatment-naive or 
-experienced. Of these, 80% (95% CI 28.4%, 99.5%) achieved SVR. The 
rate of discontinuation due to adverse events was ≤0.05%, the rate of SAEs 
was ≤0.03%, and the mortality rate was zero among both treatment-naive 
and -experienced patients with genotype 2 infection. 
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Genotype 3

Twenty-one study arms evaluated different DAA regimens among patients 
with genotype 3 infection. Despite different treatment durations, among 
treatment-naive patients, the pooled SVR rates were comparable: for 
patients treated with sofosbuvir/ribavirin 92.2% (95% CI 88.1%, 95.5%), 
sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin 93.3% (95% CI 83.4%, 99.0%), 
or daclatasvir/sofosbuvir 12 weeks 90.1% (95% CI 83.0%, 95.0%) and 
daclatasvir/sofosbuvir 24 weeks 100.0% (95% CI 90.7%, 99.8%)(web 
Appendix 2, 2016). The pooled SVR rate for daclatasvir/sofosbuvir/ribavirin 
among treatment-experienced patients was 91.5% (95%CI 85.6%, 
97.4%) for treatment duration 12 weeks and 16 weeks. In persons with 
cirrhosis, to date, clinical trial data demonstrate limited support for DAA-
only regimens. Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir for 12 weeks without ribavirin results 
in an SVR rate of 62.2% (95%CI 46.6%, 77.8%), sofosbuvir/ribavirin for 
24 weeks has an SVR rate of 77.7% (95%CI 69.9%, 85.5%) in persons 
with cirrhosis (198, 199). Discontinuation rates were the highest (10.4%) 
among treatment-naive patients treated with pegylated interferon/ribavirin 
for 24 weeks, followed by 5.0% among treatment-experienced persons 
treated for 24 weeks with sofosbuvir/ribavirin. The discontinuation rate of 
DAA regimens was ≤0.03%. The rate of SAEs was ≤0.04% for treatment-
naive persons but was higher in treatment-experienced patients, 0.01–
9.4%. The mortality was zero in all study arms.

Genotypes 5 and 6

Four studies consisting of 77 patients assessed treatment efficacy among 
patients infected with HCV genotypes 5 and 6. The first study assessed 
sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin in five treatment-naive genotype 
6 patients and all achieved SVR (200). The second study arm assessed 
sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin in five treatment-naive genotype 
6 patients and one treatment-naive genotype 5 patient and all achieved 
SVR (201). One study provided data for 21 treatment-naive and 20 
treatment-experienced patients infected with genotype 5, while another 
study included 25 treatment-naive and -experienced patients infected 
with genotype 6 who were treated with 12 weeks of ledipasvir/sofosbuvir. 
SVRs in both studies  were ≥95% (202, 203). Outcomes in patients 
infected with genotypes 5 and 6 appear consistent with outcomes for 
patients with genotypes 1 and 4 (although there are no data evaluating 
the use of ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir ± dasabuvir). As such, the 
limited data from clinical trials supporting the use of ledipasvir/sofosbuvir 
in patients infected with genotypes 5 and 6 show comparable results to 
those of patients infected with genotypes 1 and 4, which lends support 
for its use as first-line therapy. However, given the paucity of data, the 
Guidelines Development Group also advocates the use of sofosbuvir/
pegylated interferon/ribavirin as alternative regimens. In settings where 
first-line recommended regimens are not yet available, during the period 
of transition to more optimal regimens, use of sofosbuvir/ribavirin or 
sofosbuvir/pegylated interferon/ribavirin can be considered.
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7.4.3 Rationale for the recommendation

Balance of benefits and harms

The preferred regimens were selected based on evidence of higher cure rates, 
lower rates of adverse events, and ease of administration, compared with 
other regimens. With the exception of patients with cirrhosis infected with 
genotypes 3, 5 and 6, the Guidelines Development Group was able to identify 
preferred or alternative regimens that do not require pegylated interferon and 
ribavirin. These two medicines have much higher toxicity than the DAAs; 
thus, the benefits of using the selected regimens outweigh the harms, leading 
to strong recommendations for most of the selected regimens, including 
for genotypes 2 and 3, where the strength of evidence was considered low. 
The Guidelines Development Group felt that a strong recommendation was 
warranted because the benefits of the recommended all-DAA regimens greatly 
outweighed the harms, because patients are likely to greatly prefer the DAA 
regimens, and because the newer regimens are now less expensive than 
interferon-based regimens in many countries.

Values and preferences

The selected regimens are likely to be acceptable to patients because of their 
high efficacy and safety, and ease of use. The preferred regimens are all oral, 
taken for a relatively short duration, and once per day. 

Resource considerations

The Guidelines Development Group recognizes that at the time of writing of 
these guidelines, there are substantial intercountry variations in the price and 
availability of these regimens. Among the recommended regimens, daclatasvir/
sofosbuvir and ledipasvir/sofosbuvir are the preferred or alternative regimens 
for all of the genotypes except for patients with genotype 3 infection with 
cirrhosis. The medicines for these two regimens are included in voluntary 
licensing agreements signed between the originator companies and generics 
companies. Daclatasvir/sofosbuvir and ledipasvir/sofosbuvir are already 
available in generic formulations in some countries. The introduction of 
generic formulations results in lower prices; the price for a 12-week regimen 
of generic sofosbuvir is reported to be less than US$ 500/patient in India 
(204).  Wide-scale implementation of HCV treatment will be facilitated by 
this rapid reduction in the price of DAAs.

7.4.4 Implementation

The ideal situation vis-à-vis regimen selection would be to have a single 
regimen for all genotypes and for all patients, regardless of their degree of 
cirrhosis and previous treatment experience. The recommended regimens 
in these guidelines are a significant step in that direction. Furthermore, 
the selected preferred regimens provide clinicians with the opportunity of 
prescribing interferon- and ribavirin-free regimens for everyone (except 
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patients who have genotype 2 infection or both cirrhosis and genotype 3 
infection). This simplifies implementation by lessening the requirement for 
genotype testing (in countries where a single genotype predominates) as well 
as reducing the risk of treatment discontinuation due to adverse events. 

The Guidelines Development Group recognizes that despite these advances, 
implementation of the recommendations may not be immediate. In addition to 
the high prices, these medicines have not yet received regulatory approval in 
many countries. Clinicians in many countries are not aware of the availability 
of these medicines. It is hoped that these recommendations will provide 
policy-makers with a framework for initiating the implementation of therapies 
with the potential for wide-scale provision of treatment, on account of high 
efficacy and less need for medical testing and interventions before, during 
and after treatment. 

7.4.5 Research questions

1. More clinical study and observational data are required on treatment 
outcomes with DAAs in patients infected with genotypes 2, 3, 5 and 6 in 
order to provide more robust guidance.

2. Data supporting DAA-only therapies are limited in patients infected with 
genotype 3, particularly in those with cirrhosis. Further data on current 
regimens, especially daclatasvir/sofosbuvir/ribavirin for 12 weeks, as well 
as newer second-generation DAAs, are required to address this unmet need.

7.5 Treatment with pegylated interferon and ribavirin

Existing recommendation from 2014

Pegylated interferon in combination with ribavirin is recommended for the treatment of chronic 
HCV infection rather than standard non-pegylated interferon with ribavirin.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality of evidence

Note: In settings where access to treatment for HCV infection is limited, priority for treatment should be given to patients with 
advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis (METAVIR stages F3 and F4).

7.5.1 Background

Although the treatment for HCV infection is moving away from the use of 
interferon, it is still the only recommended medicine for children and 
adolescents and, as an alternative regimen, for certain genotypes. When 
treatment regimens include interferon, the pegylated formulation is the 
accepted standard of care in high-income countries because it has a longer 
half-life, resulting in the need for less frequent injections and because it results 
in higher SVR rates than standard interferon. Despite this, standard interferon 
continues to be used in some LMIC because it is much less expensive than 
pegylated interferon. The 2014 Guidelines Development Group felt that it 
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was important to analyse the evidence and provide a clear recommendation 
on which form of interferon was preferable.

7.5.2 Evidence

A systematic review was conducted to assess the efficacy of pegylated 
interferon/ribavirin versus interferon/ribavirin in treatment-naive adults 
and children with chronic HCV infection. Outcomes assessed were SVR, 
decompensated liver disease, HCC, all-cause mortality, adverse events and 
quality of life (web Appendix 3, 2014). 

Twenty-five articles were included in the analysis, and evidence for the 
outcome of SVR from these studies was considered to be of high quality 
due to the precision and consistency of the results, and the low risk of 
bias. The available evidence indicated that the use of pegylated interferon/
ribavirin is more effective at achieving SVR among people with chronic HCV 
compared with standard interferon/ribavirin (RR 0.81; 95% CI 0.76, 0.86). 
The anticipated absolute effect estimates that 661 per 1000 persons treated 
with standard interferon would fail to reach SVR (which equates to an SVR of 
33.9%) while 535 per 1000 persons would fail to reach SVR with pegylated 
interferon (which equates to an SVR of 46.5%). The increased efficacy of 
pegylated interferon was observed in infection with genotype 1 and non-
genotype 1, in persons with and without cirrhosis, and in treatment-naive and 
-experienced individuals.

The studies found no difference in treatment discontinuation rates due 
to adverse events when comparing pegylated interferon versus standard 
interferon. The data on adverse events were evaluated as being of moderate 
quality and revealed no significant difference in the rate of study termination 
due to adverse events among patients administered pegylated interferon 
versus standard interferon. Limited data were available on some outcomes, 
including liver-related mortality, hepatic decompensation and HCC. From the 
data available, 14 fewer cases of HCC per 1000 cases occurred with pegylated 
interferon (baseline 21 per 1000), 3 fewer cases of hepatic decompensation 
(from 17 per 1000) and 5 fewer cases of liver-related mortality (from 15 
per 1000). One more patient per 1000 terminated treatment due to adverse 
events (from 118 per 1000).

Three studies have been carried out in persons with HIV/HCV coinfection 
(205–207). The ACTG 5071, RIBAVIC and APRICOT studies compared 
standard interferon and ribavirin with pegylated interferon and ribavirin. 
In the APRICOT study, the SVR rate was significantly higher in those who 
received pegylated interferon and rivabirin than in those who received 
standard interferon and ribavirin, and reached 62% in genotype 2 or 3 
infection but only 29% in genotype 1 infection. In the RIBAVIC study, SVR 
rates were higher in the pegylated interferon and ribavirin arms (27% versus 
20%) but lower than in APRICOT; this was likely to have been related to a 
very high treatment discontinuation rate (42%). In the ACTG 5071 study, 
overall, SVR rates for genoptypes 1 and non-1 combined were 27% and 
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12%, respectively. Treatment discontinuation rates were also higher in the 
standard interferon arm.

7.5.3 Rationale for the recommendation

Balance of benefits and harms

The 2014 Guidelines Development Group concluded that there is high-
quality evidence that pegylated interferon and ribavirin are more effective 
than standard interferon and ribavirin. Furthermore, there was no difference 
in the rates of adverse events or longer-term outcomes. Therefore, the 2014 
Guidelines Development Group felt that the benefits of pegylated interferon 
versus standard interferon clearly outweighed the risks.

Values and preferences
The option was considered to be likely to be acceptable to patients as pegylated 
interferon is easier to administer. It requires less frequent injections than 
standard interferon and is associated with a substantially higher chance of 
SVR without an increase in side-effects.

Resource considerations
The reason that standard interferon continues to be used in some countries is 
because it is less expensive than pegylated interferon. The principal barrier to 
more extensive use of pegylated interferon is its high cost. Pegylated interferon 
is manufactured by a limited number of companies, and the cost of a 48-week 
regimen of pegylated interferon and ribavirin varies between US$ 2000 in 
Egypt and US$ 28 000 in Viet Nam. Modelling has shown that treatment of 
patients with compensated cirrhosis is cost–effective in this context (190). 
Feasibility is likely to vary substantially in different clinical settings. Treatment 
requires clinical infrastructure for follow up and monitoring on therapy, but 
has been successfully rolled out in several LMIC. In particular, Egypt has 
made treatment available to a large number of patients.

7.5.4 Implementation

The recommended duration of treatment varies, depending on combination 
with DAAs, the genotype, stage of disease, coinfection with HIV and initial 
response to treatment. Furthermore, pegylated interferon is recommended 
only for children older than 2 years of age. 
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A number of clinical considerations are important for the management of 
persons with chronic HCV infection. These will influence the selection of a 
specific treatment regimen and how patients will be monitored for side-effects. 
Because of the complexity of the questions involved, the 2014 Guidelines 
Development Group did not formally assess these types of considerations. 
Rather, existing recommendations, guidelines and package insert guidance 
were reviewed and discussed. These are presented here to assist policy-
makers and clinicians in identifying factors that may affect treatment choices. 
These should be considered in conjunction with the recommended treatment 
regimens covered in Chapter 7 and considerations for specific populations 
covered in Chapter 9. A typical patient treatment pathway is shown in Fig. 8.1. 

8. CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS

FIGURE 8.1 Patient treatment pathway

APRI: aminotransferase/platelet ratio index; HBV: hepatitis B virus; HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma; HCV: hepatitis C virus; OST: 
opioid substitution therapy; TE: transient elastography

Anti-HCV antibody screening
Screen for other bloodborne viruses

Stage disease
Clinical examination: exclude 

decompensation for interferon-
containing, simeprevir and ombitasvir/

paritaprevir/dasabuvir regimens 

APRI, FIB-4 or TE
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8.1 Clinical assessment of patients prior to treatment

Pre-treatment evaluation of the risk of adverse events should be based on the 
patient’s clinical details, concomitant medications, and knowledge of treatment 
regimen to be administered. The potential for DDIs should be assessed before 
treatment, and a regimen that has a low risk of DDI selected. Standard laboratory 
tests that are assessed prior to treatment initiation include a full blood count 
(FBC), international normalized ratio (INR), renal function and liver function tests: 
ALT, AST, bilirubin, albumin and alkaline phosphatase. In patients undergoing 
treatment with interferon, thyroid function tests and fundoscopy should also be 
performed before treatment. 

8.1.1 Genotype testing

In most countries, there is a mix of HCV genotypes among persons with chronic 
HCV infection (see Fig. 2.1). The 2016 Guidelines provide recommendations on 
the preferred and alternative DAA regimens by HCV genotype. Therefore, knowing 
a patient’s genotype is still important for determining the most appropriate 
treatment regimen. Genotyping is usually carried out following sequencing of 
the 5'UTR (untranslated region) or of the NS5B region of the HCV genome. 
Genotype determination, however, is expensive and not available in all settings. 
Where genotype information is unavailable, pragmatic decision-making may be 
required, taking into account the common genotypes circulating in the affected 
population. However, this advice would only be practicable in countries such as 
Egypt or Mongolia, where almost all persons are infected with a single genotype.

Q80K mutation testing

A reduction in the efficacy of treatment with simeprevir occurs in persons with 
genotype 1a HCV infection with NS3 Q80K polymorphism. Therefore, patients 
need to be tested for the presence of this polymorphism prior to prescribing 
simeprevir and to consider alternative therapy if it is detected. This test is 
expensive and is not widely available in LMIC.

IL28B testing

IL28B testing is useful in predicting the response to interferon therapy. Favourable 
genotypes include the CC genotype at rs12979860, TT at rs8099917 and AA at 
rs12980275 (208, 209). However, this test is not helpful in predicting response 
to DAA therapy, and thus is no longer part of the pre-treatment evaluation. 

8.1.2 Contraindications to treatment

There are many contraindications to interferon- and ribavirin-based therapy, 
including depression, decompensated cirrhosis, and comorbidities. However, DAA 
therapy has many fewer contraindications, and thus can be used in a wider range 
of persons. Tables 8.1–8.3 list these conditions, which are based on product 
labels and the guidelines of the 2015 guidelines of the AASLD and EASL. (194, 
195). Some of the DAAs can be used in persons with decompensated cirrhosis. 
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However, this condition remains a contraindication for the use of simeprevir 
and combined ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir ± dasabuvir as well as pegylated 
interferon and ribavirin. Pregnant women should not receive ribavirin as it causes 
fetal malformations. Because of this risk, sexually active women of childbearing 
age and their male partners are counselled to use double contraception (including 
condoms with spermicide) during and for six months after therapy. Many persons 
treated with interferon will develop depression; interferon-containing regimens 
are contraindicated in those with uncontrolled depression, psychosis or epilepsy. 
There are reports of suicide among persons receiving interferon therapy and 
therefore careful patient selection is required in persons with depression.

TABLE 8.1 Therapy with direct-acting antivirals: contraindications/warnings

Drug Contraindication/warning

Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir • Amiodarone co-administration  
• P-glycoprotein (gp) inducers  
• Renal failure (eGFR <30 mL/min/1.73 m2)

Daclatasvir • Drugs inducing or inhibiting CYP3A  

Sofosbuvir • Amiodarone co-administration (caution also with beta-blockers)
• Renal failure (eGFR <30 mL/min/1.73 m2)

Ombitasvir/paritaprevir/
ritonavir ± dasabuvir

• Child–Pugh Class B and C cirrhosis 
• Drugs inducing or inhibiting CYP3A or CYP2C8
• Untreated HIV-1 infection because ritonavir can lead to 

antiretroviral drug resistance

Simeprevir • Child–Pugh Class B and C cirrhosis
• CYP3A interaction

Source: Based on product label information and the 2015 AASLD and EASL guidelines (194, 195).  
eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate; gp: glycoprotein

TABLE 8.2 Contraindications to therapy with ribavirin

Absolute contraindications

• Pregnancy or unwillingness to use contraception 
• Breastfeeding women 
• Severe concurrent medical disease, including severe infections 
• Poorly controlled cardiac failure 
• Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
• Previous ribavirin hypersensitivity   
• Co-administration of didanosine

Relative contraindications

• Abnormal haematological indices: 
- Hb <10 g/dL 
- Neutrophil count <1.5x109/L 
- Platelet count <90x109/L 

• Serum creatinine >1.5 mg/dL 
• Haemoglobinopathies (sickle cell disease or thalassaemia) 
• Significant coronary artery disease 

Source: Based on product label information and the 2015 AASLD and EASL guidelines (194, 195).
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TABLE 8.3 Contraindications to the use of pegylated interferon

Absolute contraindications

• Uncontrolled depression or psychosis 
• Uncontrolled epilepsy 
• Uncontrolled autoimmune disease 
• Decompensated cirrhosis (Child–Pugh ≥B7 or B6 in HIV/HCV coinfection)
• Pregnancy or unwillingness to use contraception 
• Breastfeeding women 
• Severe concurrent medical disease, including severe infections 
• Poorly controlled hypertension 
• Poorly controlled cardiac failure 
• Poorly controlled diabetes 
• Solid organ transplant (except liver transplant recipients) 
• Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
• Age less than 2 years 
• Previous interferon hypersensitivity   
• Co-administration of didanosine

Relative contraindications

• Abnormal haematological indices: 
- Hb <10 g/dL 
- Neutrophil count <1.5x109/L 
- Platelet count <90x109/L 

• Serum creatinine >1.5 mg/dL 
• Haemoglobinopathies (sickle cell disease or thalassaemia) 
• Significant coronary artery disease 
• Untreated thyroid disease 
• Ophthalmological disease
• Colitis
• Pancreatitis

Source: Based on product label information and the 2015 AASLD and EASL guidelines (194, 195). 

8.2 Monitoring for adverse events

Monitoring guidance for the detection of adverse events to HCV treatment 
has largely been based on the experience of interferon and ribavirin therapy. 
A technical report on monitoring during treatment was carried out as part of 
the guidelines development process in 2014 (web Appendix 5, 2014). Newer 
interferon-free regimens are much better tolerated by patients, as they have 
fewer adverse events and thus less need for early discontinuation of therapy. 
Therefore, the frequency of routine laboratory monitoring may be reduced; 
however, there remains the need for laboratory monitoring in patients with 
cirrhosis, those with significant comorbidities and those treated with ribavirin 
therapy. Although this approach is being evaluated, no data are yet available 
to allow for absolute recommendations. A summary monitoring schedule 
framework for the treatment of patients that is based on expert opinion 
is shown in Table 8.4. If blood parameters become abnormal on therapy, 
increased monitoring and dose adjustment may be required.
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    Time DAA alone DAA + ribavirin DAA + pegylated interferon + 
ribavirin

FBC, 
renal,
liver 
function

Adher-
ence,
side- 
effects

HCV 
RNA

FBC, 
renal, 
liver 
functions

Adher-
ence, 
side- 
effects

HCV 
RNA

FBC,
creat-
inine, 
ALT

Thyroid
function

Adher-
ence,
side- 
effects

HCV
RNA

Baseline X X X X X X X

Week 1 X X X X

Week 2 X X X X
Week 4 X X X X X X
Week 8 X X X X
Week 12 X X X X X

Week 12 
after end 
of treat-
ment

X X X X X X

Week 24 
after end 
of treat-
ment

X

ALT: alanine aminotransferase; DAA: direct-acting antiviral; FBC: full blood count

TABLE 8.4 Framework for the frequency of monitoring patients undergoing HCV therapy based 
on type of regimen (See page 91 for additional information)

8.2.1 Regimens containing DAAs

New DAA regimens appear to be well tolerated by patients in both clinical 
studies and “real-world” observational studies. Certain regimens have been 
shown to be safe for use in patients with decompensated liver cirrhosis and 
those who have undergone liver transplantation. However, close monitoring 
is required in these patients and it is recommended that such regimens be 
undertaken only in units with the expertise to manage these patients and treat 
complications if they arise.

Daclatasvir

The common adverse reactions associated with this drug are fatigue, 
headache and nausea, seen in studies that have either used the drug 
in combination with sofosbuvir with or without ribavirin (197), or with 
interferon and ribavirin (210).

Clinical judgement based on the patient’s clinical details such as presence 
of HIV coinfection, cirrhosis or renal impairment, potential DDIs and clinical 
well-being during treatment may necessitate more frequent monitoring 
than the schedule illustrated in Table 8.4. Indirect hyperbilirunaemia can 
occur in patients taking regimens containing protease inhibitors (simeprevir, 
paritaprevir and asunaprevir), especially if combined with ribavirin. This is 
usually transient and decreases with continued treatment.  
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Ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir and dasabuvir

SAEs with this regimen occurred in <2.5% of cases and the treatment 
discontinuation rate was <2% in phase 3 clinical studies. Pruritus was the most 
common side-effect attributable to this regimen; however, patients also experienced 
fatigue, nausea and insomnia in regimens in which ribavirin was co-administered.

Asymptomatic serum ALT elevations, without an increase in serum bilirubin, 
were noted in the first four weeks of treatment but resolved without intervention 
or need for DAA discontinuation. This was most common in patients using 
estrogen therapy concomitantly. Transient unconjugated bilirubinaemia was 
noted in patients also receiving ribavirin, related to the inhibition of OATP1B1 
and OATP1B3 bilirubin transporters by ritonavir. An increase in total bilirubin 
was observed more often in patients with liver cirrhosis.

Simeprevir

A reduction in the efficacy of treatment with simeprevir was observed in 
persons infected with HCV genotype 1a who had NS3 Q80K polymorphism. 
The simeprevir drug label therefore includes a recommendation to screen for 
the presence of this variant polymorphism prior to beginning therapy and to 
consider alternative therapy if the Q80K strain is detected. This test is expensive 
and not widely available in LMIC. 

Patients taking simeprevir may experience mild-to-moderate rashes and 
photosensitivity, which may be more pronounced in people of east Asian 
ancestry. Phase 3 clinical studies showed that rates of SAEs were low (≤6%) 
when simeprevir was used with either interferon or sofosbuvir (101, 211). Some 
limited data from real-life cohorts suggest that patients with an eGFR <46 
mL/min/1.73 m2 who are treated with sofosbuvir and simeprevir may be more 
likely to develop adverse events (119). Common adverse effects are fatigue, 
headache, nausea, insomnia and pruritus. 

Sofosbuvir with or without ledipasvir

Both drugs have been well tolerated by patients, both in clinical study and “real-
life” settings. Sofosbuvir with interferon and ribavirin for 12 weeks appears to 
be reasonably well accepted by patients, with low rates of discontinuation in 
clinical studies. In all these regimens, fatigue, headache, insomnia and nausea 
are the most common adverse events reported. Recent evidence has emerged of 
significant bradyarrhythmias associated with sofosbuvir in patients also taking 
amiodarone and therefore it is contraindicated in these patients. Sofosbuvir 
is renally excreted and is also not recommended in those with eGFR <30 mL/
min/1.73 m2 or those with end-stage renal failure.

8.2.2 Regimens containing interferon

Therapy with interferon causes a number of side-effects, some of which can 
be life threatening. Patients should be regularly assessed, and warned to be 
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vigilant for features of depression, irritability, severe fatigue, sleeping disorders, 
retinopathy and skin reactions. It is advised to discuss important side-effects 
with the family, as patients may tend to underreport or to ignore early signs of 
depression. Dose reduction or treatment cessation should be considered, as 
well as the administration of antidepressants if there is depression. 

Haematological side-effects include neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, 
lymphopenia and anaemia. These parameters should be assessed at weeks 1, 2 
and 4 of therapy. Depending on the clinical situation, lengthening the intervals 
between assessments from 4- to 8-weekly can be considered thereafter. The 
dose of interferon should be reduced if the neutrophil count falls below 750/
mm3, or the platelet count falls below 50 000/mm3. Treatment should be 
stopped if the neutrophil count falls below 500/mm3 or the platelet count below 
25 000/mm3. When the neutrophil or platelet counts rise from those levels, 
treatment can be restarted at a lower dose. These interruptions should be as 
brief as possible and a switch to interferon-free regimens, if available, should 
be considered in patients who cannot tolerate interferon.

8.2.3 Regimens containing ribavirin

Most of the recommended regimens do not require the addition of ribavirin. However, 
in certain situations, particularly when treating persons with cirrhosis, ribavirin 
may be required to optimize efficacy, shorten treatment duration and thereby cost, 
and possibly reduce the risk of selection of resistance-associated variants (RAVs). 
Administration of ribavirin is complicated because it should be taken with food and 
causes a predictable, dose-dependent haemolytic anaemia. Therefore, it should 
not be administered to patients with anaemia or those with blood disorders such as 
thalassaemia. Moreover, patients with cirrhosis, cardiovascular disease, pulmonary 
disease, renal impairment and all those older than 60 years of age need close 
monitoring when treated with ribavirin-containing regimens. Dose reductions may 
be required (see text box below). Careful clinical evaluation of patients before and 
during treatment is important to identify those in need of closer monitoring.

Dose adjustment of ribavirin 

Anaemia is a common, predictable side-effect of ribavirin therapy and dose adjust-
ment is often required. Patients whose haemoglobin (Hb) level falls below 10 g/
dL should have their ribavirin dose reduced from 800–1200 mg/day (depending on 
the patient’s weight and HCV genotype) to 600 mg/day. A patient whose Hb level 
falls below 8.5 g/dL should discontinue ribavirin therapy. For patients with a history 
of stable cardiovascular disease, dose reduction of ribavirin is required if the Hb 
decreases by ≥2 g/dL during any 4-week period. In addition, for these patients, if 
the Hb remains <12 g/dL after 4 weeks on a reduced dose, the patient should dis-
continue combination therapy.

The dose of ribavirin in patients with renal failure must also be adjusted; patients 
with an eGFR <50 mL/min/1.73 m2 should not be treated with ribavirin and those 
on haemodialysis must have the dose lowered to 200 mg per day or take it three 
times per week. Increased monitoring is required in this group.

Among patients with decompensated cirrhosis, ribavirin dosing should either be 
weight-based or started at an initial dose of 600 mg and increased as tolerated.
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Ribavirin is teratogenic and thus cannot be used during pregnancy. Women 
of childbearing age must avoid pregnancy by using at least two reliable forms 
of contraception. Ribavirin also has a long half-life; thus, pregnancy must be 
prevented for at least 6 months after the end of ribavirin therapy. Providers have 
a responsibility to ensure that their patients and male partners can access and 
use reliable contraception.

8.3 Drug–drug interactions 

It is not within the scope of this guideline to address all DDIs. However, it is important 
for clinicians to consider potential DDIs in choosing regimens, as DDIs vary both in 
number and clinical significance, depending on the medicines prescribed. Thus, 
it is strongly recommended that prescribers consult the University of Liverpool 
webpage on hepatitis drug interactions (http://www.hep-druginteractions.org/) 
prior to prescribing, as details of interactions are frequently updated. This website 
includes details of interactions with prescribed and non-prescribed drugs. An 
overview of some of the more significant interactions is given below. 

8.3.1 Sofosbuvir

Sofosbuvir co-administered with amiodarone in combination with another 
DAA may result in serious symptomatic bradycardia. Drugs that are intestinal 
P-gp inducers (e.g. rifampicin, carbamazepine, St John’s wort) may alter the 
concentrations of sofosbuvir. Sofosbuvir is generally safe when administered 
with HIV medications, although co-administration with tipranavir/ritonavir may 
reduce concentrations of sofosbuvir. 

8.3.2 Simeprevir

Simeprevir mildly inhibits CYP1A2, CYP3A4, OATP1B3 and P-gp pathways. It 
therefore has some important DDIs with cardiac drugs, statins, anticonvulsants, 
antibiotics, HIV drugs and herbal remedies.

8.3.3 Daclatasvir

Daclatasvir is affected by moderate or strong inducers of CYP3A, and has 
DDIs with certain antibiotics, antifungals, cardiac drugs, statins and some HIV 
medications, for which dose adjustment may be required.

8.3.4 Ledipasvir

Ledipasvir is an inhibitor of P-gp and breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP). 
Co-administration with ledipasvir/sofosbuvir and amiodarone may result in 
serious symptomatic bradycardia. Gastric acid-reducing agents should also 
be used with caution as they reduce concentrations of ledipasvir. Ledipasvir 
is safe for use with many HIV medications but should be avoided in those 
taking tipranavir/ritonavir. Other important drugs that should be avoided include 
simeprevir, St John’s wort and rosuvastatin.
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8.3.5 Ombitasvir, paritaprevir, ritonavir and dasabuvir

This regimen has numerous DDIs, mainly on account of the combination with 
ritonavir. As for all the other drugs mentioned above, it is strongly advised 
that prescribers carefully pre-assess potential DDIs and stop or switch 
medications that are likely to interact. Recreational drug use, for example, 
with benzodiazepines, may also be associated with potentially life-threatening 
interactions.

8.3.6 Antiretroviral therapy in persons with HIV/HCV coinfection

In 2015, WHO updated its HIV treatment recommendations to recommend 
treatment for all persons living with HIV regardless of WHO clinical stage or CD4 
cell count (3). The choice of ART for persons with coinfection is the same as for 
those with HIV alone. However, persons coinfected with HIV are at higher risk of 
developing side-effects of HCV therapy, and should be monitored more closely. 
Before starting HCV therapy, careful consideration of DDIs is essential. Where 
DDIs are likely, ARV drug substitutions should be made before commencement 
of HCV therapy. It is particularly important to be aware of HIV infection when 
considering ritonavir-based therapies (i.e. paritaprevir) in order to avoid single-
drug therapy of HIV infection, which could lead to drug resistance to ARVs. 
Table 8.5 summarizes the first-line ART regimens and Table 8.6 summarizes 
the DDIs between HIV ART medicines and HCV medicines.

TABLE 8.5 Summary of first-line ART regimens for adults, adolescents, pregnant and 
breastfeeding women and children

Source: Consolidated guidelines on the use of antiretroviral drugs for treating and preventing HIV infection. WHO, 2015 (3) 3TC: 
lamivudine; ABC: abacavir; AZT: zidovudine; DTG: dolutegravir, EFV: efavirenz; EFV400: EFV at lower dose (400 mg/day); FTC: 
emtricitabine; LPV: lopinavir; NVP: nevirapine; r: ritonavir; TDF: tenofovir. 
a Safety and efficacy data on use of DTG and EFV400  in pregnant women, people with HIV/TB coinfection, and children and 
adolescents younger than 12 years of age  are not yet available

Category of patients Preferred first-line regimens Alternative first-line regimens

Adults TDF + 3TC (or FTC) + EFV

AZT + 3TC + EFV (or NVP)
TDF + 3TC (or FTC) + DTGa

TDF + 3TC (or FTC) + EFV400a

TDF + 3TC (or FTC) + NVP   

Pregnant/
breastfeeding women TDF + 3TC (or FTC) + EFV

AZT + 3TC + EFV (or NVP)
TDF + 3TC (or FTC) + NVP   

Adolescents TDF + 3TC (or FTC) + EFV

AZT + 3TC + EFV (or NVP)
TDF (or ABC) + 3TC (or FTC) + DTGa

TDF (or ABC) + 3TC (or FTC) + EFV400a

TDF (or ABC) + 3TC (or FTC) + NVP

Children aged 3 to 
10 years of age ABC + 3TC + EFV

ABC + 3TC + NVP
AZT + 3TC + EFV (or NVP)
TDF + 3TC (or FTC) + EFV (or NVP)

Children younger 
than 3 years of age ABC or AZT + 3TC + LPV/r ABC or AZT + 3TC + NVP
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TABLE 8.6 Drug–drug interactions between co-administered HCV and HIV treatment

HIV antiviral drugs
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Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs)

Abacavir (ABC)        

Emtricitabine (FTC)        

Lamivudine (3TC)        

Tenofovir (TDF)        

Zidovudine (AZT)        

HIV entry/integrase inhibitor

Dolutegravir (DTG)        

Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs)

Efavirenz (EFV)        

Nevirapine (NVP)        

Protease inhibitor

Lopinavir        

Ritonavir        

Source: University of Liverpool hepatitis drug interactions webpage (http://www.hep-druginteractions.org/)

	 These drugs should not be co-administered
	Potential interaction
	No clinically significant interaction expected

8.4 Monitoring for treatment response

Treatment with interferon-based regimens required frequent monitoring of HCV 
RNA levels. This was necessary to decide whether (a) treatment should be 
stopped when there was an absence of viral clearance at certain time points 
(termed “treatment futility”); or (b) treatment duration could be shortened 
based on a rapid reduction in viral load (termed “rapid viral response”). 
These issues are not relevant with the newer DAAs, because of the relative 
infrequency of viral breakthrough and because the rate of viral load decline 
does not correlate with SVR. In fact, in most persons treated with DAAs, the 
viral load is undetectable 4 weeks after treatment initiation. This provides an 
important opportunity to reduce the frequency of laboratory monitoring. In view 
of the high cost and relative unavailability of HCV RNA testing, this would be an 
important factor in facilitating the expansion of HCV treatment in LMIC.

Among patients treated with DAA regimens, HCV RNA level is sometimes tested 
in the first 2–4 weeks of treatment to monitor treatment adherence but there is no 
evidence that this practice improves treatment outcomes. Following completion 
of treatment, SVR at 12 weeks after completion of treatment is the benchmark for 
assessing treatment outcome in DAA-based regimens. In countries where testing 
for HCV RNA is difficult or too costly, and where sequencing for RAVs is not 
feasible, it could be considered feasible to do HCV monitoring at reduced time 
points. A suggested simplified monitoring schedule is listed in Table 8.4. 
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Considerations for simplification of treatment monitoring 

Table 8.4 is an illustrative example of how DAA regimens can allow for reduced 
monitoring compared with previous interferon-based regimens. At baseline, safety 
monitoring such as FBC, clotting screen, liver and kidney function tests should be 
performed. In the context of DAA regimens where there are no “futility rules”, it is 
conceivable that expensive pre-treatment HCV viral load testing would not need to 
be repeated as long as there was evidence that the individual had undergone viral 
load testing in the past 6 months to confirm the presence of chronic hepatitis C (i.e. 
presence of quantifiable viral load for more than 6 months).

The combination of ombitasvir, paritaprevir and dasabuvir is associated with 
clinically uneventful ALT flares in the first 4 weeks in approximately 1% of patients. 
It is good practice to monitor liver function tests in this period; the drug should be 
discontinued if the ALT level is >10 times the upper limit of normal (212). Other 
DAA regimens without the use of ribavirin can in general be given without the need 
for regular monitoring tests but close clinical evaluation for any side-effects is 
essential. Careful pretreatment clinical assessment of the patient’s comorbidities, 
drug history and overall health are essential in order to identify which patients are 
likely to require closer monitoring.

Regimens that include ribavirin are associated with more frequent adverse events, 
particularly anaemia. Patients with chronic renal disease (eGFR <50 mL/min/1.73 
m2) should be treated with caution as ribavirin-related side-effects, particularly 
anaemia, tend to be more common and severe. However, in general and in patients 
with chronic renal disease, renal function should be closely monitored. In general, 
patients who do not have significant comorbidities and have no pretreatment 
anaemia are likely to tolerate 12 weeks of DAA and ribavirin well. If asymptomatic, 
the Hb could be checked at week 4 and repeated only if clinically indicated.

The current standard of cure in clinical trials and practice is a negative viral load 
at 12 weeks after treatment (SVR12). This replaces the post-treatment viral load 
testing traditionally done at 4, 12 and 24 weeks after the end of treatment. The 
value of a test result at week 4 is limited, as a repeat test is required at week 12. 
Likewise, the 24-week test (SVR24) is of marginal value, as the likelihood of relapse 
past week 12 in DAA-based regimens is very small. There is increasing interest in 
testing for RAVs, but the clinical importance of RAVs remains unclear, and this test 
is not available in most LMIC. Therefore, it is conceivable that a single HCV viral 
load estimation be performed at any time point between 12 and 24 weeks post 
treatment to confirm successful eradication of the virus.   

8.5 Retreatment

To date, in most LMIC, the number of persons being treated for HCV infection is low and in view 
of the high SVR rates with DAAs, the issue of repeat treatment because of treatment failure is 
not yet common.  Furthermore, retreatment of patients who have not achieved SVR with DAAs 
has not been extensively studied. For these reason, this topic was not part of the scope of these 
guidelines. As the number of people on treatment increases, treatment failure and retreatment 
might become more significant problems.

When treated with DAA regimens, patients who have failed prior treatment with pegylated 
interferon/ribavirin achieve comparable SVR rates as treatment-naive patients. Furthermore, 
the clinical importance of HCV resistance testing prior to retreatment remains unclear (287).
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9.1 People who inject drugs

Injecting drug use is prevalent in many countries around the world, affecting 
people in low-, middle- and high-income countries. Globally, approximately 
67% of PWID have evidence of HCV infection (i.e. anti-HCV antibodies); 10 
million of 16 million people in 148 countries (19). PWID are at increased risk 
of HCV-related disease and transmission, as well as for all-cause morbidity 
and mortality, and therefore require specialized care (54) and should be 
considered as a priority for HCV treatment. In reality, many PWID with HCV 
infection are unaware that they are infected and HCV treatment rates among 
them are very low (213). This is due to a number of reasons, including the 
criminalization of drug use, as well as discrimination and stigma in health-
care settings.  

When caring for PWID, the central tenets of respect and non-discrimination 
should be followed, and additional adherence and psychological support 
given as required.

9.1.1 Screening

As a population with a high prevalence of HCV infection, all PWID should 
be offered screening for HCV as an integral component of a comprehensive 
package of harm reduction interventions. Repeated screening is required in 
individuals at ongoing risk of reinfection, and the possibility of reinfection 
after spontaneous clearance or successful treatment should also be 
considered. Those who have been previously infected should be retested 
using RNA testing, as the antibody remains positive after the first infection. 
Potential reinfection should not be an argument to withhold treatment from 
PWID. 

HCV case-finding and treatment in specialist drug dependency services has 
also been shown to be cost–effective in high-income settings. The higher the 
treatment rates, the more cost–effective HCV case-finding becomes, as more 
of those identified will be treated, and a greater population impact would be 
seen (186). Screening for HBV and HIV is also recommended in PWID. 

9.1.2 Care

Treatment of HCV in PWID requires integration of services, as other health-
care needs, including treatment for HIV and TB as well as drug and alcohol 

9. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
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dependency, are often also present. Harm reduction strategies, including 
the provision of OST and sterile injection equipment, are required in order 
to prevent acquisition of HCV and other bloodborne viruses such as HBV 
and HIV. 

At all times, avoidance of discrimination or stigmatization of PWID is essential. 
Care should be given only with informed consent. Moreover, acceptability of 
services is a vital component of health care, and peer interventions may help 
with reducing injecting drug use and promoting safer injection practices. 
Guidance on brief behavioural interventions is available as part of the WHO 
ASSIST package (146). PWID are at risk of infection with HBV and should be 
vaccinated using the rapid vaccination regimen, as described in other WHO 
guidance (5). Needle and syringe programmes should also provide sterile 
needles and syringes with low dead space to PWID. 

Concurrent infection with HIV and/or TB is common in PWID and these 
require additional consideration, as discussed in sections 9.2 and 9.7.

9.1.3 Treatment

Treatment for HCV infection is both efficacious and cost–effective in PWID 
(214–216) and therefore WHO recommends that all adults and children 
with chronic HCV infection, including PWID, should be assessed for antiviral 
treatment. Treatment is also an effective prevention measure, as persons 
cured of HCV infection do not transmit the virus (186, 187, 217).

Increasing treatment rates among PWID will require novel approaches, such 
as testing and diagnosing more PWID, linking individuals to HCV care, and 
increasing treatment uptake, adherence and rates of successful treatment 
(218). Coordination with and integration of HCV treatment services with 
needle and syringe programmes or drug dependency services are being 
evaluated to facilitate access to HCV treatment among PWID. 

Successful strategies to increase HCV testing and diagnosis among PWID 
include free counselling and testing, point-of care testing and monitoring, as 
well as risk-based assessment and counselling. In addition, screening for and 
assessment of liver disease through transient elastography (e.g. FibroScan®) 
is a very useful strategy to increase linkage to care and identify patients most 
in need of treatment. Care models based on case management and peer 
support may additionally increase linkage to care and adherence to treatment 
in this population. 

PWID treated with pegylated interferon/ribavirin have outcomes similar to 
those among non-PWID, but there are few data on the success of DAAs 
among PWID. A recent report of a clinical study of grazoprevir and elbasvir 
(which received FDA approval in January 2016) among PWID receiving OST 
documented a 4-week SVR of 96%, despite the fact that 79% of the subjects 
had illicit drugs detected in urine screens conducted during therapy (219). 
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This supports the use of DAA-based therapy among PWID, even for those who 
are active users of illicit drugs. 

Consideration must be given to potential DDIs – between both prescribed and 
non-prescribed drugs (see section 8.3).

9.2 Persons with HIV/HCV coinfection

Persons with HIV/HCV coinfection generally have more rapid progression 
of liver fibrosis, especially those with a CD4 cell count of <200 cells/mm3 
(80–82, 220).  Furthermore, even among patients in whom ART leads to 
successful control of HIV infection (i.e. undetectable HIV viral load), the risk 
of hepatic decompensation among coinfected patients is higher than among 
patients with HCV monoinfection (221). For these reasons, all persons with 
HIV/HCV coinfection should be considered for HCV treatment. 

Treating such patients in the past with interferon and ribavirin combination 
therapy was very difficult, as many patients had to discontinue treatment due 
to side-effects such as depression or weight loss as well as severe anaemia, 
thrombocytopenia and neutropenia. Furthermore, SVR rates in patients with 
coinfection were lower than among HCV-monoinfected patients. 

Outcomes of HCV therapy with DAAs in persons with HIV coinfection 
are comparable to those with HCV monoinfection. Thus, DAA therapy 
has substantially simplified the treatment of persons with HIV and HCV 
coinfection. There are fewer DDIs between DAAs and ARV medicines, and 
SVR rates with DAA-based therapy among persons with HIV coinfection 
are higher than 95%, even for those with prior HCV treatment failure or 
advanced fibrosis. Therefore, there is no longer a need to consider HIV/HCV-
coinfected patients as a special, difficult-to treat patient population. The 
need to check for DDIs between HIV and HCV medications, however, needs 
to be emphasized (see also section 8.3, Table 8.6). 

It is advisable to first initiate treatment for HIV and achieve HIV suppression 
before starting HCV treatment, although there are some circumstances where 
it may make sense to treat HCV infection first and then initiate therapy for 
HIV (222). This could include persons with moderate-to-severe fibrosis at 
risk of rapid liver disease progression if the HIV infection is not associated 
with significant immunosuppression at the time of treatment. Also, in view of 
the short duration of HCV treatment, the risk of DDIs between HCV and HIV 
medicines and the increased risk of ART-related hepatotoxicity in the presence 
of HCV infection, treating HCV infection first can simplify subsequent ART 
depending on the regimen available locally. Persons coinfected with HIV 
are at higher risk of developing side-effects of HCV therapy, and should be 
monitored more closely. Before starting HCV therapy, careful consideration 
of DDIs is essential (see section 8.3). Where DDIs are likely, ARV drug 
substitutions should be made before commencement of HCV therapy. It 
is particularly important to be aware of HIV infection when considering 
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ritonavir-based therapies (such as ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir) 
in order to avoid single-drug treatment of HIV infection, which could lead 
to drug resistance to ARVs. Given that many countries will not have access 
to a wide range of HCV therapies and may have limited opportunities for re-
treatment, it is critical that coinfected patients be carefully assessed and 
any drug interactions that may either reduce efficacy or increase the risk of 
side-effects avoided. 

Potential harmful effects of ARV drugs include their hepatotoxic effects. Several 
studies have shown that hepatotoxicity as a result of ART may be worsened in 
the presence of concomitant HCV infection (223–225). However, the highest 
rates of hepatotoxicity have been observed with ARV drugs that are no longer 
commonly used or recommended, including stavudine (d4T), didanosine (ddI) 
(226), nevirapine (NVP) or full-dose ritonavir (600 mg twice a day) (227). For 
most HIV/HCV-coinfected persons, including those with cirrhosis, the benefits 
of ART outweigh concerns regarding drug-induced liver injury.

Raised liver enzymes may be the result of ART-induced drug toxicity and/
or opportunistic infections, making interpretation of liver enzyme elevations 
more problematic than for patients with HCV infection alone. ALT and AST 
should be monitored at 1 month after ART initiation and then every 3–6 
months. A significant elevation of AST/ALT may prompt careful evaluation 
for other causes of liver function impairment (e.g. alcoholic hepatitis, 
hepatobiliary disease), and may require short-term interruption of the ART 
regimen or specific drug suspected of causing the elevation.

9.2.1 Monitoring of therapy in persons with HIV/HCV coinfecion

Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir may be given with all ARVs. However, due to an increase 
in tenofovir concentrations when a pharmacokinetic enhancer (ritonavir or 
cobicistat) is present in an ARV regimen, these combinations should be 
used with frequent renal monitoring if other alternatives are not available. 
Tenofovir concentration is also increased in efavirenz-containing regimens 
and caution with regard to renal monitoring is also required.

Interferon-based regimens are associated with a reversible CD4 decline 
(average 140 cells/mm3) and a high rate of treatment discontinuation due 
to side-effects (25% of patients in the APRICOT study) (207). CD4 count 
monitoring is therefore recommended in coinfected persons on treatment. A 
higher risk of haematological suppression is also present in persons with HIV 
infection; these are important dose-limiting side-effects, especially with co-
administration of certain ARV drugs.

Monitoring during interferon and ribavirin treatment with or without protease 
inhibitor therapy is therefore recommended at multiple time points (Table 
8.4). Additional time points may be required for persons with evidence of 
side-effects and in persons at highest risk (for example, persons with cirrhosis 
and HIV, and those on protease inhibitor therapy). Additional monitoring of 
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liver function is recommended in persons with cirrhosis, including albumin, 
bilirubin and coagulation tests. Persons with evidence of neutropenia, 
thrombocytopenia and anaemia require 1–2-weekly monitoring.

9.3 Children and adolescents

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child defines a child as 
an individual below the age of 18 years (228); WHO defines an adolescent 
as a person between the ages of 10 and 19 years. In countries where adults 
have a high prevalence of HCV infection, an increased prevalence in children 
can also be expected. In Egypt, for example, approximately 2% of children 
are infected (209). This rate is substantially higher in certain subgroups, such 
as those exposed to medical intervention. Iatrogenic transmission has been 
reported in hospitals (229). The reduction of HCV transmission in health-care 
settings is a priority (strategies for reduction in HCV transmission as part of 
medical care are summarized in Table 2.3). Seroprevalence rates of 10–20% 
have been reported among children who have been treated in hospital for 
malignancy, renal failure requiring haemodialysis, extracorporeal membrane 
oxygenation and those who have undergone surgical procedures (230–235). 

9.3.1 Screening

Targeted screening is indicated for children who have had medical 
interventions or who have received blood products in countries where 
screening of blood is not carried out routinely or where medical equipment is 
inadequately sterilized. Children born to mothers with HCV infection are also 
at risk; the risk of vertical (mother-to-child) transmission is approximately 
4-8% and is substantially higher in infants born to HIV-infected mothers 
(10.8–25%) (30, 32–35).

9.3.2 Care

Integrated health care is a key aspect of child health-care provision. Linkage 
is necessary with maternal and child health services, primary care, services 
for PWID and, if required, referral for HIV care and treatment.

9.3.3 Treatment

None of the DAAs have been approved for use among children; thus, the only 
approved treatment for children remains pegylated interferon/ribavirin, which 
is recommended for children older than 2 years. Clinical trials are urgently 
needed to provide the necessary safety and efficacy data to allow regulatory 
approval of DAAs among children. The product literature for pegylated 
interferon reports that paediatric subjects treated with ribavirin combination 
therapy had a delay in weight and height increases after 48 weeks of therapy 
compared with baseline. However, by the end of 2 years of follow up, most 
subjects had returned to baseline normative growth curve percentiles for 
weight and height (mean weight-for-age percentile was 64% at baseline and 
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60% at 2 years’ post-treatment; mean height percentile was 54% at baseline 
and 56% at 2 years’ post-treatment).

9.4 Persons with cirrhosis

The spectrum of disease in those infected with HCV extends from mild fibrosis 
to compensated then decompensated cirrhosis and HCC. Between 15% and 
30% of persons infected with HCV will go on to develop cirrhosis of the liver 
within 20 years and a proportion of these will progress to HCC. The risk is 
markedly increased in those who consume excess alcohol (149) and in those 
coinfected with HBV and/or HIV, particularly those who do not have access 
to ART (71, 72). Persons with cirrhosis have the least time available for 
treatment, the most to lose and much to gain from achieving SVR. Treatment 
of HCV infection should be commenced before the onset of decompensated 
disease because medical management is more complicated and some HCV 
medicines can precipitate liver failure and death if administered at this stage.

Regular clinical examination and monitoring of serum bilirubin, albumin and 
coagulation profile (134) are necessary in persons with cirrhosis on interferon-
based treatment in order to detect decompensated disease. The treatment 
of such persons with interferon-containing regimens carries a higher risk of 
serious side-effects, and the use of haemopoietic factors is recommended in 
settings where these are available (132).

Use of certain DAA regimens among persons with cirrhosis has been shown 
to be both safe and efficacious, especially in those with compensated 
disease. The addition of ribavirin to treatment increases the risk of SAEs, 
most notably those related to anaemia, and requires additional monitoring. 
Simeprevir and ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir/dasabuvir are not approved 
for use in patients with decompensated liver disease. Daclatasvir, ledipasvir 
and sofosbuvir have been studied in persons with decompensated cirrhosis 
and their use has been demonstrated to be both feasible and effective. 
However, a proportion of patients with decompensated liver disease 
will deteriorate on treatment and currently there are no pretreatment 
predictors to identify these patients. Therefore, treatment of patients with 
decompensated liver cirrhosis should be considered only in centres with 
the expertise to manage complications and ideally where access to liver 
transplantation is available.

Assessment and follow up for the progression of disease and for evidence of 
HCC is an essential part of the care of persons with HCV-related cirrhosis. 
Compensated cirrhosis may also progress over time to decompensated 
cirrhosis associated with ascites, oesophageal and gastric varices, and 
eventually to liver failure, renal failure and sepsis, all of which are life 
threatening. The diagnosis of decompensated liver disease is based on 
both laboratory and clinical assessment, and therefore a careful medical 
examination of patients must be made before starting treatment. Persons 
with cirrhosis (including those who have achieved an SVR) should be 
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screened for HCC with six-monthly ultrasound examination and α-fetoprotein 
estimation, and should have endoscopy every 1–2 years to exclude oesophageal 
varices (132). 

9.5 Persons with chronic kidney disease

There is an unmet need for DAA treatment in patients with severe renal disease 
(eGFR <30 mL/min/1.73 m2) and those requiring haemodialysis. Sofosbuvir, 
which is used in many approved regimens, does not have the safety and efficacy 
data to support its use in these situations. Preliminary pharmacokinetic and 
clinical study data suggest that the use of ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir and 
dasabuvir is feasible and the early results suggest possible efficacy (236). 
Future regimens are also looking at addressing this unmet need.

Both ribavirin and pegylated interferon require dose adjustment in persons with 
renal failure. Pegylated interferon α2a is cleared by the liver and pegylated 
interferon α2b via the kidneys. While a theoretical accumulation of pegylated 
interferon α2b could occur in persons on haemodialysis, no differences have 
been reported clinically (225, 227). 

In persons with severe renal disease (eGFR <30 mL/min/1.73 m2), including 
those on haemodialysis, a reduced dose of pegylated interferon α2a 135 μg 
once a week is recommended. The dose of ribavirin must also be decreased as 
the risk of anaemia-related adverse events is high.

In persons with renal impairment receiving chronic haemodialysis, ribavirin may 
be administered at a dose of 200 mg daily or 200 mg every other day. Plasma 
ribavirin is removed by haemodialysis with an extraction ratio of approximately 
50%.

Patients receiving ARV drugs in combination with tenofovir and sofosbuvir may 
require enhanced renal monitoring (see section 9.2).

9.6 Persons with HBV/HCV coinfection

It is important to check for the presence of HBV infection before starting HCV 
treatment. HBV and HCV coinfection may result in an accelerated disease 
course; HCV is considered to be the main driver of disease. Persons coinfected 
with HBV and HCV can be treated with antiviral therapy for HCV; SVR rates are 
likely to be similar to those in HCV-monoinfected persons (66, 237). During 
treatment and after HCV clearance, there is a risk of reactivation of HBV, and 
this may require treatment with concurrent anti-HBV antiviral therapy (224). 
DDIs must be checked before initiating treatment. Telbivudine, in particular, 
may be associated with a higher risk of neuropathy if given with interferon-
containing regimens. For more information, see the WHO Guidelines for the 
prevention, care and treatment of persons with hepatitis B infection (4).
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9.7 Persons with TB/HCV coinfection

People at increased risk of infection with HCV are also often at increased 
risk of infection with TB. Therefore, screening for active TB should be part of 
the clinical evaluation of patients being considered for HCV treatment. WHO 
recommends a four-symptom screening algorithm to rule out active TB (238). 
If the patient does not have any one of the following symptoms – current cough, 
fever, weight loss or night sweats – TB can be reasonably excluded; otherwise, 
the patient should undergo further investigations for TB or other diseases. 

Most of the DAAs interact with metabolic pathways in the liver, which increases 
and/or decreases the drug level of DAAs when co-administered with antimicrobial 
medicines such as rifabutin, rifampin and rifapentine (239, 240). Therefore, 
concurrent treatment of HCV infection and TB should be avoided. Active TB 
should generally be treated before commencing therapy for HCV. Furthermore, 
in persons with HCV infection being treated for TB, it is important to monitor 
liver function tests, as the risk of antimycobacterial-induced hepatotoxicity is 
higher in patients with TB/HCV coinfection than in those with TB monoinfection, 
although the risk of severe hepatotoxicity is rare (241). 

Concurrent treatment of HCV infection and multidrug-resistant TB is 
particularly complicated because of many DDIs between DAAs and second-line 
antimicrobials. There are limited data on the management of persons coinfected 
with HCV, HIV and TB, but such cases need sound clinical judgement in order 
to reduce the additive side-effects, pill burden and DDIs. Clinicians need to 
be aware of the risk of reactivation of TB if the person, particularly if HIV 
coinfected, receives interferon-based therapy, as interferon-based therapy 
could increase the incidence of active TB (16). Baseline liver function tests 
for individuals with chronic liver disease are encouraged prior to initiating 
treatment for latent TB infection. For individuals with abnormal baseline test 
results, routine periodic laboratory testing should be carried out during the 
treatment of latent TB infection (242).

9.8 Women of child-bearing age

None of the DAAs have been evaluated among pregnant women. Thus, 
women with childbearing potential should be counseled that they 
require effective contraception during treatment and for six months after 
completion of therapy. Interferon can induce pregnancy termination and 
ribavirin is associated with fetal abnormalities. These two medicines are 
thus contraindicated in pregnant women and those with childbearing 
potential unless effective contraception (i.e. two forms of contraception) 
can be guaranteed during treatment and, for women taking ribavirin, for 6 
months after completing therapy. Ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir-based 
regimens have DDIs with certain hormonal contraceptives and should be 
used with caution. Pre-treatment pregnancy tests should be conducted 
prior to treatment initiation.
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TABLE 10.1 Factors to be considered in prioritizing who receives treatment 

• Increased risk of death:
- advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis
- post-liver transplantation

• Risk of accelerated fibrosis:
- coinfection with either HIV or HBV
- metabolic syndrome
- high level of alcohol use

• Extrahepatic manifestations and evidence of end-organ damage:
- debilitating fatigue
- vasculitis and lymphoproliferative disorders

• Significant psychosocial morbidity (due to stigma, discrimination, fear of transmission to others)
• Maximizing reduction in incidence:

- PWID
- MSM
- prisoners
- sex workers
- women with childbearing potential
- health-care workers

Until recently, HCV therapy required lengthy treatment with pegylated interferon 
and ribavirin, with suboptimal rates of success and high rates of SAEs. Thus, 
treatment was often reserved for patients with advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis, 
for whom the risk of adverse events was outweighed by the potential benefits 
of a cure. When DAAs were introduced in high-income countries, treatment 
eligibility was also very restricted based on disease severity or other factors in 
order to minimize the budgetary impact (243). This dynamic is now changing 
for several reasons. First, the price of DAAs is falling in some countries. 
Second, there is a better understanding of the benefits of early treatment of 
HCV infection, prior to the development of fibrosis. Recent studies show that 
patients who achieve SVR tend to have improvements in liver inflammation and 
fibrosis (244), and also in work-based productivity (245) and quality of life 
(246, 247). SVR is also associated with improved extrahepatic manifestations 
independent of the stage of the underlying liver disease. Finally, the new DAAs 
are much safer and produce high cure rates. For these reasons, eligibility 
criteria are becoming more liberal, and some countries are expanding their 
HCV treatment programmes so that they can treat virtually all people with HCV 
infection and “eliminate” HCV in their populations. 

Despite these developments, in most countries, treatment allocation will initially 
be very restricted because of the high price of medicines and lack of laboratories 
and health-care infrastructure. Therefore, a framework to help policy-makers 
decide whom to prioritize for treatment is important.

10. OPERATIONAL AND IMPLEMENTATION 
ISSUES 
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Allocation of costly medicines is a perennial challenge that has complex 
ethical and economic implications. Various principles have been proposed, 
including morally relevant values such as treating people equally, giving 
priority to the worst off and saving the most lives (248). As in most 
countries, treatment will be rationed based on the availability of resources; 
this may mean prioritizing treatment for “high-risk” populations. The scope 
of this section is to aid policy-makers by providing a guidance framework to 
aid decision-making processes for the initial stages of implementing HCV 
treatment strategies. 

Two broad criteria can be used to prioritize treatment – minimizing mortality 
and morbidity by prioritizing those people with advanced HCV-related liver 
disease or who have factors that make them more likely to progress to 
cirrhosis; and maximizing the prevention benefit by prioritizing people at 
highest risk of transmitting HCV infection, for example, PWID.

10.1 Factors to be considered in prioritizing who receives 
treatment

10.1.1 Increased risk of death

Advanced HCV-related liver disease (METAVIR score F3–F4)

Patients with advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis are at increased risk of death, 
mainly due to complications of cirrhosis and HCC, but also all-cause mortality 
(249, 250). Successful treatment is associated with reduced complications 
and liver-related morality (251, 252). A paradigm shift in the treatment of 
HCV is the emergence of efficacious, tolerable and safe interferon-free DAA 
regimens suitable for patients with advanced cirrhosis (253). 

Analysis of data on effectiveness from three LMIC – Egypt, Thailand and Côte 
d’Ivoire – suggested that, given a limited number of treatment slots, treatment 
with DAA regimens among persons with F3–F4 disease would result in an 
increase in life-years saved of 16.7% in Egypt, 22% in Thailand and 13.1% in 
Côte d’Ivoire when compared with treating persons with F2–F4 disease (254, 
255).

It should be recognized that a small proportion of patients with decompensated 
cirrhosis appear to deteriorate during treatment. Clinical management of these 
patients is challenging, as it is difficult to predict which patients will experience 
this deterioration. Therefore, treatment of HCV infection should be considered 
only under close supervision of specialist teams with experience in treating and 
managing complications.

Treatment after liver transplantation

Treatment of patients following liver transplantation improves the chances 
of long-term liver graft survival. Following liver transplantation, more than 
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95% of the grafted livers will become reinfected with HCV and typically 
fibrosis develops more rapidly (256). 

Retransplantation in patients with HCV is complicated by poorer outcomes 
compared to retransplantation done for other causes, and therefore the goal 
would be to treat before the development of cirrhosis in the grafted liver (257).

Treatment with interferon and ribavirin after transplantation is feasible 
but the chances of SVR are generally low (258). Newer DAA therapies are 
advantageous, with reduced DDIs, better tolerability and improved SVR 
rates (259, 260).

10.1.2 Risk of accelerated fibrosis

Coinfection with HIV 

According to the existing HIV treatment guidelines (3), all patients coinfected 
with HIV should be considered for HCV treatment. Approximately 2.3 million 
people are believed to be coinfected with HIV globally (15). HIV coinfection is 
associated with more rapid progression of liver fibrosis (80, 261). Patients with 
HIV coinfection have reduced access to liver transplantation and outcomes 
are poor. Thus, treatment may be beneficial at earlier stages of liver disease.

Many patients with HIV coinfection are already on treatment for HIV and 
therefore easy to access. SVR rates with interferon-based therapies against 
HCV are lower in HIV-coinfected patients compared with HCV-monoinfected 
patients. However, when treated with DAAs, SVR rates are comparable among 
patients with mono- and coinfection. DDIs in patients on ART for HIV are 
important and should be carefully considered prior to DAA dosing.

Coinfection with HBV

Persons with HBV coinfection should also be prioritized for treatment of HCV 
due to an increased risk of progression of liver fibrosis and HCC, independent 
of the development of cirrhosis (262). Globally, up to 10% of patients with 
HCV are coinfected with HBV (263). Treatment of each virus should be 
undertaken as in patients with monoinfection.

Metabolic syndrome

In patients with HCV, obesity and the metabolic syndrome are associated with 
progression of liver disease and increased risk of HCC (264). Furthermore, 
HCV appears to be strongly associated with type 2 diabetes and insulin 
resistance (265, 266). Treating HCV infection in persons with diabetes results 
in a lower incidence of renal and cardiovascular complications as compared to 
untreated controls (267).

Patients with type 2 diabetes and insulin resistance have an impaired response 
to interferon-based therapy (268).
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10.1.3 Extrahepatic manifestations of chronic HCV infection

Fatigue

Most persons with HCV have no symptoms; however, some exhibit serious and 
sometimes debilitating symptoms related to HCV infection and may benefit 
strongly from treatment. Fatigue is a common symptom, which in most cases 
does not preclude activities of daily living but does impact negatively on quality 
of life (269). Improvement of these symptoms has been demonstrated after SVR 
(270). Quality-of-life assessments following treatment with DAA regimens in 
patients within phase 3 clinical studies demonstrated improvement in fatigue and 
projected an increase in societal economic benefit (245, 247). 

Vasculitis and lymphoproliferative disorders

Cryoglobulinaemia and lymphoproliferative disorders are associated with HCV 
infection (271), and can be improved or resolved following HCV cure (272). 
Patients with these conditions are therefore considered a priority for treatment. 
Cryoglobulins are frequently present among HCV-infected patients. However, a 
proportion develops evidence of end-organ damage such as renal disease, peripheral 
neuropathy, arthropathy, and peripheral and central nervous system vasculitis. 
Treatment with interferon is feasible; however, it can mimic the manifestations of 
cryoglobulinaemia (273, 274). Renal disease, commonly membranoproliferative 
glomerulonephritis, can be improved with treatment of HCV, with reversal of 
proteinuria and the nephrotic syndrome (275).

10.1.4 Maximizing reduction in incidence

People who inject drugs and others with an increased risk of transmission

PWID who engage in drug consumption-related risk behaviours and HIV-positive 
MSM who engage in high-risk sexual practices have a high incidence of HCV 
infection and, through those behaviours, can transmit the virus to others. While 
increasing awareness about the disease and measures to reduce risk are important, 
only HCV treatment can reduce the current prevalence among these populations. 
Persons who achieve cure are no longer at risk of onward transmission of HCV.

Mathematical models suggest that even a modest increase in treatment coverage 
can result in reductions in HCV prevalence (186, 187, 191, 192). These models 
also demonstrate that the prevention effect of HCV treatment is increased if it 
is combined with harm reduction services such as OST, and needle and syringe 
programmes. According to systematic reviews of interferon-based regimens, PWID 
have equivalent treatment efficacy and adherence as non-PWID (185, 276). While 
fears remain regarding HCV reinfection in PWID populations, studies suggest that 
reinfection rates in successfully treated patients are low, assuming that treatment 
is combined with other harm reduction measures (185, 277).

Significant increases in the incidence of HCV have been reported in HIV-positive 
MSM in Europe, the United States, Australia and Asia, with reinfection rates in 
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this population of between 6% and 33% (278). Treating MSM could lead to a 
reduction in transmission risk. 

Mother-to-child transmission

Mother-to-child transmission from monoinfected mothers occurs in 4–8% of 
infants and from mothers coinfected with HIV in 10.8–25% of infants (30, 32–
35). Unlike with HBV and HIV, there are no interventions to reduce this risk of 
vertical HCV transmission during pregnancy (279). Treatment currently cannot 
be recommended during pregnancy, especially with ribavirin-based regimens, 
and also because of the lack of data for the new DAA regimens. Successful 
treatment of women infected with HCV prior to pregnancy is the only measure 
that can negate any risk of mother-to-child transmission of HCV.

Incarcerated populations

Among incarcerated populations, HCV incidence is high and HCV prevalence 
can be as high as 60%, primarily because many prisoners are PWID (280). In 
the United Kingdom, it is estimated that treatment is cost–effective, and in 
fact, results in health-care savings (281).

Major barriers related to the management of interferon-based therapies in 
these institutions preclude adequate treatment, as does the high turnover and 
movement of incarcerated individuals with poor linkage to care. Shorter, more 
tolerable treatment regimens with less monitoring needs may help circumvent 
these issues.

Haemodialysis

Nosocomial transmission events remain an important cause of HCV transmission. 
Persons on haemodialysis are particularly prone to infection, with length of time 
on dialysis increasing the risk of HCV acquisition (282). Improved education 
and strict universal precautions can drastically reduce the risk of nosocomial 
transmission among dialysis patients but still, particularly in resource-limited 
settings, this practice is not always optimally adhered to. HCV infection also has 
a negative impact on graft survival post renal transplantation (283).

Treatment options remain limited for patients with severe renal disease, an 
eGFR <30 mL/min/1.73 m2 and those on haemodialysis. The dose of ribavirin 
should be reduced and careful monitoring done for anaemia. DDIs should be 
carefully considered.

Health-care workers

Health-care workers with evidence of active viral replication (in the United 
States >104 genome equivalents/mL) are restricted from performing procedures 
prone to exposure (284). Successful treatment would therefore eliminate any 
risk of transmission to patients and increase the availability of health-care 
workers for more wide-ranging clinical activities. 
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10.2 Service planning

Service planning requires an estimation of the local burden of disease, and an 
assessment of the availability of resources and infrastructure for rolling out treatment. 
National programmes are required to plan screening and treatment strategies. At 
present, many countries have poor documentation of the prevalence of infection; this 
is particularly the case in low-income countries.

The Global policy report on the prevention and control of viral hepatitis, 2013 
provides country-specific information on policies and structures already in place 
to combat viral hepatitis (126). Building on these policies and structures will be 
necessary to increase the availability of treatment for those infected. Estimates of 
how many people are likely to be affected may be made by assessing populations 
at high risk as well as previously documented prevalence and incidence rates. 
Regular sentinel screening of targeted populations using serology and NAT is 
therefore required to facilitate service planning and is the first step in increasing 
access to care and treatment for hepatitis C. Improvements in molecular tools 
for rapid screening, including dried blood spot and oral fluid testing, as well as 
polyvalent platforms for NAT, would increase the number of infected patients 
identified. They would also allow the expansion of screening services into the 
field as well as among difficult-to-access populations such as PWID. Integration 
of HCV screening with HIV, HBV and TB screening services may be suitable in 
many settings as the routes of transmission are common.

A central barrier to treatment roll-out is cost – this includes the cost of medicines, 
taxes, import charges, appropriate medical facilities and staff, as well as diagnostic 
and monitoring facilities. Negotiation on drug costs is required and prioritization of 
particular groups, for example, patients with advanced liver disease (≥F2 disease or, in 
more constrained settings, F4) may be required. Integration of services, for example, 
diagnostic and treatment facilities, may help to minimize costs and is likely to facilitate 
treatment delivery. Task-shifting is the process of sharing clinical management 
responsibilities with trained personnel such as nurses, clinical officers and pharmacists. 
Such personnel should have access to consultations with specialized team members 
as necessary and are likely to require training in order to facilitate adequate health-care 
delivery. Sourcing of medication and negotiation on pricing at a central level (using 
pooled procurement) may also minimize costs. Patent coverage and the availability of 
prequalified biosimilar agents or generic formulations is another central consideration – 
this is likely to be of key importance as new DAAs are licensed.

Clinical and laboratory facilities for screening and monitoring patients on treatment 
are an essential component of health-care provision. The development and 
implementation of simpler methods to assess HCV viral load and genotype as well as 
for the tests needed to monitor drug toxicity are important to increase accessibility 
of treatment in less well-resourced settings. Point-of-care HCV viral load testing may 
be required in some settings in order to facilitate appropriate treatment. Pharmacy 
facilities and drug storage space, including refrigeration space for interferon, should 
be included in the planning of new treatment centres. Sourcing and distribution 
planning is also required. The registration of new drugs in individual Member States 
may be time consuming and will require adequate planning.
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10.3 Service delivery

The key programmatic components of service delivery are adequate clinic 
infrastructure, laboratory and diagnostic services, reliable drug supply, human 
resources (doctors, nurses, trained persons to provide psychological support), 
a referral system, monitoring and evaluation, and civil society participation. 
Improving access to treatment requires the identification of infected patients. 
Implementation of screening for HCV therefore needs to be prioritized and 
targeted screening of high-risk populations carried out. Subsequently, persons 
with HCV infection require access to medical facilities for treatment, with ongoing 
follow up and monitoring for toxicity and efficacy. Integration with pre-existing 
services such as those already established for HIV would be of added value.

Service delivery may be achieved more readily by providing standardized, simplified 
treatment regimens at a population level. Decentralized service delivery has already 
enabled the treatment of large numbers of people infected with HIV. Service 
delivery should make use of simplified operational guidelines, training materials 
and approaches to clinical decision-making, as well as limited formularies. An 
initial clinical assessment is essential prior to commencing therapy in order to 
assess the presence of pre-morbid conditions that may rule out or delay treatment 
such as severe intercurrent illnesses, for example, TB, decompensated cirrhosis 
or pregnancy. A psychological assessment at this time and evaluation for potential 
DDIs are also essential. Disease education, patient preparation for side-effects while 
on treatment, support and appropriate informed pre- and post-test counselling 
are required. Access to appropriate diagnostic facilities for toxicity and efficacy 
monitoring is of critical importance and could be facilitated by utilizing the same or 
similar platforms currently being rolled out for HIV (285).

For treatment, standardized regimens should be used in combination with 
simplified clinical decision-making tools and standardized monitoring. 
Minimum packages for care and treatment require to be formulated locally, and 
treatment and monitoring algorithms developed. Such algorithms should include 
information on when to start therapy, when to stop, follow up, side-effects and 
management flow sheets. Management of DDIs is important, particularly in 
those coinfected with HIV. Monitoring and evaluation of centres treating persons 
for HCV is an essential component of appropriate management. Implementation 
of standard registers for tracking progress, such as those developed for use in 
TB treatment programmes, will allow monitoring and evaluation of progress 
after roll-out of treatment for HCV. Increased supervision of sites is likely to 
be important during the early stages of treatment roll-out. Other guidance on 
the delivery of treatment for HCV to people in LMIC has been developed by 
Médecins Sans Frontières (189).

10.4 Concerns of infringement of patient rights due to 
implementation of anti-diversion measures

In response to calls to make expensive, life-saving medicines more readily 
available in LMIC, pharmaceutical companies have applied measures such 
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as voluntary licensing, tiered pricing and direct negotiations with national 
governments. These measures result in significantly lower prices in some 
countries, primarily LMIC, than those charged for the same medicines in 
other, primarily high-income countries. Such large price discrepancies and 
lack of access to affordable medicines increase the risk of product diversion 
from countries where treatment is less expensive to countries where it is more 
expensive. Pharmaceutical companies, national treatment programmes and 
private distributors thus implement what are called anti-diversion measures. 
These practices were first introduced to control the resale of ARVs for HIV 
(286). Possible specific measures include product packaging that is specific 
to the treatment programme, different trade names, different colour of 
tablets and electronic tracking tools. Concerns have been raised about some 
additionally stringent anti-diversion measures that have been implemented in 
relation to the new HCV treatments. Current reported practices to control the 
individual diversion of medicines include the following:

•	 distribution of medicines with bar codes that include some patient 
information;

•	 access to medicines provided on a named patient basis with proof of 
identification;

•	 requiring proof of residence and citizenship before providing access to 
medication;

•	 photographing the patient when he/she picks up the first bottle of 
medicine;

•	 distribution of a limited (e.g. 2 weeks or 1 month) supply of medicine at 
a time with the requirement that empty medicine bottles be brought or 
sent back in exchange for new bottle(s); 

•	 requiring documentation of a negative viral load result if a patient fails 
to return an empty bottle of medicine (to prove that the patient has been 
taking the medicine rather than having sold it).

Preventing diversion of medicines is a legitimate concern of pharmaceutical 
companies and treatment programme managers, as well as hospital staff. However, 
it is important that anti-diversion measures operate within the bounds of medical 
ethics. These include the following:

•	 Confidentiality of patient information – access to patient-identifying 
information should be restricted to health-care providers caring for the 
patient;

•	 Autonomy – patients have a right to make decisions about their health 
care, including stopping treatment if they so choose;

•	 Privileged physician-patient interaction: treatment decisions should be 
made by health-care workers providing care to a patient; 

•	 Proportionality – anti-diversion measures should not put an undue burden 
on patients, health-care workers and treatment programmes; 

•	 Non-discrimination – anti-diversion measures should not directly 
or indirectly restrict access to care for vulnerable and marginalized 
communities such as refugees, PWID, migrants, homeless persons or 
those with unstable living arrangements.
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These guidelines will be launched at the annual meeting of the European 
Association for the Study of the Liver (April 2016). Following the launch, the 
Global Hepatitis Programme Secretariat will identify suitable international 
venues to present and distribute the recommendations. The guidelines will 
also be disseminated through WHO regional offices to WHO country offices 
and Ministries of Health where possible, as well as to key international, 
regional and national collaborating centres, civil society organizations and 
national programmes. In addition, the guidelines will be accessible on the 
WHO website with links to other United Nations and related websites. 

The successful implementation of the recommendations in these guidelines 
will depend on a well-planned and appropriate process of adaptation and 
integration into relevant regional and national strategies. It is a process that 
will be determined by available resources, existing enabling policies and 
practices, and levels of support from partner agencies and organizations.

Implementation of these guidelines can be measured by the number 
of countries that have incorporated them in their national treatment 
programmes. Ideally, the impact of the guidelines would be measured by 
monitoring the number of persons treated for HCV and the number cured. 
Currently, no monitoring system exists that can collect this information on 
a national level.

As indicated in section 2.4, new DAAs will acquire regulatory approval within 
months following the release of these guidelines, and the generics landscape 
and drug-pricing structures will continue to change. WHO will issue new 
guidance approximately 12–18 months after publication of these guidelines 
to provide recommendations relevant to the new treatment landscape.

11. DISSEMINATION AND UPDATING  
OF THE GUIDELINES
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